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ABSTRACT  

Pulse—echo diagnostic scanning systems are used in 

. medicine to visualise tissues beneath the body surface. 

It may be possible to recognise specific tissue types 

without reference to their anatomical position if more 

information could be obtained from the individual echoes 

forming the display. 	This information could be obtained 

from the frequency characteristics of the reflection 

processes. 	Distortions of the wave between reflector 

and transducer could prevent this information from being 

-received at the body surface. 	This thesis is devoted 

to the study and correction of these distortions. 	The 

main distorting phenomena are: wave interference, thermo-

dynamic phenomena in physiological tissue, acoustic 

reflections in piezoelectric transducers, and random 

noise generation in receiving equipment. 

Digital models of the acoustic field are developed which 

permit the calculation of the frequency response of the • 
acoustic field in a pulse—echo syStem. 	They show that 
special scanning procedures are required for the wide band 

interrogation of reflectors. 	Relaxation type absorption 

and dispersion mechanisms are discussed generally and a 

simple phenomenological model describes their behaviour. 

This is used to specify quantitatively the extent to Which 

the frequency spectrum of a reflection process may he not 

recoverable at the transducer. 	Piezoelectric transducer 

theory is used to determine the load impedance required 

_with given transducer dimensions for a good compromise 

between transducer insertion loss and overall system band- 

width. 	Noise generation in the early stages of receiving 

amplifiers, with transducer insertion loss and tissue 

absorption calculations, determines the maximum frequency 

which may be recoverable in an echo from a given depth 

in physiological tissue. 	The results of the foregoing 

considerations indicate the need for sophisticated signal 
processing equipment and suitable systems are discussed. 

It is concluded that wide band diagnostic sonar scanning 

is feasible if due consideration is made for the limitations 

described in this thesis. 
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CHAPTER I  

1. 	INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY 

Medical diagnostic sonar apparatus has been used for 

about twenty years as an alternative and complement to x-

ray in the production of images of internal organs and 

tissues. 	Its basic principles of operation are well known1 

and the design of equipment has been under continuous develop- 

ment since the inception of the technique. 	In this thesis 

a brief survey is made of the more recent developments in 

technique together with the rather small quantity of basic 

research relevant to the subject. 	It is then proposed that 

work should be directed towards producing a display, perhaps 

in multicolour format, on which different tissue structures 

could be identified without reference to a comprehensive 

display of the surrounding anatomical area. It is further 

proposed that the information required to produce such a 

display is sought in the radio frequency spectra of the 

received-echo signals. 	The feasibility of this proposal is 

analysed in the remainder of the thesis. 

The physical and technological factors which may limit 

the success of the technique are discussed: these are acoustic 

field interference phenomena, frequency dependent absorption 

and dispersion' of waves in tissues, the narrow hand nature of 

piezo-electric transducers, random noise generation in receiving 

equipment and the problems associated with fast signal processig; 

equipment which would be required to prepare signals for display. 

-1t-is established at an early stage that there are very.few 

theoretical and experimental results which may be used to assess 

the effects of these limiting factors. A combination of 

theoretical and experimental results are presented which permit 

the quantified assessment of the feasibility of a wide band 

width diagnostic sonar technique. 

Digital models are developed which are used to calculate 

the go and return frequency response affecting the propazation 

of waves between a transducer and both point reflectors in the 

field and plane reflectors obliquely angled to the transducer 
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face. The models are used to establish scanning procedures 

which would minimise the uncertainties caused by field 

interference processes. 	A fairly simple phenomenological 

model is used to describe the effects of tissue absorption 

mechanisms on the assessment of wide band data and it is 

extended to estimate the effects of velocity dispersion 

from the rather scanty absorption data available. 	The 

theory of piezoelectric transduction is considered in some 

detail and optimum operating conditions are established for 

piezoelectric transducers used for wide band measurements. 

A noise model of a transistor is developed which is suitable 

for application to a circuit driven by a piezoelectric 

element as signal source and operating conditions are estab-

lished which minimise the noise contribution of the radio 

frequency amplifier. 	These calculations serve to establish. 

a minimum receivable signal level and, with tissue absorption 

data, the maximum frequency which may be received in an echo 

from a given depth in physiological tissue. 	The possible 

ways of recording radio frequency echoes are discussed and 

certain basic signal processing procedures which must be 

applied to raw signals are detailed. 

Finally, the major results of the thesis are summarised 

and the conclusion is drawn that the wide band width sonar 

technique is feasible if due consideration is made for the 

limiting technological and physical factors described. 

Except where specifically stated the work described in 

this thesis is original as far as the author is aware. 
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CHAPTER 2  

A BRIEF SURVEY OF DIAGNOSTIC ULTRASOUND SCANNING TECHNIQUES 

A vast quantity of literature has been published on the 

subject of clinical ultrasound scanning and an excellent 

survey of the activity up until 1969 has been published by 

Wells1. 	Both A and B - scan techniques have been used 

extensively and the majority of developments have beer4.very 

generally, to improve the geometrical resolution of the 

equipments and to visualise more and more organs. 

In the period covered by1 there were three major problem 

areas of interest; these were the characteristics of pieso-

electric transducers, the non-uniform nature of the acoustic 

field and the nature of ultrasonic wave propagation, and 

absorption in physiological. structures 	The transducer 

problem arose because the piezoelectric elements, unless 

carefully matched acoustically, hehaved as highly resonant 

elements and, consequently, caused sound --)ulses of long 

duration-to be propagated into the tissues, imposing a 

minimum limit on the distance between two acoustically 

resolvable objects. 	Kossoff2 showed that the use of 

acoustic matching layers between the transducers and the 

body surface could greatly increase the transducer bandwidth. 

(i.e. shorten the output pulse duration) and increase that 

portion of.the generated acoustic energy which entered the 

tissues. 

The non-uniformity of the acoustic field resulted from 

acoustic wave interference phenomena in the near field region 

of the acoustic source with the general result that a given 

reflecting object may produce a strong or weak echo depending 

on where it is situated in the transducer's field (Wells- , 

Gordon4). 	The non-uniformity could be partially overcome, 

at the expense of introducing slightly increased beam 

divergence, by shading the acoustic source (Haselberg and 
5 Krautkramer ). 	More recently Kossoff6 has reported a 

transducer design which enerated uniform. axial 	lateral 

ultrasound intensity at a particular frequency and over a 
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selected distance. 	It consisted of a conventional disc 

transducer in which the 'live' electrode was separated 

into two parts, a disc surrounded by a single concentric 

ring. Adjustment of the relative magnitude and phase of 

the excitation of the two parts of the live electrode 

permitted the device to be operated as a shaded acoustic 

source, with various degrees of shading or as a focussed 

device with various degrees of focussing. 

Other attempts have been made to overcome the problem 

of bear width and nonuniformity: Szilard and Scruton7 have 
used multiple arrays of tranrducors and have carefully set 

the threshold of the display apparatus so that a positive 

echo indication is only given when coincident signals are 

received from a number of transducer elements. Somer and 

Lengheek8 have adopted a similar approach in which the 

receiving transducer consists of a quadripole array of 

elements. 	The signals received at the two diametral pairs 

are multiplied together and the resulting products are then 

added to produce the final echo signal. 	This procedure 

• enhanced the sensitivity to reflectors situated near the 

central axis of the transducer. 

Ultrasound is absorbed in soft physiological tissue at 
— 1 a rate of approximately 1 db AHZ-1  cm . The increasing 

attenuation with frequency limits the maximum axial resolution 

which may be obtained from a scanning equipment, the lowest 

wavelength which can be used for deep abdominal scanning 

being 1 mm or so. 	At a given frequency there is considerable 

reduction in echo amplitude with depth, and much effort and 

careful thought has been applied to the development of time 

swept attenuation (or swept i gairi) circuits in order that 

echoes from greater depths may be amplified relatively more 

than those close to the body surface (vide Wells1). In the 

absence of swept attenuation the dynamic range of useful echo 

amplitudes which might reach the transducer in a clinical 

situation may be as high as 100 dB. 	The use of swept 

attenuation permits this to be reduced to 50 dB or so. 

The dynamic range of received echo signals is generally 

much greater than that available from the display system. 
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On an A—scan the ratio of the smallest discernable pulse 

height to the largest containable on the cathode ray tube 

face corresponds to a range of 30 dB or so. 	The dynamic 

range of a typical intensity modulated cathode ray tube is 

20 dB or 10 dB for a storage tube. 	The range of density 

available on photographic film varies with its speed rating 

and is typically 30 dB. 	Thus a certain amount of signal 

amplitude compression has been found to be necessary: it has 

been accomplished by amplification with a smooth non—linear 

characteristic (e.g. logarithmic), low level suppression, or 

both together. 

Most diagnostic apparatus is equipped with many controls 

for the operation of the swept attenuation, suppression and 

compression circuits. 	This has lead to the possibility that 

almost any picture of a given anatomical area may be obtained 

depending on the setting of the several controls (Baum9). As 

a result many workers (Ossoinig10), Lewis11, Holm et al12, 

Baum 9'13 and others) have strived to standardise their 
• 

techniques az far as possible. 	Baum9 opted to use a fixed 

logarithmic signal compression characteristic and no swept 

attenuation, the latter being made possible because he confined 

his observations to the field of opthalmology where tissue 

attenuation is quite low. 	He found that the normal video 

display tended to emphasise signal level changes in the weaker 

parts of the signal and that the stronger echoes, although of 

differing amplitudes, appeared to be of uniform density on the 

• display. 	In order to emphasise level changes between the 

stronger echoes he produced an inverted video signal which was 

transferred to photographic film in such a manner that the 

stronger echoes were on a high slope part of the video signal 

voltage/film density characteristic. 	Further standardisation 

of technique has been achieved by producing contour maps of 

acoustic density in the scanned area13. 

Kosloff 	has produced some excellent echo scans at 

various anatomic sites using a technique related to that of 

Baum; his results were grey scalei3— scan pictures produced on 

film whose colour and speed characterisitcs were closely matched 

to Th.e display tube phosphor. 	By careful observation. of echo 

free background areas he could check for various system faults 
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such as amplifier saturation, video circuit ringing,deflection 

defocussing and video signal mains interference. The signal 

processing arrangements included swept attenuation, logarithmic 

compression and, in cases where changes in density were difficult 

to discern due to a high mean signal level, high pass filtering 

of the video signal. 	He used Weakly focussing transducers 

to obtain improved lateral resolution and care was taken to 

ensure that the region of transducer focus corresponded with the 

anatomic site under study. 

The A-scan technique has also been developed by Baum9 

into a form which is probably more suited to opthalmology than 

other areas: 	The successive A-scans which can be regarded as 

the component parts of a B-scan were displayed above each other 

on a cathode ray tube. 	The instantaneous pulse amplitude was 

used to produce a video signal which modulated the intensity of 

the A-scan with the result that the higher amplitude pulses 

appeared at increased intensity on the screen. 	The collection 

of A-scans thus formed gave the observer a clear indication of 

scanned structure, although this remained highly diagramatic. 

Although procedural standardisation may remove the 

arbitrariness from certain clinical examinations there has 

always remained the possibility that in a highly standardised 

technique some information may have been discarded which would 

otherwise have been clinically useful. 	On the other hand if 

many different apparatus settings are to be used in a given 

examination, the patient is required to remain under observation 

for a protracted period. This dichotomy has lead to the use of 

video tape recording (VTR) techniques in clinical scanning. The 

minimum amount of signal processin is applied during the exam-

ination (Ide and Masuzawa15) and the video and position signals 

are recorded. 	After the clinical investigation the VTR is 

replayed and several different compression and signal enhancement 

procedures may be applied before the final display. 

Meyer et a116 have used VTR to observe the movement of 

intracranial structures at several sites simultaneously, a 

procedure which would otherwise require a vast number of scanning 

equipments. 	The general problem of observing moving structures 

has received attention in the past few years; in the normal B-

scan, movements of the structure under.observation (e.g. the 
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beating heart) can seriously degrade the resulting display. 

Hussey et a126 have overcome this problem by synchronising 

the display apparatus with the E.C.G. signal, only recording 

successive lines on the B-scan when the heart was at identical 

phases in its cycle. 	The exact point in the cycle at which 

observation was made was adjustable. 	This technique has been 

further developed by Weill et alt 7 who have been able, by 

recording synchronised B-scans at several points in the cardiat 

cycle, to produce a cine film showing the movement of a peri-

cardial effusion during the cardiac cycle. 

In the nondestructive materials testing field there have 

been certain developments using continuous wave ultrasound 

techniques in which the interrogated area is flooded with 

coherent ultrasound and the echoes are scanned either 

mechanically17 or electrically18 using a piezoelectric image 

convertor tube. 	These techniques are not generally suited to 

medical diagnosis because the multitude of intra corporeal. 

reflecting interfaces produce so many spurious echo3s. 	However, 

one interesting development which may find application ie the 

medical area is due to Jacobs19  who suggests that scans are 

displayed on a colour tube in such a manner that sound intensity 

differences are displayed as picture density differences and 

'disoontinuities of phase are displayed as colour changes. 

The requirement for 'off line' setting of swept attenuation 

and compression circuits has stimulated interest in the use of 

digital computers which provide for a greatly increased flex-

ibility of Signal processing procedures over thoEx?,available 

from most VTR based equipments. 	Milan20 has reported a system 

which used the constant depth scanner of McGready and Hill21. 

and which took samples of the echo signals at time intervals 

corresponding with depth intervals of 1 tarn and azimuth intervals 

of 1.5 mm. 	The echo signals were obtained from a conventional 
A-scan apparatus, compressed logarithmically to a dynamic range 

representing that of the Analog to digital convertor (8 bits) 
and then. digitised. 	Some of the smaller echoes. were found 

to contain very high frequency-  components and low 3)ass filtering 

was applied to reduce their magnitude before sampling. For the 

future Milan envisaged that the system will be used with a 128 x 
128 point television display with 16 levels of grey scale. 	He 

raised the possibility that it may he developed to automatically 
compensate for tissue absorption, which. would reduce the require- 
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ments for operator intervention during the scanning process 

and would permit the employment of less experienced personnel 

than are at present necessary. 

The advent of digital computers in echo scanning will 

allow the further development of quantitative diagnostic 

Wells22, 23  techniques. 	Mountford and 	Wells et al24 

have suggested a numerical analysis of A-scan data for the 

diagnosis of cirrhotic liver disease; their study involved 

many 'by hand' measurements of A-scan data but the technique 

lends itself to automatic digital computer implementation. 

They used an approximate pulse frequency of 1.5MHZ and obtained 

undemodulated liver A-scans using the su.bcostal route for 

insonification. 	In a depth interval between 5 cm and 10 cm 

(approx.) they recorded successive peak amplitudes in the 

.undemodulated A-scan signal (y) and plotted values of log 

(y) versus cycle number. 	Various statistical approaches 

were used to produce regression lines of this nature but 

representing the grouped data from several A-scans. 	The, slope 

of the regression line was related to the attenuation character-
, 

is:bics of the liver and was not found to differ significantly 

between a group of normal scans andthe cirrhotic group. 

However the mean echo amplitude at target ranges of 5 cm and 

7.5 cm differed significantly between the normal and cirrhotic 

groups. 	This was a most important observation and represented 

a significant advance on conventional B-scan techniques, where 

with a very small error in system sensitivity setting, a B-scan 

of a cirrhotic liver can appear to be quite normal. 	The wave- 

form shape was not found to be significantly different between 

the two groups, but this was probably due to the fact that the 

20 dB band-width of the system was only 1.2 MHZ. 

The exact nature of the intra hepatic structures which 

generated the echoes used in the study of Mountford and Wells 

is not yet clearly established. 	It is probable that the 

structures are small enough to be comparable in size with the 

wavelength of the ultrasound used. 	If this is the case then 
they must be regarded as non specular reflectors, in contrast 

with most reflecting structures interrogated in ultrasound 

diagnosis, which. reflect specularly. 	Chivers and Hill25 
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are persuing a study whose aims are to measure the volume 

scattering of tissue samples using a spectroscopic approach. 

Further, they intend to ascertain the contribution of scattering 

to the total attenuation coefficient and to compare these 

results from those obtainable from known tissue models. Their 

final aim is to be able "to define the macroscopic acoustical 

structure of the tissue for possible relation to pathological 

condition" and its subsequent use in diagnosis. 

A spectroscopic approach to ultrasound scanning is wrought 

with many theoretical and technological difficulties. 	The 

major part of this thesis is devoted to the study and practical 

assessment of these difficulties. 
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CHAPTER 3  

A PROPOSAL  FOR A WIDE BAND DIAGNOSTIC SCANNING SYSTEM AND  
OUTLINE OF THE PROJECT. 

Many of the developments in ultrasound scanning techniques 

which were discussed in the last chapter have been directed 

towards obtaining a pictorial realism on the display which. 

corroborates the workers'• a-priori knowledge of normal anat- 

omical and pathological structures. 	The nature of a part- 

icular area of tissue is inferred from its geographical 

position on the display diagram and is not immediately apparent 

in the absence of the surrounding picture. If more information 

was obtained from the echoes received either from tissue 

interfaces or from diffuse reflecting (scattering) structures 

within the body of an organ, then it might be possible to 

recognise a tissue type without recourse to a compehensive 

anatomical display. 	This extra information would facilitate 

the development of new types of display in which the bulk of 

the anatomical information was presented in a highly schematised 

cartoon form within which certain selected tissues were displayed 
in multicolour format. Specific pathological tissue of ident-

ifiable types could easily be emphasised on such a display which 

would clearly be extremely useful in clinical practice. 

It is proposed that the extra information required for this 

type of display should be sought in the frequency spectra of the 
received echoes. .Such a study requires that wide band ultra-

sound pulses are generated. and propagated into the tissue and 

that the resulting echoes are successfully received and suitably 

processed. 	Very little research has been applied to these 

subjects and consequently it is difficult to establish the 

a-priori feasibility of the approach. 	Considerable amounts of 

time and effort would have to be applied to the development of 

apparatus and technique for even a rudimentary clinical study. 

A simpler alternative would be to begin by studying excised 

tissue samples with existing diagnostic equipment, acceptine 

the very low bandwidth available. 	It is thought that such 	a 

procedure .-could have limited usefulness because it would riot 

shed light on the underlying physical phenomena which may 

conspire together to limit the overall success of the technique. 

The limiting phenomena can be separated into purely i 
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and technological categories. 	The physical limitations 

include wave interference processes in the acoustic field 

and the thermodynamic processes which operate in physiological 

tissue and cause absorption and velocity dispersion in the 

wave. 	The limiting technological factors include the 

difficulties associated with the generation and detection of 

wide band ultrasound signals with piezoelectric transducers 

and the control of random noise generation in the radio 

frequency circuits of receiving amplifiers. 	The remainder of 

this thesis is devoted to the quantitative evaluation of these 

limitations in order that an assessment may be made of the 

feasibility of a wide band technique and that suggestions may 

be made for the design and operation of a wide band sonar system. 

In order to study the characteristics of the acoustic field 

an algorithm is developed which  permits the Calculation of the 

spectrum of a signal at any point in the Fresnel region of a 

piston sound source in response to a unit impulse excitation 

which is uniform across the face of the source (a circular 

transducer)_. 	A second algorithm is then developed which is 

used to calculate the frequency response of a propagation process 

from a point anywhere in the field of a transducer back to the 

transducer. 	The two analyses are combined to form a field 

frequency response which yields the spectral sensitivity of a 

pulse—echo system to a small reflector at any point in the field 

of the transducer. 	The interrogation of a large plane 

reflector is also considered and calculations are p3rformed 

which yield the frequency response of the reflection process 

when the reflector face is not parallel with the transducer 

face. 	Experimental verification of these analyses is included. 

Later, in Chapter 5, the algorithmsthus developed are used to 

establish the nature of signal averaging procedures which would 

be required to counteract the spectral distortions imposed by 

the field interference processes. 

The general characteristics of relaxation type absorption 

mechanisms are discussed in Chapter 6, and a mathematical model 

is developed which describes their behaviour. 	The nature of 

the errors which may be generated during the measurement of 

echo spectra which have passed through absorbing tissue is 

• 
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established, both for materials exhibiting a wide distribution 

of relaxation times and for those which also have superimposed 

single relaxations. 	The same model is used to establish the 

probable nature of velocity dispersion phenomena from measure-

ments of tissue absorption spectra; the dispersion character-

istics thus generated are used in Chapter 9 to prescribe the 
nature of phase filters which will be required for its 

correction. 	The attenuation data are used in Chapter 8 
where an assessment is made of the maximum frequencies which 

may be received in echoes from particular depths of physiological 

tissue. 

The theory describing the behaviour of piezoelectric 

transducers is discussed in some detail in Chapter 7 and 
supporting experimental data are included. 	A combination 

of transducer dimensiOns and load resistor value is developed 

with which the optimum compromise between transducer insertion 

loss and system bandwidth may be obtained. 	These results 

are also used in Chapter 8 in conjunction with a noise model 
of a transistor which takes account of the very low values of 

transducer load (i.e. amplifier source) resistance which are 

required for optimal operation of the transducer. 	A minimum 

receivable r.f. signal level is established. 

In Chapter 9 the nature of signal recording and processing 
equipment which would be required for a wide band pulse echo 

system is discussed and certain basic signal Processing 

procedures are established which are intended to correct as 

far as is possible for the frequency dependence of attenuation 

and the associated velocity dispersion. 	Chapter 10 contains 

a summary of the major results of the previous chapters and a 

discussion of the feasibility of the wide band technique in 

relation to these results. 	The general conclusion on 

feasibility is drawn in Chapter 11, together with specific 

conclusions in the fields of physics and technology. 



CHAPTER 4  

THE ACOUSTIC FIELD  

4=l. Introduction 

When an acoustic transducer propagates waves into a 

medium non plane wavefronts are formed due to the finite 

nature of the source. 	The effects of these are to form 

maxima and minima of intensity in the field close to the 

source and to impart directional properties to the radiation. 

The phenomena depend on the nature of the propagation medium, 

the dimensions and spatial excitation pattern of the source 

and the wavelengths contained in the radiation. 	The use of 

a wideband sonar in clinical diagnosis is dependent in part 

for its success or failure on the nature of these phenomena 

and a quantified knowledge of them is highly desirable. 

The theoretical analysis of acoustic fields is rather 

complicated and for many situations convenient analytic 

functions describing the field are not available. 	It is 

the purpose- of this Chapter to illustrate the limited nature 

of current field analyses and to devlop more detailed and 
workable analyses which may be used in an assessment of the 

feasibility of wide band ultrasonic diagnosis. 

4.2. Summary  
The concept of velocity potential is introduced and 

applied in the clasSical way to the development of the Rayleigh 

integral, which describes the velocity potential at a point in 

an acoustic field of an arbitrarily shaped source. 	The 

Fraunhoffer approximation to the solution of this integral 

in the far field and the application of Huygens' construction 

to a description of the Fresnel region (the near field) are 

described. 	'The sizes of transducers and ranges  of frequencies 

liIely to be used in diagnosis are considered and it is shown 

that quantitative knowledge of the field characteristics in 

the Fresnel region. is required for this; study. 	Field theory 

which may be used to obtain this information is described and 

its application in attenuating.  materials,ls discussed. 	A 
1._ 	08 

digital implementation of the field theory of Schoch' is 

presented as a technique for quantitatively describing the 

wave pressure profiles in the near field 
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The nature of propagation from reflectors in the acoustic 

field back to the transducer is considered and theory is 

developed which enables the .frequency domain fiering effects 

of this propagation to be established quantitati•rely.. 

Experimental evidence is presented which shows that these 

theories accurately describe the propagation process. 	A 

technique is then developed which permits the effects of field 

interference to be established in the time domain directly, 

with certain geometrical restrictions. 

The Chapter concludes that the theories developed may be 

used to establish practical techniques which would minimise the 

effects of field interference phenomena on wide band ultrasound 

diagnosis. 

4,3. Assumption 

The major assumptions made in this Chapter are as follows: 

i. The pressure variations in the acoustic field are 

solely hydrostatic in nature. 

This is practically true for low amplitude radiation 

in water but may not be completely true in physiological 

materials since the latter may exhibit multidimensional 

elastic properties. 	However, the development of a 

field theory in such materialS would be extremely 

difficult and would at present have to be based on 

rather scanty experimental data. 	An analysis based 

on this simple assumption can be verified experimentally 

in water and would represent a concrete starting point 

for the discussion of the feasibility of wide band 

sonar. 	Such a starting point would be more useful 

in this context than a very complicated untested 

theory which purported to describe propagation in 

anisotropic materials. 

ii. The propagation process can be described by a linear 

set of equations 

This assumption is true for small amplitude signals 

likely to be found in a diagnostic situation. 	The 

inference of the assumption is that no new frequency 

componentS are generated as a result of the propagation 

process and that the principle of superposition ca.n 

be applied in the development of propagation theory 
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This permits the use of powerful signal analysis 

techniques such as time to frequency transforms, 

the concept of impulse response and the sampling 

theorem of Nyquist. 

4.4. The velocity otential  due to a small source. 

If Ck is a velocity vector representing the instant-

aneous particle velocity associated with a wave propagating 

in a generalised medium, then it has a scalar potential, 

defined by equation 4.1. 

The potential function is used in solutions of field 

problems because it is conveniently manipulated mathematically. 

If hydrostatic pressure variations are the only stress gradients 

in the field then 0  is related to instantaneous hydrostatic 

pressure p, by Newton's Second Law. 

42 
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Where ran  is the mean density of the medium, t eliminatin U 
between equations 1 and 2 we have 

d 	E : e4  
d t 	T 4.3 

for small parturbations. 

To derive a relationship between 0 and the perturbations 

at an acoustic source Morse
29 considers a small sphere of 

radius a, vibrating with instantaneous radial velocity 

everywhere equal to u (t). 	The instantaneous volume 

flow rate at the surface of the sphere is 

(t) = 41T a2  u (t) 	 4.4 
From equation 2 there is thus a pressure function 

ak a   au(t) 
15-r, 	Ff 45 

where r is the radial co-ordinate in a spherical system. 

The general solution of the wave equation in cylindrical 

co-ordinates for a propagating pressure function is 

P(rt.) = P(t 	) 

 

4,6 

 

r 

  

where c is the wave propagation velocity. 

P (t) the pressure at r=0. 

co bining 	with equation Morse obtains: 

 



a Q (t) rto 
a r 	4na2  at 47 
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at" the surface of the sphere. Now 

p >, ap 
rir= a 

for a small sphere. 

Whence equation 7 becomes: 

P._9 aQ(t) 
4n at 4.8 

The resulting pressure wave at r (>> a) is, then, 
according to equation 6. 

4nr *a t 49 

becomes: 
Combining this with equation 3 the velocity potential/ 

(r --t) 1 t 
	

4j0 

Equation 1.0 is fundamental to the field theory. 
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4.5. Huygens principle and the extended source  

Huygens principle states that any wave structure can be 

analysed by the superposition of contributions made by some 

distribution of simple waves of suitable radiating frequency, 

amplitude and phase. 	A simple source in this context is to 

be taken as the limiting case of a spherical source as its 

radius tends to zero. 	This principle can be used to obtain 

expressions for velocity potential (or other field variables) 

at a point in a field due to an extended source. 

Figure 4.1 illustrates a plane piston set in an infinitely 

rigid material of infinite extent (an infinite baffle) which is 

radiating into the semi infinite space which contains point P. 

If the co-ordinates of a point on the piston are (a,T,1;), and 

an infinitesimal area on it, dS, is undergoing small amplitude 

movements of instantaneous velocity U (a,4j,t), then the 

infinitesimal source strength at (a, ) is 2u (a,V, t) dS. 
This corresponds with the variable Q in the last section. The 

factor 2 derives from the presence of the infinite baffle: if 

the piston is given a finite dimension perpendicular to its 

plane an infinitesimal source of equal amplitude to that a dS 

would have to be placed at the other side of the boundary 

material so as to model the fact that no bulk movement inside 

the material is possible due to its rigidity. 	As this thickness 

dimension is reduced to infinitesimally small magnitude the 

image source on the left of the piston of Figure 4.1. becomes . 

coincident and in phase with the source drawn on the right hand 

side of the boundary at, dS. 	This coincidence causes the 

doubling of Velocity amplitude. 

According to Equation 10, the velocity potential at point P 

due to dS becomes: 

S d0=- 	N1 ,u(a t.--\dS 
fmr 4.10a 
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If dS "can be regarded as an infinitesimally. small sphere 

having radial velocity U (a, y ,t). 

The integrated effect of all the infinitesimal sources on S 

is given by 

1 f N  adS 4.11 2n  

Where UN is the normal component of velocity at a, 4) 
Equation 11 is known as the Rayleigh Integral and its 

30 
derivation from equation 10 is summarised in Rayleigh. 

4s6. Velocit' .otential due to a circular piston 

Figure 4.2 illustrates a circular piston source, radius 

B, set in an infinite baffle. 	For convenience, the distribution 

of velocity amplitude is assumed to be symmetrical about the 

piston axis 0Q. 	Consider the effect of an infinitesimally 

small source point at X and its symmetric counterpart X 

The velocity potential at P is 

c:10 =-1•u(a / 10,t ttr 
and 	

R n 
434 = 	I 	U N (a 1 4)  

0 

adyeda 4012a 

dyecia 

4.12b 

77.here 0 is the total. velocity potential at P due to radiation 

from all parts of the source. 
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PP.' is perpendicular to the plane of the Source- and P'X 
„,, 

is in the plane of the source. 	X13113  is a right angle. 
Thus we can solve for r in terms of y, z,' a, J) 

r2 =(PPif -f(P/Xf 

z 

(1=1)0a=az+Y 	2ay.cosy 

whence 
a 	2 	a r =z 4-a 4-y 2ay.cosY 4.13 

The direction of propagation from z to P, with respect 

to the plane of the source is given by 

9=cos 4.14 
Equation 12 with equations 13 and 14 is the starting 

point for all calculations to establish the field due to a 
circular source. 	They may be in the time or frequency domains 
and in principle may be performed for specially non uniform 
source excitation.. 

The solution to equations13 are Normally obtained in 

two regions. 	The Fraunhofer region contains points at large 

distances from the transducer (1) and the Fresnel region a . 
contains points close to the transducer. 	The former is 

analysed by Morse29 and Stenzel31 and the Fresnel region is 

described by Hueter and Bolt32 who refer to the original work 

of. Backhaus and Trendelenberg.33, 	Brief summaries of the 

two analyses are given in the following two sections. 

4.6.1. The Fraunhofer ReF.ion 

The analysis of the Fraunhof er region as presenten by 
Morse29 is based on the cylindrical co—ordinate system 
of figures 4.3 in which the position of point P is 

described by (r, 9 ) and axial symmetry is assumed. 
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Fig 4.1 : Plane piston set 
in infinite baffle 
radiating into semi 
-infinite space. 

Infinitessimally 
small thickness. 

Fig 4.2 e Plane circular piston set in semi-infinite baffle. 

P(r,O) 

Fig 4.3 : Geometry for analysis of Fraunhofer region as 
presented by Norse° 



With uniform source velocity excitation, (Jo e 
hedefines the velocity potential at P as 

f f 
0 0 

 

where k = 
4.15 

For the condition 	and approximating X by r 
equation 15 is then solved to yield 

o(r;e)t 0 .{ e x p(i k(r ct))]d3.2  . • Vd. 

X 
 [

27-(kRsinG)1 
kR sine 

4.16 

Equation 16 can be regarded as having a term dependent 
on r and t and a directivity term Ds 

o(ce /Li (.1 k , •.r-ct)).1...,F1.1 1: Ds] 

4.17 
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Figure 4.4. shows a plot of.. aT, (X)/X 	from 

which it can be seen that the distribution of 0 in 

the Fraunhofer region is contained in a series of lobes.  

with loci of zero intensity between them. 	The 

angular width of the first lobe is given by 

	

sin Al  — 3.63 	-- 0.61 A 
Ka 	. a 

where e, is half the total angle subtended by the lobe 

at the source. 	Clearly 9i  increases as the wave- 

length increases with respect to the source dimension. 

Consequently the far field shows greater divergence of 

low.frequency energy than 'it does of high frequency 

energy. 

The separation of energy into lobes and the frequency 

dependence of beam divergence angle are the principal 

characteristics of the Fraunhofer region. 

4.6.2. The Fresnel Region  

The analysis of the Fresnel region using Huyg.ens' 

construction by Backhaus and Trendelenberg33 has been 

reviewed by Osterhamme134 who also presented very good 

Schlieren photographs35 of the near field area, which 

are reproduced in figure 4.9. 	The basis of the 

construction is best explained for the case of a strip 

source (figure 4.10) whose dimension perpendicular to 

the page is much smaller than one wavelength in the 

propagation medium. 	The construction is approximate 

but qualitatively describes the significant features of 

the region. 

Plane waves fronts of width Rare assumed to radiate 

from the strip source with travelling maxima spaced one 

wavelength, > apart. 	Two boundary point sources, one 

at each extremity of the strip radiate circular waves 

of equal strength as the plane waves. 	Points where 

• these maxima intersect yield field points of maximum 

intensity and points representing the intersection of 

maxima of one wave with minima of another represent 

	

. field minima. 	From figure 4.10 it can be seen that 

the loci of maxima due to the intersection of the nth 



x = 

1.0 

0.5 

0.0 

-0.5 
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Fig 4.4 : Directivity function for a circular source. 

Fig 4.9 	Schileren photographs of near field 

' Fig 4.10 :Graphical 
construction of near 
field 
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Please note : Figures 4.5 to 4.8 inclusive 

do not.exist. 
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circle with the (n - 1)th  line is a parabola given y 

+ y2  =01 A) 

and : 	Y= (n-1)7\ 

Whence 

(x± 14)2.= 2yA 	 4.18 

There are additional loci due to the intersection of 

the nth  circle-with the (n - m)th line, and so on. 

A similar construction applied to an harmonically 

excited circular source should yield a field pattern 

"which contains parabolas in three dimensions. For 

points along the axis33  the positions of maximum.and 

minimum intensity are 

z
max 

 
42(2m+1) 

m 	; =012 3•e•• 

419 • 
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zmin. 	
2. 
m

a  
2m1 

m=1,2, 	4 019t 

The distribution of intensity along the axis is given 

by 

I(z) =.1 	sinah[ 	z2  — z 	4 2 0 ] max 	 .  

This function is plotted on Figure 4.11 and illus-trates 

the non-uniformity of the field near the source for any 

particular frequency. 

The position of the last axial intensity maximum 

corresponds with m = 0 	and denotes the transition 

between the Fresnel and Fraunhofer regions. 	It is 
given by 

4R 	2.  
Z .= 41\ 	 4.21 • 
To assess the effect on a wide band pulse echo system 

of the field phenomena just described, it is necessary 

to know much more about the acoustic field away from 

the transducer axis in the Fresnel region than the 

above analysis can give. 	It is also clear that any 

analysis which is to quantitatively include regions 

not covered above is likely to be quite complicated. 

In order to minimise the effort involved in developing  

a quantitative description of field regions not covered 

by the above results some knowledge of the dimensions 

and frequencies likely to he found in clinical ultra-

sound practice is necessary. 
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Relative inten- 
qity T/Imax. 	1.0 

0.6 

0.0 
2 	4 
	10 

Range, y/R. 

Fig 4.11 : Axial intensity distribution of a circular 
piston (RA=9.5) 
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4.7. 	Field dimensions and frequencies in clinical diagnosis 

In most diagnostic situations transducer diameters range 

from about 2.5 mm to 20 mm and operating frequencies range 

from 1 iHIZ to 20 HHZ. 	The very high frequencies are mainly 

used in 0#halmology where reflector depths are not normally 

more than 30 mm. 	The lower frequencies and wider transducers 

are used for deeper organs because the attenuation in tissue is 

a strongly rising function of frequency and beam divergence 

at large depths increases with smaller transducers. 	The 

propagation velocity in soft mamallian tissues is. about- 1500 

m/s which corresponds with a wavelength of 1.5 mm at 1 

The Fresnel zone length is calculated according to equation 21 

and plotted versus frequency for typical transducer sizes and 

frequency ranges on Figure 4.12. 

Table 1 taken from Wells/  lists approximate reflector depths 

for commonly scanned structures. 

TABLE 1  

Reflector 	 Depth 	(cm) 

Foetal skull 	 8 
Posterior heart 	 10 

PoSterior liver 	 - 12 

Brain mid—line 	 7 
Cirrhotic liver structures 	8 
Hydatidiform mole 	 8 
Normal liver 	 8 
Anterior mitral leaflet 	7 

Reference to Table 1 and figure 4.12 clearly indicates 

the need to know the nature of the Fresnel zone quantitatively. 

The amount of calculation required to describe the Fresnel zone 

can be established if we consider Nyquists' sampling theorem 

with distance between field maxima substituted for interval I- 
anci spacial frequency substituted by frequency 	. The 

theorem states that "if a signal is band limited and if the • 

time interval be divided into equal parts forming  subintervals 

such that each one comprises an interval 	J 	seconds long 
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where 	isless that 1/afm beingbein the highest frequency 

contained in the waveform and if an instantaneous sample is 

taken from each subinterval in any manner, then a knowledge 

of the instantaneous magnitude of each sample plus a knowledge 

of the instants within each subinterval at which the sample 

is taken contains all the information in the original signal". 

Considering equation 20 for the intensity distribution 

along the axis of a circular source we have 

I 	- max 
4.22 

  

   

If Z is very small with respect to R the highest spacial 

frequency is. 1/(A which, according to the sampling theorem 

• requires a sampling interval of, Va for the field to be 

_fully described. 	Simillr considerations apply to the 

evaluation of the field in off axis regions. 	In the case of 

a_20mm diameter transducer and time frequency of 20 MHZ, the 

source dimension contains about 270 wavelengths. 

Clearly a complete analysis requires the evaluation of 

an extremely large number of field points if all frequencies 

and geometries are to be included. 	The problem is made 

worse by the absence of convenient analytic descriptions of 

the field. 	For these regions only a restricted set of 

transducer sizes and operating frequencies will be considered. 

They are chosen to illustrate broadly the range of uncertainties 

which are likely to be found in ultrasound diagnosis based on 

wideband signals. 

A representative set of transducers might have diameters 

2 cm, 1 cm and 0.5 cm. 	The largest transducer has a beam 

width of 2 cm for most frequencies and depths in the clinical 

range. 	The maximum depth to which each device is operated is 

typically that depth which its beam becomes as wide as the beam 

of the next largest transducer at 1 MHZ. 	The maximum 

frequency to be considered at any depth is related to the 

tissue attenuation characteristics. 	The attenuation of 
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radiation in tissue is roughly ke_r- A f 2 where A is constant 

and z is depth. 	Assuming that amplifier noise criteria 

limits the maximum depth from which 1 MHZ echoes can be 

received to about 40 cm and that a maximum practical frequency 

limit is about 20 MHZ we have a maximum depth related to 

frequency according to 

40 
zrnax f 

MHz 
4.23 

These estimates may seem somewhat optimistic but they do allow 

one to take account of future technological improvements. 

Figure 4.13 shows the Fresnel zone length and the 

divergent central lobe of the directivity function for the 

three transducers at 1 MHZ. 	Using this figure and the 

maximum frequency criterion the operating limits for each 

-transducer can be obtained.. 

Transducer 
Dia. 	(cm) 

Max. depth 
(cm) 

Max.frequency 
(MHZ) 

Min.depth Min, frequency 
(cm) 	(MHZ) 

2 - 	1 3 5 8 
1 5 8. 1 20 

0.5 1.5 20 0.5 20 

It is now necessary to consider the various theories which 

may be of use in calculations of the field pressure profiles 

for transducers operated within these limits., 

4 . 8. LIIELL study of existing 	 theory 

The applicability of field theory to any particular 

situation depends largely on two parameters, kz and kR, where 

k is the wave number 	(lc= 26 = 	), z is the distance 

from the transducer and R is the transducer radius. 	The 

ranges of kz and kR for the conditions described at the end 

of the last section are 

20 < kz <3600 

10 < kR < 840 



2 1 5 6 7 3 0 4 

0.5 Fresnel zone 
limit. 

lcm lobe 

lcm Fresnel zone 
limit. 
4.— 

2cm Fresnel zone 
limit. 

2cm lobe 

0.5cm lobe 

44 

Transd-
ucer 

face 

Depth cm 

Fig 4.13 : Diagram showing Fresnel zone limit and 
boundary of divergent central lobe at 1MHz 
for transducers of diameter 0.5 , 1.0 , and 
2.0cm operating in soft physiological tissue. 
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Seki et a136  seeking solutions for kR;,50 review the 

various works available in 1956. 	They mention the work of 

Bouwkamp37 which was later developed by Meixner38, Spence39 

and Storuste and Wergeland40. 

They continue to state that approximation series often 

caused great difficulties due to their slow convergence' at 

higher frequencies. 	This problem may not be so great now 

due to the developments in computing machinery. 

Levine and Schwinger (vide Seki36) and King (vide 
Seki36) produced an exact expression for velocity potential 

in the field. 

[P= 	-- VA2T-  L  

Williams (vide Seki36) has-used this expression to 

derive the average value of velocity potential over an area 

parallel with the transducer face; he used an approximation 

and shows it to be valid for kR==100 and kR -2000. 	Seki et 

al then continue to use approximation formulae due to Lornmel 

to compute field pressure and phase profiles in front of a 

piston source for the following conditions. 

30 Mhz 

5000 m/s 

0.6 cm. 

0.0167 cm. i\ = 

kR = 226 

R2 	21.55 cm. 	Fresnel zone length) 

(434 cm 

kz 

( > 16 cm 

< 1300 
( 7 600 



Gray et al44describe the approximation which Lommel used. 

It would appear that the validity conditions are such that the 

source diameter and the distance from the field point to the 

axis are small enough for the distance between the field point 

and any point on the Source to be approximated by z, the 

perpendicular distance between the plane of the source and a 

plane parallel to it containing the field point. 	Now Seki 

successfully used the Lommel approximation to predict'an 

experimentally determined peak in uessure averaged over a 

receiver crystals' crystals' area at z 

At this point the maximum difference between z and the 
greatest value of r, the distance between a point on the source 
and a point on the receiver is of the order of 2)\;(Fig.4.14).The 
appoximation is as follows: 

rmax z 24-(74.77Ra 

if z>->R then 

0■11•111 

max z 
but: z 

whence : 

- 2R
a  

R 2  7\  

rmax —z 27\ 
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Transducer 
face. 

Fig 4.14 : Geometry to illustrate the Lommel approximation. 
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If this condition is necessary and sufficient for the 

application of the Lommel approximation then it cannot be 

used in the diagnostic situation where the values of z are 

generally less than 	In In the same paper calculations 

were made down to 	0.74 x R2 although experimental 

evidence was not offered. 

For the present we do not need to know averaged intensity 

over a'reflector area so Williams approximation will be over- 

looked. 	He did however discuss an analysis due to Schoch28 

which.,in a further simplification purported to evaluate 

velocity potential at a point in an acoustic field with a• 

source dimension yielding a large value of kR. 	Williams 

indicates that Schoch's approximate expression is probably 

only valid for points close to the field axis and in the 

Fraunhofer region. 	DP41141  has discussed Schoch's approxim- 

ation and performed experiments which show that it at least 

qualitatively predicts the nature of Fresnel zone phenomena. 

Schoch's analysis will be used later in the chapter: it will 

be summarised in the next section, together with the work of 

llehn. 

4.8.1. Field analysis due to Schoch  

Schoch considers a piston source of arbitrary shape 

(Figure 4.15) and a general field point P. The source 

is in the x y plane and the vertical distance 

between the source and a plane containing P is z. 

The geometry is divided into two sets, one being for 

calculations where the projection of P onto the plane 

of the source is in the source area and one when it is 

outside that area. 	Only the former case will be 

considered here because the radiation outside this 

region in the diagnostic Situation is minimal. 

He assumes that the normal velocity of the piston U-

(x,y) is uniform across the source and that it is equal 

to the normal gradient of velocity potential 0  at the 
piston. 
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Fig 4.15 : Piston source of arbitrary shape:geometry 
for Schoch analysis. 

Fig 4.16 : Circular piston source : geometry for 
Schoch analysis. 
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•■• 

Rayleight 's Integral is invoked to yield the velocity 
potential at P due, to the source: 

r 	expcjko, ds 
21 az r s Eto 

• 

.4)=27TU irexpEosn.ds  
4.25 

now za+ = ra  

and at constant z 
r d r =pig - 

whence: 

• 

ds=ig 	dye =r drcly 

substituting in 4.25 : 

rit A 	. U 	r 	dp dY 
(1)= 211 j 0 0 

Vir 

f expf-jkddr 
0  <1.) --- 	1 

and 

whence: 

2 41t 
!.1„eXP(jkZ) 	 fexp(jIcc)dy 
ik 	2rej k 

4.26 
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Where (91  and r1  are values of p and r at the edge 

of the source,they are clearly functions of 4) 

Equation 26 represents a velocity potential at P due 

to a plane wave front issuing from the source which is 

interfered by a wave from the edge of the source. The 

extent of the interference is governed by 4) . 	The 

meaning of equation 26 will be further elaborated in to 

11 of this chapter. 	For the time being Schoch's 

further approximations will be discussed. 

Considering r as a function of 4)/ we have for a 

circular source of radius R (Figure 4.16). 

2 	2. 	2 
r=" Z+9 

a a a 
=z+FR fx -2FRxcosy' 

differentiating wr.t. y 
a r = Rx sin y' 
ay r 

4.27 

428 

From equation 28 we see that r changes most rapidly 
rr 

with y when 4)- 	and most slowly when 9)---r-L-- 0, TT...  

Schoch says that for large kR the edge wave integral 

tendst.o zero due to the fact that small changes in r 
\ 

produce rapidly varying phase changes in the wave 

received at P. )'-  At times in the integral when ---L- d k l)  
is very small this cancellation is not operative and 

P receives finite pressure disturbances from ti)== 0 

and y == TT 	• 	Some evidence to support this is 

given in section 11 of this chapter. 	By a series 

expansion for r about 4  =“) he then shows that 



contributions due to the edge wave integral tend to 1 
zero as K  2 	if 	= 0 and as K — 1 	if 
21: 4 _ 
dy 	

0. 	
ay 

That is to say that the validity of the approximation 

increases for small wavelengths. 

Thus for sufficiently large kR the effect of the source 

on the field point can be considered as deriving from 

three components: 

1. A plane wave emanating from the whole 

transducer surface, 

ii. A wave arriving at P from a small source 

element at y = 0 at the edge of the source. 
iii. A wave arriving at P from a small element 

at the edge of the source at M=T t' 
This simplification of the radiation pattern is identical 

with that used in the application of Huygen's construct-

ion in Section 6.2. of this chapter. 

4.8.2. 	Dehn's experiments  

The concluding sentences of the last section yield a 

source model which is illubtrated in Figure 4.17. 

th 
For the n front of wave 1 , waves 1 and 3 are 

• in phase when 

[z -f (R 	 = z (m,-1)A 

mi< n 

Waves 1 and 2 are in phase when : 

g  J. 

[Z2+(R+X)1 a  = Z + (Ma-1)A 

ma> n 

4.30a 

4.30b 

Waves 2 and 3 are in phase when : 

[Z4R+>11'= 
a z+( 	+PA 4.30c 



-Transducer 
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Fig 4.17 t Dehnts three ray model of an 
acoustic source. 
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The parameter p derives from the fact that the 

number of times 1 and 3 may be in phase must be less 
than the number of times the cophasic condition applies 

for points on the axis up to range Z . 	A similar 

argument applies for the other expressions. 	The 

analysis (c.f. Backhaus and Trendelenberg33) mentioned 

in Section 6.2. yields the value for n. 

Axial symmetry infers that point P rotated about the 

axis generates a constant intensity and phase ring of 

acoustic pressure. 

Dehn has recorded the ring interference patterns on 

photographic plates immersed in cool developer solution, 

placed parallel with a circular transducer and at 

various axial distances from it. 	He used radiation • 

frequencies of 5 MHZ and 0.3 MHZ corresponding with VX 

== 28.4. and 7.7 respectively. 	He compared the values 

of Z for axial intensity maxima and minima obtained by 

measurement and equation 19 for ranges of Znfrom 

about 2 up to 50. 	- His results show extremely good 

agreement (1%); this may be expected since it would 

appear that most field theory increases in accuracy 

when field points near the axis of the source are 

considered. 

He continued to measure the radii of rings of maximum 

intensity in the 5 MHZ experiment at axial distances 
corresponding with axial intensity maxima and minima. 

These were compared with values calculated from 

equation 30A alone for ranges of Z < 600. 

The agreement reached was in general much better than 

10% with accuracy notably decreasing as one considers 

points further from the axis and closer to the source. 

There are no general simultaneous solution3to equations 

30 A,D.0 so the use of one of them alone great]y 
simplifies computations. 	Dehn justifies its 

use as follows: 
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' Close to the source some of the maxima due to rays 

1 and 2 are partially suppressed by interference 

between 2 and 3 while the rest of the maxima closely 
coincide with cophasic 1 and 3. 	Thus 1 and 3 alone 
will give a good indication. of positions of maxima. 

It should be noted that his values of Z were at most 

7 source radii. 

This ray theory approximation is similar to that 

described in 6.2. 	Like the previous one, it suffers 

from the fact that it cannot predict the pressure 

amplitude quantitatively, nor can the experimental 

technique establish that amplitude. 	It has been 

included here to serve as an illustration of the type 

of technique available for field description. 

	

4.8.3. 	Some measured results 

Wells1  useda pulse echo system to plot the field of 

a circular transducer using a small steel target, 6.3mm 

diameter, in water. 	He used approximate operating 

frequencies of 1.5, 2.5. and 5 MHZ with transducer 
diameters of 2 cm., 1 cm. and 1.5 cm. 	His results 

show that the range of amplitudes between maxima and 

minima in the field are negligible by comparison with 

the =average pressure at the depth in question. (Figure 

4.176.) 	The fairly large target could have had some 

averaging effect preventing the assessment of the true 

maximum to minimum pressure range. 	However, the 

results do show that the average radiation reflected 

from a target of this size is a fairly smooth function 

of position in the field. 	It is difficult to say 

what this result infers about reflection from flat 

reflectors, and much smaller reflectors either singly 

or in groups. 

	

4.8.4. 	Concludin remarks on existing field theory 

For a given frequency the spacing between maxima and 

minima is of the order of one wavelength close to the 

source and the pressurein the wave at axial minima 

falls to zero. 	Further away from the source and 

off the axis the spacing increases but the wave 
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Echo amplitude curves for pulse-echo transducer s 
of various frequencies and diameters, plotted in 
water.The calculated positions (Wells' calculations) 
of the last axial maximuB fOl' continuous wave 
conditions are shown. The target wasla steel sphere 
of O.63cm diameter. (Taken from Wells ,page 83) 
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amplitude between maxima remains finite. 	The 

approximations mentioned do not permit the assessment 

of intensity and phase of radiation off the axis. 

Quantitative inference of the effect of these field 

phenomena are discussed in subsequent sections of this 

chapter. 	The possibilities of digitally evaluating 

the basic field integrals and of considering field 

phenomena in the time dc:_lain only will be considered. 

Before such discussion it is necessary to consider 

limitations which may arise in the application of 

"ideal medium" field theories to physiological 

materials. 

4.9. 	11211122171-2':"-onoffield ical 
materials. 

The theory considered so far assumes that propagation 

velocity in the field is not a function of direction, that the 

materials are non dispersive and that attenuation due to loss 

mechanisms is negligible. 	Complete homogeneity is also 

assumed. 	Considered algebraically, acceleration was regarded 

as the space gradient of hydrostatic pressure, whereas in the 

most general case it should be related to the divergence of the 

full stress tense&_ P (see Chapter 6). 	The general case thus 

requires that velocity potential is also related to the stress 

tensor according to 

du_ —d .v,to = 	 4.31 dt dt 
A full elastic analysis of physiological materials 

would be required if this relationship were used in field 

Calculations. 

Since the multidimensional elastic properties of 

these materials are neither well known experimentally nor. 

understood theoretically, the use of equation 31 may yield 

results of little Significance when considered in the light 

of the large effort involved in the development of a field 

analysis. 	Thus a simple model is more in order. 	If 

possible it should encompass some of the features of physiolog-

ical materials and at the same time be reducable for application 
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in ideal materials. 

On this basis it was decided to develop a very 

simple model which would include the effects of velocity 

anisotropy and absorption but would omit the possibility 

of inhomogeneity. 	These omissions are to a certain 

extent justifiable on the baSis of work by Carstensen42 

who compared attenuation coefficients in homogenised 

and unhomogenised materials and found them to be 

comparable. 

Figure 4.19 shows a cylindrical co—ordinate system with 

axial symmetry. 	S is to be considered as a source 

point and P a field point. 	Propagation velocity is 

assumed to be a simple function of 0, of the form 

c(0)= co  [1 + a (1 --c °se)] 	432 
That is to say, when G=0,0(0) = Co  , and as 0 rises to 
rr 

- a 	the velocity of propagation increases to Co(li-a). 

Attenuation ,is included merely by multiplying any prop-

agation function between S and P by some frequency 

dependent attenuation function. 	Typically this would 

be of the form: 

exp (---o((w)r) 

whereCw)=const. x w 

and wr.angular frequency 

These considerations would indicate that frequency 

domain field solutions may be more convenient to use 

than solutions in the time domain. 

The velocity potential at P due to S then becomes: 

M= 	(w)e x p 
4 TT  r 	ca 

4.33 
It is now assumed that the stress at the field point 

is entirely hydrostatic, thus 

P(r, 	jwa 	 4.34 
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The author realises that this approach is by no means 

thorough but proposes it as something which will allow 

one roughly to establish the effects of non ideal 

processes on the determination of field characteristics. 

4.10. 	General consideration on the digital evaluation  
of acoustic field  

Equation 12 of this chapter gave the general 

form of an integral which would have to be evaluated in 

order to determine the field due to a distributed source. 

The possibility of performing this integration on a 

• digital computer in both time and frequency domains is 

considered in this section. 	The arguments presented 

are also applicable to the digital evaluation of any 

expressions derived from equation 12, Schoch's equation, 

for instance. 

For the moment it is assumed that a circular piston 

can be approximated by a set of concentric, coplanar 

ring source, each one being situated in an infinite 

baffle. 	The actual number of ring sources will be 

discussed later. 	If 	Yair represents a fraction 

of the ring source (see Figure 4.15) then for each ring 

and an ideal propagation medium, the time domain process 

at a field point can be described as 

W(z) 
Os(t)= f 	— act) ay(r) 4.35 

4J1:0 

Where f(t) is the source function 

a(r) is the function describing the reduction 

in wave amplitude as the disturbance spreads away from 

thp. source. 

In a lossless medium it is 11.7. 
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dy(T) is that element of the source which contributes 

signal at the field point with a delay of 1; seconds with 
respect to the source signal. 

Alternatively we may write: 

ow= f f ("t 	a(z) 	di 	4.36 

From equations 35 and 36 one can infer that the time 

dbinain calculation process must be to first calculate the 

propagation delay time, 17, by which the signal from a given 

point on the ring source is - delayed with respect to the time 

the first disturbance from the ring source reaches the field 

point. 	Next the corresponding reduction in amplitude, a(V) 

(t), is evaluated; in the absence of attenuation this is equal 

to l/r. 	Finally the fraction of the ring source contrib- 

uting signal with this delay and amplitude is evaluated. 

Summation of signals from all parts of the ring source, that 

is with all possible delays, IT, then completes. the integration 

process. 

If ro  is the smallest distance between the ring and the 

field point (Figure 4.I3a) and rim 	is the largest distance, 

corresponding with (1) == 0 and y == TT 	respectively, 

then the range of 1;, which varies with time, t, is given by 

Figure 4.20. 	The integral and 	are zero up until t 

Between t == r 	and t == err 	the integral and 	increase 

and after t C 	 all all the ring contributes to signal at the 
C 

field point, the range of T then being the maximum possible. 

In a computer implementation of this process calculation 

would be made at successive times, t, in order that 0(t) may be 

evaluated. 	For each value of t chosen, the value of -7 would' 

be incremented between zero and the value of '17 appropriate to 

the current value of t. 	For each pair of values of t and 

the integrand product would be evaluated: 



-S 
(source point, 
area = dS, velocity 
disturbance = U(w) 

propagation velocity = c(e) 
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P (arbitrary 
field point) 

Fig 4.18 :Ring source and arbitrary field point 
showing maximum and minimum distances 
from the source to the field point. 

P (field point) 

r 

Fig 4.19 : Source and field points , S and P , with 
anisotropic propagation between them. 

O 
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Pig 4.20 : Dependence of ring source maximum delay time,(1), 
on actual time,( t ). 
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f (t-r) a(Z) d VT) 	 4.37 
For a given value of t the values of the integrand 

product for all possible values of "C would be stored in an 

accumulator. 	At the end of this summation overt, the 

accumulator would contain the sample value 0 (t). During 

the integration the variables are thus in time sampled form, 

which-requires that the Nyquist sampling theorem is obeyed. 

If the total duration of the transient) 
_T;  

is much longer than the time course of the source disturbance, 

f (t), the disturbance will reach point P in a low pass 
filtered form. 

At points on the axis of the ring the transient duration 

is zero and only one value of -C (.=. 242-) 	is used in the inte- 

gration. 	In this case the original disturbance at the ring, 

f (t) will be,received unchanged except.  for the amplitude 

correction, a (t) and propagation time delay, :V. 

Between these two extreme cases (maximum and Minimum 

transient duration) there are points, in the field for which the 

transient duration may only be a few sample periods.' If it 

were incremented by the same amount as t then very few 

increments would be used in the integration. In the calculation 

dtd 	.dt one would only obtain very approximate values of 

d 	This would result in the lumping of wave energy into 

a few time samples in a way which did not represent the true 

form of the phenomenon being modelled and ]age inaccuracies 

would be expected. 	This sampling problem becomes greatest 

at points close to the axis of the ring and militates against 

the use of-time domain.solutions of field systems of this 

nature. 

Let us now consider the corresponding operation in the 

frequency domain. 	Equation .37 becomes 
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= f F(w) e x 	\Art a('C) (i)  cit 
O 

438 
Any computations of this integral would affect the 

magnitude and phase spectra of f (t) rather than the position 

of a time sample. 	Imagine F (w) being stored in two arrays 

Re (F(w)) andim (F(w)), being arrays of real and imaginary 

discrete spectral. components. 	As the integration is 

performed each spectral component would suffer phase lag as 

the parameter, "t, is incremented. 	This is equivalent to 

reducing the magnitudes of im  (F(w)) with respect to Re(F(w)). 

The modulus, IF(w)1 would reduce due to a(Z). 	For each V 

increment the portion of the source, dy, contributing to the 

particular phase and amplitude correction would also be 

calculated. 	If the range of IT is short and there are few 

steps then the contribution d (1) could be in error to the 

extent that the weight attached to each phase lag would be 

incorrect. 	With more steps of 17 this inaccuracy decreases. 

If 4) is incremented instead of 'V we see that in the 
shorter transients the sizes of the "7 increments calculated 

would be relatively small with respect to the shortest wave 

period in F(w). 	Relatively more accurate computation of 

phases would result. 	If the duration of the transient was 

long and the number of tv steps was too small each calculated y 
increment would be quite large and phase inaccuracies would 

increase. 

The duration of the longest transient is limited. by the 

source and field geometry whereas the shortest transient is of 

zero duration. 	Thus it would appear that incrementation of 4) 
instead of ̀ 7 in a frequency domain integration would yield 
accuracies which degenerated for longer transients but which 

could cope accurately with transients of short duration. 

This approach could not be applied in the time domain:  
because calculation would be constrai:neA to the time sample 
interval chosen for the original disturbance and for short 
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disturbances both amplitude and phase inaccuracies may result 

from the approximation of actual time to the nearest sample 

position. 

Th6 next problem arises from the need to decide on the 

number of increments (of y ) which are to be used in a 
computation which is to yield reasonably accurate results. 

No way of arriving at this analytically could be found. A 

"blanket policy" might be to say that the numer of 

increments must be such that on average M evaluations per 

cycle of radiation frequency f must be made during the range 

of 17 . 	The number of increments then becomes 

N=M-cf 	 4.39 
For the case of a transducer of 0.5 cm diameter, 

radiation frequency 20MHZ and a field point close to the 

source 17f 	is approximately 66. 	If M is 100 then 

6600 calculations are required. 	Thus we see that very 

much computing time may be required; the choice of the number 

of y steps is further discussed empirically in Section 11 

of this chapter. 

If computations are to be made for the effect of a 

circular source on a point in its field it is possible that 

one might divide the source into a number of elementary ring 

sources for the purposes of computation. 	The .establishment - 

of the number of rings into which it is divided follows the 

same arguments as outlined above. 	For higher frequencies 

the number is likely to be quite large, which together with 

the number of 4)  steps per ring requires a considerable 

investment in computing time. 	One factor which could be 

regarded as offsetting this computing load is the possibility 

of writing a programme which could calculate field patterns 

for sources of non-uniform, but axially symmetrical intensity 

distribution. 

Despite this, it was decided to minimise computing 

load and to calculate the field due to uniformly excited 

sources only and to base computer programs on expressions 

derived from the Rayleigh Integral of the type derived by 

Schoch.28 
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4.11. 	Com uter im lementation of Schoch's anal, sis. 

The analysis and its geometry has been described in 

Section 4.8 of this chapter and the 3 ray extension will not 

be used. 	Clearly the separation of a piston source into 

an ideal plane wave source and a single ring source is much 

more economical in computing time than the use of several 

elementary ring sources. 	This section describes the 

geometry applicable to a circular piston and the structure 

of a "Fortran" program based on this geometry with the 

possibility of including velocity anisotropy and attenuation 

as described in section 4.9. 	Various tests performed on the 

Program are described. 

4.11.1. The Schoch geometry applied to a circular piston. 

Figure 4.21 illustrates the geometry required for 

computations to establish the pressure amplitude at 

a field point situated inside right circular prism 

with the transducer as base. 

In Figure 4.21 the straight line containing points 

A and 0 is regarded as the origin of angle le 

y is the vertical distance of point P from the source 

axis and z is the distance from the source of a plane 

parallel with the source and containing point P. 

Applying the cosine rule to triangle 0 A X we have: 

R = y 4- (ox)a  2(0x)y cos y 

whence : 

ox= cps "1": 	osly 	Ra) 
4.41 

4040 
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Fig 4.21 : Schoch analysis : geometry required for 
calculation of pressure amplitude at a 
field point situated in a right circular 
prism with the transducer, as base. 



Now OX is always positive so we take the positive 

square root in Equation 41. 

(ox)2= R 2-v2-cos y -2ycosy [ 

(cos2y -1)] 4.42 
-Now considering triangle PDX, angle PDX is 7 Tr , .whence 

r2(y)= Z
a 
 + >02. 
	

4,43 

The direction of propagation of waves from the circum-

ferential ring source is given by 

-1 z = COs r(W) 4.44 

Thus for any value of , Z and y we can calculate 
r (y), and propagation velocity as a function of e 
in the anisotropic case; a knowledge of these two 

yields the time delay 7. 

r(y)/c(G) 	 445 

4.11.2. 	Program Structure  

The Fortran listing is shown in Figure 4.21a, 

The program input information is transducer diameter, 

the co-ordinates of P, the frequency of interest and 

the amplitude of the real and imaginary parts of the 
source velocity amplitude. The number of increments 

of 4) is inserted at this point. 



	

00-0065 	 -R--SORT-(R) 
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011”6- 

0"0 010 

0022 
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C., 2f.' 241 '1 

65 
• - • _ - • 	_ • • _ 	 • _ • - 	- • • _ -• 

	

---------- 	SUOROUTINEPRESS -7_, A y Yi  RR1 RI7  t4S-.-TEP, 

	

e 90 01i-- 	cr 
000 012 

0-0 0 0 1 
=- 000015 

- RST=FLOAT(?liTEc') 
- AMP=CC/RST 
RCP= 	G-- - 

1=14rJ 
000016 	 N STE P 
o no oi7 	 RPC= RR 
000017- 	_ _ - RI  C= RI 	. 
00002.9 - 	CHI=3.14159-*FLOAT(L) 

	

=C OS 	*CHIA." 
000033 	At 

)11:=.Y*Y 
--- 009035-  
	 Y2-A14Y1-*JO1.7:1401-",,,9 	 

-000 	 ( 
___R=2-1-+ 	 Y 	CH51--At-Y-a. 

Fig 4.21a : Listing of Fortran , program used for 
the digital implementation of the 
Schoch analysis. 
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With each increment of (1) the corresponding value of 1: 

is calculated according to the equations in the last 

Section. , The phase correction to be applied to each 

spectral component of the source velocity function at 

the edge of the piston is 

PHI = -wt radian 	4.46 

The amplitude correction is (c.f. equation 26) 

AMP= VIRST 
	

4.47 
where RST is the number of (jJ increments, and C is 

the propagation velocity. 

With these two corrections we are calculating a 

contribution to the second term of equation 26 which is 

 exPejCr)I=
TC 	

y
j 

,off  

w 
-1©w 	= r- 

. 	Uc 	rwr•\ , ,At1 = 	e x pc 	dy 2itiw 
Now axial symmetry permits us to evaluate the integral 

between limits 0,11 and to double the result to obtain 

4.48 

4.48a 

the value for limits 0, 211. 

48a becomes 

U c 	w r Ao= 	exp(---c j) 1w 
and 

= 1 
Tr  RST 

Thus in the computation 

4.49 

449a 
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Note that the amplitude correction term of equation 

47 represents the amplitude correction of equation 49 

multiplied by jW. 	This was done so that the program - 
would evaluate acoustic pressure since, from equation 

3. acoustic pressure, P is given by 

c14) 
P.:190E Poi" from 4.3 

The amplitude and phase corrections of equations 46 and 47 

.are applied to the source velocity function and the result 

is stored in two accumulators, for the real and imaginary 

parts of the field pressure. 

When V has incremented up to TI radians the accumulator 

contains the lumped effect of all the increments on the 

ring source. 	Similar amplitude and phase corrections 

are applied, to the plane wave component from the face of 

the piston, the first term in equation 26. The content 

of the accumulator is then subtracted from this result, 

yielding real and imaginary parts of pressure at P due 

to the whole piston source. 

Using a C D C 6400 computer and Fortran IV operating 

under "kronos", the program required 0.1 sec. real time 

to calculte the pressure at a single field point, with 

100 increments of y . 	In all the program tests (which 

are still to be described) 100 increments ofy were 

found to be sufficient at all frequencies and geometries. 

Where field calculations were done and there was no 

.actual experimental data available for comparison the 

number of CV increments was varied. 	In general, 

increasing the number to 300 yielded results which 

differed by less than 1%. 

4.11.3. The inclusion of attenuation and velocity anisotropy. 

As mentioned in Section 9 of this chapter, the inclusion 

of non ideal medium characteristics in calculations based 

on theories for ideal media is not necessarily justifiable. 

Despite this they were included in this program so that 

one might get some idea of their possible effects. 



RST 4.51 AMP = cexP(-0((w).z) 
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Attenuation was included in the calculation of the 

amplitude correction factors by substituting the 

following expressions for equation 47: 

i) Waves from the ring source : 

AMP= c expE-04w).r(0) RST 	4.50 

ii) Waves from the piston face (plane) : 

Velocity anisotropy was included for waves from the 

ring source according to equation 32, which is repeated 

here 

c(g)=cej1+a(1-cose)i 	4.52 
cos 0 is' obtained from equation 44. 

4.11.4. Program Tests  

i. Hueter and Bolt32 have shown the axial intensity 

distribution for a piston source for the condition 

RV= 9.5. 	Their results are shown on Figure 4.22. 

The crosses are points plotted using the foregoing 

program for a source radius of 1 cm, frequency 1.42 MHZ 

and a propagation velocity 1500 m/s in an isotopic non 

attenuating medium. 	100 kv increments were used and the 
program output was altered to yield normalised intensity 

rather than proportional pressure amplitudes. 

The range of kZ is 60 to 720 and covers some of the region 

of clinical interest. 

ii. Hueter and Bolt32   further publish relative pressure 

profiles at the face of a circular piston for the range 

KR= 2, 6, 10. 	Their results are shown on Figure 4.23 

together with suprposed crosses calculated with the 

program. 	The same source, medium and y increments 
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0.01 
0 10 	12 

Relative 	1. 
intensity 

AICR:: 10 

KR: 2 

1.0 

2.0 

Fig 4.22 : Axial intensity distribution of a piston 32 
source(R/ X .9e5).After :Hueter 	Dolt 
The crosses represent the results of 
computations from the Schoch analysis. 

0.0 

X/R 

Fig 4.23 : Radial pre: sure profiles at the face of a 	32 
circular piston. KR= 2,6,10. After Rueter ,Fz "'mit 
The crosses represent the results of computations 
from the Schoch analyais. 
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were used as before with frequencies 0.048 MHZ, 0.144 

MHZ and 0.239 MHZ respectively. 	Although the frequencies 

are outside the range of clinical .interest they serve 

well as a test of the program. 	The authors of the 

original results do. not say how they arrived at them. 

iii. Seki et al36  in the course of a study of the 

effects of diffraction on attenuation measurements have 

calculated pressure and phase profiles in front of a 

circular piston using the Lommel approximations. (c.f. 

Section.4.8). 	Figures 4.24 and 4.25 show a comparison 

of Seki's results wit4hose of the program developed here. 

There is clearly excellent agreement between the amplitude 

results and the general shape of the phase results. 	The 

reason for error in the absolute value of phase is that 

the approximation for 17-yields a corresponding equivalent 

range error. 	It is not regarded as important because 

a 2 n phase change corresponds with an error in range 
equal to 0.016 cm and the pressure amplitude changes 

negligibly over this distance. 	100 increments of tr 
were used; as a check a few points were recalculated 

using 600 increments and results were obtained which 

differed by less than 1% between the two cases. 

4.11.5 	Calculations performed in the diagnostic range  

The range of calcuation, using three transducer sizes, 

depths and frequencies determined by the approximate form 

of the tissue attenuation characteristic together with 

beam divergence properties of the transducers has been 

discussed in Section 7 of this chapter. 

Within these limits the program was used to evaluate the 

pressure amplitude at points between the axis and the 

circumference of a right cylindrical prism with the 

transducer as base for three material types: ideal 

slightly compressible isotropic, slightly compressible 

isotropic attenuating, and non—attenuating with 10;L 

velocity anisotropy. 
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a) Sound pressure profile 
1.0 

Sound press-
ure... 
Arbitrary 
units. 	0.6 

Radius off axis mm 

b) Phase profile 

Phase: gra 

0.2 

0.1 

0.0 
0 1 2 3 5 6 

Radius off axis mm 

36 
Fig 4.24 : A comparison of the calculations of Seki et al 

with the results of the digital implementation 
of the Schoch analysis (crosses).Range 16cm, 
frequency 30MHz,pronagation velocity 5000m/s, 
transducer diameter 0.6cm. 
Plot a) amplitude profile 

b) phase profile . 
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b) Phase profile 
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Radius off axis mm 

Fig 4.25 : As fig 4.24 but at range 20cm. 
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4.11.5.1. Isotropic non attenuating; material  

The propagation velocity was set to 1500 m/s and 

either 100 or 300 increments of tv were used; less 

than 1% difference was observed for most plots between 

the two increment sizes. The plots are shown in 

Figures 4.26 - 63 and all have ordinates proportional 

to pressure amplitude and abscissae representing radial 

distance from the transducer axis, up to one transducer 

radius. 	The plots are summarised in Table 2. 

TABLE 2  

Transducer Rephia 	Frequency 	See  Figure  
diameter 	ell 	MHZ 	4. - 
cm 

2.0 5.0,  1,3,5,8. 
2.0 10.0 1,2,3,4. 

2.0 15.0 1,2,3,4. 
1.0 1.0 1,5,10,15. 

1.0 5.0 1,3,5,8. 

1.0 3.0 1,3,8. 

0.5 0.5 1,5,10,15,20. 

0.5 1.0 uu 

0.5 1.5 1111 

30,31,32,33. 

34,35,36,37. 

26,27,28,29. 

38,39,40,41. 

45,46,47,48. 

42,43,44. 

49,50,51,52,53. 

54,55,56,57,58. 
59,60,61,62,63. 

As a check the axial intensity profile was calculated 

according to equation 20 for some of the frequencies 

and transducer sizes above. The pressure amplitude 

at the axis.shown by the radial plots was compared with 

that given by equation 20. 	Good agreement was obtained. 

The axial intensity distributions are shown in Figures 

4.64 - 67 within the range of z used in this study. 

It can be seen from these profiles that the ranges of 

z shown contain a much lower density of maxima and 

minima than regions closer to the transducer. 

Certain comments can be made on the nature of the 

calculated radial pressure profiles. 	First, for 

distances greater than about 1 mm from the axis the 

pressure amplitude is finite with many minima but no 

zeros. In addition, the number of radial intensity 

oscillations reduce as frequency reduces, distance from 

the source increases and transducer diameter reduces. 
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Finally, as the number of radial oscillations increase 

so the difference in amplitude between a maximum and a 

minimum reduces. 	These qualitative observations are 

what one might expect from previous discussion in this 

chapter. 

4.11.5.2. Isotropic attenuating materials. 

An attenuation factor was inserted in the program 

as described in Section 11.3. 	The value for the 

amplitude attenuation coefficient was set at 13.2 x 

fMHZ(m1). 	
It was calculated from the average 

attenuation coefficient in liver at 1MHZ, published by 

Goldman and Hueter43  with an assumed frequency dependence 

==const. 	The value for liver was chosen because it 

was in the middle of the range of absorption coefficient 

as measured in soft tissues, those in muscle being higher 

and those in fat and brain being lower. 	Calculations 

were made of radial pressure profiles as before under the 

conditions of table 4: 
Transducer 	Depth Frequency See Figure 
diameter 	cm MHZ 
cm 

2.0 5 8 68 
2.0 15 3 69 
1.0 1 1 70 

1.0 1 20 71 

0.5 0.5 20 72 

0.5 1.5 20 73 

The resulting pressure profiles are shown in Figures 

4.68 - 73. 	Comparison with Figures 4. 26 - 63 shows 
that the application of an attenuation function to 

Schoch's theory produces field profiles which are sensibly 

of the same shape but scaled in amplitude with respect to 

those without attenuation. 	This infers that in a study 

as this one may be able to calculate a field pressure 

profile on the basis of an ideal medium and then super-

impose attenuation after the calculation. 

The changes of shape are quite small in this calculation. 

With a stronger attenuation function •one would expect to 

become more pronounced, particularly close to the source 

where the path lengths of different "rays" differ more 

from one to another. 
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FIGURES 26 to 63 r 

Pressure amplitude( arbitrary units ) 

versus radial distance from transducer 

axis (mm), up to one transducer radius. 

Results of the calculations performed 

in the digital implementation of the 

Schoch analysis for various transducer 

radii, depths and frequencies , and 

a propagation velocity of 1500 m/s. 
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FIGURES 4.64 to 4.66 : Axial field pressure profiles in 

the Fresnel region calculated with 

the Schoch analysis program for 

various transducer radii and radia-

tion frequencies. Ordinates are 

relative pressure,abscissae in m. 
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FIGURES 4.68 to 4.73 : Pressure amplitude (arbitrary 

units) versus radial distance 

from transducer axis (mm),up to 

one transducer radius for various 

transducer sizes,frequencies and 

operating depths.Resulte of 

calculations using the Schoch 

analysis program with attenuation 

included at a rate of 13.2 MHz-lre* 
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FIGURES 4.74 to 4.79 : Pressure amplitude (arbitrary 

units) versus radial distance 

from transducer axis (mm),up to 

one transducer radius for various 

transducer sizes,frequencies and 

operating depths.Results of 

calculations using the Schoch 

analysis program with velocity' 

anisotropy included in the manner 

described in section 4.11.3 of 

this chapter. The value of para-

meter "a" was 10 0/00 
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4.11.5.3 	Materials exhibiting velocity anisotropy. 

A velocity anistropy term was applied to the 

digital program in the manner described in Section 11.3. 

and calculations were done for the same range of geometry 

and frequency as in the application of attenuation. The 

resulting field pressure profiles are shown in Figures 

4. 74 — 79. 	Comparison with Figures 4. 26 1- 63 shows 

that the detailed shape of the profiles has changed 

slightly but that the size of the spacial undulations in 

amplitude is sensibly the same as before.-  

4.11.6. Concluding remarks on the implementation of the Schoch 
analysis. 

The calculations performed with the computer prop-ram 

based on the Schoch analysis yield results which agree 

both qualitatively with the observations of Dehn41 and 

quantitatively with the calculations of Seki et a136 and 

with the results in Hueter and Bolt32. 	On these bases 

one is tempted to use the program to draw inferences on the 

limitations imposed by field phenomena on ultrasound 

diagnosis. 'However it is thought proper that the calcul-

ations be tested experimentally before this is attempted. 

Evaluation of this field theory using a pulse echo system 

requires a further analysis which describes the propagation 

of waves from a reflector back to the source. 	The nature 

of such an analysis must depend largely upon the size and 

orientation of the reflector. 	In the following sections 

of this chapter theories describing the frequency domain 

effect of propagation from both large and small reflectors 

back to the transducer are developed. 

4.12. Propagation between large flat reflectors and the  
transducer. 

The spectral changes Which occurs in an ultrasound signal 

between the time at which it• is transmitted and the time at which 

it is received back again from a large flat reflector depend 

most strongly on the angle formed between the plane containing 

the transducer face and the plane of the reflecting surface. 

The case when two planes are parallel is considered first. 
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4.12.1. 	Reflector parallel with transducer face. 

It is assumed that at any particular frequency the 

reflector receives a pattern of radiation similar in 

ph.ase and amplitude distribution to those calculated using 
the,fortran program developed in Section 4.11. 	It is 

further hypothesised that the reflection process and the 

propagation of waves back to the transducer produces a 

spacial distribution of amplitude and phase at the trans-

ducer face which is identical to that which would have 

been produced by the transducer alone at a range equal to 

twice the distance between the transducer and the reflector. 

With the further assumption that a piezoelectric transducer, 

when receiving signals, produces an electrical output which 

represents an average of the radiation incident upon its 

face, it is in principle a straightforward matter to test 

this hypothesis experimentally. 

A scrutiny of Figures 4.26 - 63 shows that the average 
pressure amplitude along a radius is roughly constant and 

independent of frequency. 	Further the pressures at one 

transducer radius from the transducer axis are virtually 

equal in most of the plots. 	We would thus expect the 

radiation received by the transducer to be independent of 

reflector range, -"-A down to that frequency at which 2-g 

corresponds to the Fresnel` zone limit. 	The following 

experiment was performed using apparatus and technique 

described in appendix A.1 

A flat steel reflector was placed at ranges of 1.6 cm., 

3.1 cm.and 10.4 cm.from a 1.4 cm. diameter transducer of 

a pulse echo system and in each position the spectrum of 

the received signal was plotted (Figure 4.80). The spectra 

resulting from the largest of the three ranges are seen to 

diverge from the 1.6 cm. spectrum for frequencies below 

6MHZ. 	Now for a transducer of this size the Fresnel 

zone limit of 20.8 cm. occurs at a frequency of 6.4 MHZ., 
. which is in good agreement with the measured result. Using 

the same criteria the spectrum of the 3.1 cm. signal should 

diverge from that of the 1.6 cm. signal at about 2MHZ. 

The amplitude of all the signals at this frequency was 
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rather too low to permit the confirmation of this 

calculation. 	However the fact that the 1.6 cm. and 

3.1 cm. spectra were virtually identical at frequencies 

above 2MHZ can be regarded as good evidence in support 

of the propositions outlined above. 

4.12.2. Flat reflector angled to the transducer face. 

First the output response is considered for an ideal 

wide bandwidth transducer when a plane wavefront is 

incident upon its face, at an incidence angle -& (Figure 

4.81). If the wavefront is a Dirac pulse in time and 

contains all frequencies at equal amplitude one can 

calculate the instantaneous area of the transducer face 

which is being irradiated at any given time. 	The . 

functional dependence of this area upon time is the 

impulse response of the irradiated area with respect to 

the wavefront. 	Fourier transformation of this impulse 

response yields the frequency domain filtering effect of 

oblique incidence of plane wavefronts. 	Figure 4.81b 

shows an end on view of the transducer face. The shaded 

area, 2ydx is that area which is instantaneously irradiated 

when the wave has travellactl the distance •, corresponding 

with time t after the disturbance first reached the 

transducer. 

Now on Figure 4.81A we have: 

tame 	 4.53 

.e. x= R - z cote 	 4.54 
wrt z 

-cot9 dz 	 455 
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Fig 4.80 : Spectrum of signal received from a pulse echo system 
with the transducer face parallel with a flat reflector 
(-0.001 in,milled steel) placed at various ranges from it, 
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y= 4.56 

113 

• 2 Rz cote z à cota0 	4.57 

now 7=ct & f or small 

4,58 

The instantaenous irradicated area is 

	

dA = 2 ydx 	and 

	

dx= cdt_ 	 4.59 

whence 

dA= 2cR 	2ct 	. dt 
Re Re 4.60 

In the limit as dt 	0,we get .the impulse response of 

the area, since the original impulse has been assumed 

to be spread over dt. 

dA 2cR 2ct ..(ct 
at - g 	Re Re 4.61 
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Fig 4.81 : Geometry showing instantaneous area irradiated by a plane 
wave Dirac impulse striking the transducer face obliquely. 
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This function has a maximum value of 2cR when ct 

and is valid in the range 0t 
	2R4 
	Re -- 

These two extremes represent the time at which the wave-

front first strikes the transducer face and the time at 

which the whole transducer face has been irradiated. 

The time duration of the impulse response increases as 

R and 13 increase. 	In the frequency domain.this is 

equivalent to an increasing low pass filtering effect. 

As an example the impulse response and its Fourier 

transform have been plotted on Figure 4.82 for transducer 

incidence angles of 36 and 46, a transducer diameter of 

14 mm and a propagation velocity of 1500 ms-1. 	The 

increasing low pass filtering effect with increasing 

incidence angle is clearly illustrated. 

Thus far oblique incidence of a plane wavefront only 

has been considered, 	From considerations made earlier 

it is clear that waves incident on the transducer are 

not likely to be ideal plane waves and that they will be 

of limited lateral extent. 	However the plane wave 

approximation, because it is simple and does not require 

a large computing effort for its numerical evaluation, 

seems to be a very attractive way of describing the 

effects of oblique incidence. 	The extent to which 

practical results might differ from those calculated 

using the plane wave theory is now considered. 

It will be Shown in Section15 of this chapter that the 

Schoch frequency domain theory, when transformed into 

the time domain yields a useful description of the 

impulse response of a field point with respect to 

transmission from a circular transducer. 	The general 

result is that a reflector, placed in an ideal prop-

agation medium receives an impulse which is identical 

to the excitation voltage waveform and which is followed 

by a prolonged negative wake (Figure 4.83). 

For points on a flat reflector parallel with the 

transducer face the initial imnulse;I, arrives at the 

same time at all points on the reflector and upon 

reflection reaches all points on the transducer face 

coincidentally. 	The negative wake, representing 
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the field interference phenomena from the peripheral 

ring source, begins and ends at different times depending 

on the position of the field point being considered. 

The average of the wake response at points on the flat 

reflector tends to.be dominated by the signal at points 

equal to one transducer radius from the axis. 	Wake 

signals at these points begin at the same time as the 

initial impulse reaches the reflector and last for a 

time given by 

T=E 1 (I/za -f(2FRif 	 4.62 

The time integral of the.wake is equal to the time 

integral of the initial impulse response. 	The duration 

of the wake for C=1500 ms-1  R =1cm and .Ztr..5 cm is 
about 2.7,,uS. 	For band limited initial impulses with 

bandwidths significantly greater than 1MHZ this wake 

duration is much greater than the initial impulse 

response duration. 	As a corollory the amplitude of 

the wake must then be much less than that of the 

initial impulse. 	This is verified experimentally in 

Section 15 of this chapter. 

The inference of this result in the frequency domain 

is that a flat reflector receives signals from the 

transducer whose high frequency spectra when averaged 

across the reflector area are largely undisturbed by 

field interference phenomena. 	This was verified for 

all but the lowest frequencies and large reflector 

distances in Section 12.1 of this chapter. 

We consider now the fact that the wavefront transmitted 

by the transducer is not of infinite extent. 	In the 

Fresnel zone of a source most of the radiation is 

contained within a right circular prism with the 

transducer as bast. 	A reflector placed at angle 

to the plane parallel with the transducer face, aPplyin 

the law of reflection for plane wavefronts, reflects 
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the incident radiation through an angle 2a. 	The 

result is a plane circular wavefront (approximately) 

of diameter 2R which strikes the tr-msducer at incidence 

angle 29. 	Part of the wavefront,. marked A on figure 

4.84 misses the transducer altogether. 	The portion 

of the energy contained in the wavefront which does not 

strike the transducer increases asigi-,  and -Z-  increase. The 

effect is to shorten the time domain impulse response of 

figure 4.82 and to broaden the lobes in the frequency 

response. 	For convenience of calculation it was 

. decided to overlook this phenomenon in the development 

of scanning techniques for diagnosis (Chapter 5). 	An 

experimental evaluation of the approximate theory is now 

described. 

Wells1 has published results which show the relationship 

between echo amplitude and angle of incidence for a flat 

target in weer at. various ranges, using a 2 cm. diameter 

transducer with a nominal frequency of 1.71411a (Figure 4.84A 

The results show that the loss in signal amplitude is 

constant for all ranges and angles of incidence up to 3 

degrees. 	At larger angles the loss increases considerably 

as range increases. 	The approximation theory developed 

in the last section yielded an impulse response which was 

independent of range for small angles of incidence and 

which would begin to depend on range for larger incidence 

angles. 	This is corroborated by Wells' results. 

Experiments have been performed to test the approximation 

using the apparatus and technique described in appendix 

A.2. 	The angular setting of the transducer was found 

to be very critical .and its stability rather difficult 

to maintain. 	Echo spectra were obtained from a flat 

refledtor placed at 3.1 and 10.4 cm. from the transducer. 

Spectra. were then obtained at those ranges with the flat 

reflector angled to the transducer in the range 00.,:;8°  

Results  

The frequency response to echoes from the reflector 

parallel with the plane of the transducer face is shown 

in Figure 4.84B. 	This response was digitised and 

multiplied by the Fourier transform of the impulse 

response for various angles of 	to yield the predicted 



Fig 4.8.2 : Impulse response and its Fourier transform for the outpit of a circular transducer 
when struck obliquely by a plane Dirac wavefront. 
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Fig 4.83 : Signals transmitted and received at a point 
in the field of an ideal circular transducer 
when excited with a Dirac impulse. 

Fig 4.84 : Geometry illustrating the reflection of a plane 
wavefront by a reflector angled at a fairly large 
angle to the transducer face. 
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Fig 4.84 b : Frequency response of the pulse echo system with a 
flat steel target (0.001 in ) in water parallel 
with the transducer face. 
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FIGURES 4.85a to 4.85d : Calculated frequency response of a pulse 
echo system operating in water with a 14 ram 
diameter transducer and a flat steel 
reflector set at various angles with respect 
to the transducer face. The crosses are 
experimental results taken at 3.1 cm range 
and the dots are results at 10.4 cm range. 

Ordinates are arbitrary. 

Abscissae are frequency in MHz 
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frequency response of oblique reflection. 	These are 

shown plotted on Figure 4.85, with the measured spectra 

superimposed. 	For small angles in the 3.1 c.m. range 

the approximation yields very accurate prediction of the 

measured phenomena,. The results for the 10.4 cm. range 

for angles up to 4°  are also in fairly good agreement. 

Outside these limits the differences between the measured 

results from the two ranges are not easy to define in 

detail apart from the general tendency for the undulations 

in the frequency responses to be of lower amplitude for 

the 10.4 cm range and the width of the lobes to be 

greater at the higher range. 	This was to beExpected 

from the considerations that a greater proportion of the.  

reflected energy would miss the transducer for longer 

ranges and higher incidence angles. 	Finally it is to 

be noted that the experimental set up did not permit 

angular accuracy greater than about 0.25d. 

It is concluded that within certain angular limits the 

approximation theory is quite sufficient for a consider-

ation of the spectral effects of non parallel reflectors 

in a ultrasound scanning equipment. 	This study is made 

in ,chapter 5. 

i. A simile time domain experiment 

For this experiment the theory was simplified 

even, further. 	The propagation of an ideal 

pressure step between two transducers was considered 

in the time domain. 	The theoretical postulate was that 

if the faces of the two transducers made an angle 

with each other then the rise time of the step at the 

receiving transducer would be given by (see Figure 4.81. 

+ 2R0 c  4.63 
For a 1 cm. diameter transducer and an incidence angle 

of 1o the rise time calculated from 4.63 is 116 ns. 

The relationship of equation 63 was tested experimentally 

.using the apparatus described in appendix A2. The rise 

time measured was taken as the time required for the 

received stop to rise between 10% and 90% of its 
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Fig 4.86 : Rise time of an ideal transducer in response 
to an incident stress step versus angle between 
the wave front and the transducer face, calculated 
from equation 4.63. The experimental results are 
shown as crosses. Transducer diameter 14 mm, propagation 
in water. 
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maximum value. 	The rise time of the oscilloscope used 

was of the order of 17n8, and angles in the range 

10p410°  were used. The results are shown on 

Figure 4.86. 	The graph shows that the predicted rise 

time is generally longer than the measured rise time and 

that at large angles between the transducer faces the 

measured rise time ceased to increase with angle. Both 

of these phenomena are due to the fact that some of the 

transmitted radiation misses the receiving transducer at 

all but the smallest angles'of incidence. 	The minimum 

measured rise time was about 100AS and not 17 nS, which 

would have been imposed by the receiving apparatus. This 

was due to the fact that the two transducer faces were 

about 10  out of parallel in a plane over which the 

experimenter had no control of transducer orientations. 

It is concluded that the very simple postulate of 

equation 63 can be used to determine the approximate 

(to within 20%) effect of oblique radiation incidence 

on received step function rise times. 

4.13. Propagation of waves between  small reflectors and the 
Transducer. 

4.13.1. Assumptions  

The assumptions made in the development of this 

theory are: 

i) The instantaneous electrical output of a trans-

ducer when it receives waves is proportional to 

the area weighted average of the instantaneous 

radiation incident upon its face. 	That is to 

say, radiation at the centre point of the trans-

ducer produces no electrical output and radiation 

at the periphery produces maximum output. 

Radiation incident between these two positions 

produces an electrical output which is proportional 

to the radius of the circle of the transducer face 

on which the incidence point lies (vide Section 

15). 
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ii) The reflector is small with respect to the 

distance between maxima and minima of pressure 

amplitude in the acoustic field. 

iii) The reflector is large enough to remain 

stationary in the field when it is disturbed 

by the incident radiation. 

Assumptions ii and iii become mutually exclusive at 

field points very close to a source which emits wide 

hand width radiation. 	This is because in this region 

the distances between intensity maxima are of the order 

of 1 wavelength of any particular frequency in question. 

An object which is small with respect to the wavelength 

of 10 MHZ radiation, say, would be physically moveable 

by radiation of 1 MHZ. 	Most of the useful areas of 

the field in ultrasound diagnosis are outside these 

reg-lons. 

4.13.2. Theory 

Figure 4.87a illustrates the side view of a transducer 

and field point,P, which is regarded as the source of a 

Dirac impulse of radiation at time t.= O. 	Figure 4.87b 

illustrates the transducer face. 	The radiation from 

P first reaches the transducer at point XI  , at a time 

to given by to = -g 
	At time t the impulse from P 

strikes the transducer at points X in 4.87a along the , 

arc marked in 4.87b. 	Later the arc ceases to form a 

complete circle on the transducer face and is shown on 

Figure 4.87c. 

At all times the radius of the irradiated circle is 

given by 

r 1/cta  za 	 4.64 
The increment in r which is irradiated in time dt is 

a r dr =-F dt 465 
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FIGURE 4.87 : Geometry for the calculation of the field 
response during pronagation from a point P 
back to a circular of radius R. 
Fig 4.87a : Side view of transducer and field point 
Fig )+.87b & b : Views of transducer face 
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Fig 4.87b : View of transducer face 
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Fig 4.87c : View of transducer face 
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Differentiating 4.64 we obtain 

2  dr=gLdt 4.66 
If the arc of radius r which actually lies on the 

transducer face subtends an angle 2B at X, then the area 

of the transducer face instantaneously irradiated at 

time t becomes: 

dA=2redr 	 4.67 

.*.dA= 2cate dt 
	

468 

It is convenient to change the origin of time to the 

instant at which radiation first strikes the transducer 

face, whence 

ti= - 
C 
	 4.69 

d t = 2cae(f 	 4.70 

A d The limit value 
-a
7T- is the unit impulse response of 

the transducer irradiated area with respect to radiation 

from the source. 	There remains to derive the time 

dependence of the angle e; this is done for three 

geometrical regions: 



r 7-5(R- y) 
Thepoint P irradiates a complete circle on the 

transducer face, consequently 
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4.71a 

The point P radiates a circle which does not touch the 

transducei area at all; consequently 

9=0 
	

4.71b 

r >(R-y) 
Applying the cosine rule to triangle 0;0 one 

obtains: 

O= C 0 S-.1  4.71C 

Finally, r in terms of t' is given by 

r= Vc2-(44. 2z -Cc 	 4.72 
Equations 70, 71 and 72 were used to calculate the 

impulse response on a digital computer. 
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4.13.3. 	Digital calculation of the impulse response. 

This calculation was accomplished using subroutine 

RECP which is shown on Figure 4.54A. 

The duration of the impulse response remains finite 

for the transducer sizes and ranges considered in this 

thesis. 	For example, the shortest duration likely to 

be encountered occurs at a range of about 10 cm. with 

a 14 mm. diameter transducer and a water propagation 

medium, the impulse response lasts for about 160AS. 

This was calculated by substituting r=R y in equation 

72 and solving for t'. 	The non zero nature of the 

response duration permits evaluation in the time domain; 

this is in contrast to the responses of ring sources 

discussed in Section 10 of this chapter. 

The steps followed in the computation were as follows: 

i) Calculate the impulse response duration and the 

number of time samples required at a particular 

sampling rate. 

ii) Increment time and calculate r from equation 73. 

iii) Calculate the corresponding value of e from the 
conditions of equations 71. 

iv) Calculate the output sample value from equation 

70. 

	

4.13.4. 	The nature of the impulse response. 

The impulse response has been calculated for a 

transducer diameter of 14 mm and a range of 3.1 cm. for 

points P in a plane parallel with the transducer face and 

in the range 0<y4(7 mm with respect to the transducer 

axis (Figure 4.88). 	Clearly there is a gradual change 

of shape of the response from what is effectively a square 

window at the transducer axis to a form with a much slower 

isotonic decay at its trailing edge. 

	

4.13.5. 	The effect of the impulse response on field spectral  
sensitivity. 

In a pulse echo system. the sensitivity to small 

reflectors at various points in the field depends upon 

the position of the point in the field and the radiation 
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frequency. 	A technique was developed in Section 11 

of this chapter by which the pressure amplitude incident 

upon a field point could be calculated for any particular 

frequency. 	In the last section the impulse response 

of the propagation process from a field .point back to 

the transducer was established. 	The Fourier transform 

of this impulse response yields the equivalent frequency 

response. 	For any particular field point the product 

of this Fourier transform with the transducer to field 

point response calculated from the Schoch analysis yields 

the overall pulse—echo field frequency response to the 

particular field point and transducer size. 	Figure 

4.89 shows the spectrum of radiation reaching field 

points 3.1 cm. from the transducer (diameter .14 mm) 

and chosen at 1 mm intervals from the transducer axis. 

Dirac impulse excitation of the transducer is assumed. 

The plots on the lower half of Figure 4.89 show these 

spectra multiplied by the Fourier transform of the impulse 

responses calculated in the last section. 	Clearly the 

effect of the return propagation process has been to low 

pass filter the echo signals. 

It is thought proper to establish the validity of these 

results experimentally before applying them to the 

question of the feasibility of the proposed wideband 

technique. 

4.13.6. 	Ex erimental determination of the pulse—echo  
field frequency response. 

Figure 4.90 illustrates the typical basic arrangement 

of a pulse echo experiment which might be used to 

establish the nature of pulse echo field sensitivity 

spectra. 	If the frequency response of the transducer 

is identical in both transmit and receive modes and 

is equal to FT(w), the spectrum of the electrical 

excitation is FE; (w), the frequency response of the 

reflection process at P is -.P1 (w) and the pulse echo 

field frequency response is Fp (w,y,Z) a function of 

position, then the spectrum of received echo signals 

will be given by equation 73: 
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FIGURE 4.89 : Upper curves:Calculated spectra of radiation 
received at field points in water set 
various distances from the transducer axis 
at a range of 3.1cm with an ideal transducer 
of 14mm diameter excited with a Dirac 
impulse. 

Lower curves:Upper spectrum multiplied by 
the frequency response of propagation from 
a field point back to the transducer to 
yield the pulse echo field frenuency respons 
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Fig 4.91 : General arrangement of apparatus used to 
measure pulse echo field frequency responses. 
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Electrical excitation, FE W 

Fig 4.90 : Basic arrangement of a pulse echo system. 
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z =FE(w).F2(w).F(w).F(w,y,z )  
4.7: 

F(w,y,Z) and Fe  (w) can be measured fairly easily. 

However in most circumstances FT  (w) and Ww) are 

not known and cannot be measured unless certain 

theoretical assumptions are made. 	Such assumptions 

would have to be based on the field theory which is to 

be verified in this experiment. 	Consequently the only 

way in which the pulse echo field frequency response 

theory can be tested experimentally is to plot (F(w,y,Z) 

as a function of y and Z with frequency w, held constant. 

This plot is then compared with what one would expect 

from computations of FF (w,y,Z) at corresponding 

frequencies and field positions. 	Such an experiment 

has been performed using the apparatus described in 

appendix A3. 

The transducer used was the same as was used in the 

experiments on flat reflectors, section 12, and it 

produced echoes from a flat reflector with the 

frequency spectra shown on Figure 4.80. 	The,small 

reflector chosen was a small sewing pin with a domed 

shaped head of diameter 1.5 mm. 	It is recognised 

that this diameter was rather large in comparison with 

the spacial oscillations of field pressure under study 

but reflectors of smaller dimensions did not produce 

high enough amplitude echoes for the spectra to be 

measured with the apparatus available. 	The general 

arrangement of the transducer and reflector is shown 

in Figure 4.91. 

Considerable difficulty was experienced in determining 

the position of the pin reflector with respect to the 

transducer axis. 	This was due to the fact that 

signals received by the pulse echo equipment did not 

necessarily reach peak amplitude when the pin was 
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situated centrally on the transducer axis. 	The 

technique which was finally used was to set the low 

level suppression threshold of the standard pulse echo 

apparatus to a low value and to scan the transducer in 
the x- direction (Figure 4.91) with respect to the pin. 

The co-ordinates indicated on the micro-manipulator were 

recorded when the echo indication on the pulse echo 

apparatus just disappeared. 	It was then assumed that 

the locus of the transducer axis was exactly between these 

co-ordinate values. The x position of the transducer was 

then set to lie on this assumed axis. 	The process was 

then repeated, moving the transducer in the y-direction 

and the y position of the transducer was set between the 

two limiting co-ordinate values. 	The whole process was 

repeated several times, scanning. first in the x and then 

the y directions, until negligible change in the assumed 

axis position occured during a scan. 	The distance 

between the transducer face and the pin was measured to 

the nearest mm with a steel rule. 

Three reflector ranges, Z, were chosen for the experiment, 

3.1 cm., 5.6 cm. and 9.7 cm. 	At each.range the 

transducer was advanced at 0.5 mm intervals from the 

axis position in the following sequence: 

i) Axis tofy direction in 0.5 mm intervals 

up to 7.0 mm. 

ii) From y.---1-7mm to axis position in one move. 

iii) Axis to -y direction in 0.5 mm intervals up 

to 7.0 mm. 

iv) From y. -7 mm to axis position in one move. 

v) Axis toi-x direction in 0.5 mm intervals up 
to 7.0 mm. 

vi) From x--F7 mm to axis position in one move. 

vii) Axis to - x direction in 0.5 mm intervals up 

to 7.0 mm. 

The electrical excitation waveform applied to the 

transducer was kept constant right through the experiment 

and spectra of the received echoes from each of the 
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transducer positions tabulated above were recorded. 

Sixty spectra for each depth range were obtained. 

Results  

Figure 4.92 shows a typical set of the primary spectra. 

They were obtained with the reflector set at 3.1 cm, from the 

transducer, scanning in the 4—y directions. 	The y 

co-ordinate with respect to the axial position is marked 

adjacent to each curve. • 	It is clear from these curves 

that the spectrum of the received echoes may differ, depending 

upon the position of the reflector in the acoustic field. 

Five frequencies were chosen at which to plot the 

variation of F(w,y,Z) versus y and Z. 	They were selected 

to be such that the measured spectra (Figure 4.92) showed 

reasonably high amplitude and were nOt changing too rapidly 

with frequency, in order that reasonably accurate measurements 

could be made on the primary spectra. 	The frequencies 

obtained in this way were 2.7, 2.6, 4.9, 5.6 and 6.2 MHZ. 

The amplitudes of these frequency components were measured 

and plotted versus x or y, the distance of the reflector from 

the transducer: axis. 

A corresponding calculation was made of the field spectral 

sensitivity function (Section 13.5) for these frequencies, 100 

y values between the axis and y==7 nun, and the transducer size 

and reflector depths used in this experiment. . .The theoretical 

value of the field spectral sensitivity for a particular 

frequency was plotted versus y in each case. 	The experimentally 

measured amplitudes have been plotted as crosses on the theor-

etically calculated curves (Figures 4.93 to 4.107). 

The results for the 3.1 cm, range tests (Figures 4.93 - 
4.97) indicate that the initial assessment of the central 

position of the transducer wasabout 0.5 mm to the right of the 

true vale for the x- direction scan and was about 1 mm to the 

left of the true value for the y- direction scan. The general 

form of the experimental plots is in good agreement with the 

calculated shape up to a frequency of 5.6 MHZ. 	In all the 

plots where the theory predicted a sharp 6entral peak the 

experimental results showed a very unsharp peak of much 

smaller amplitude than the calculated one. It is thought that 
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there were two contributory factors in this error. 	The 

error in assessment of the central position of the transducer 

would cause it to completely miss the exact central position 

during scanning and the width of the reflector used was such 

that spacial peaks in the sensitivity function' which were less 

than 1.5 mm wide could not be clearly resolved. 

The 6.2 MHZ 3.1 cm. range result was significantly worse 

than the results at lower frequencies (Figure 4.97). 	The 

reason was thought to be that the many theoretically established 

peaks were too narrow to be resolved by a 1.5 mm diameter 

reflector. 	All the results taken at the 5.6 cm. range, 

except the 5.2 MHZ set, show good agreement between the theor-

etically calculated sensitivity and the measured results. The 

assumed transducer origin would appear to have been correct 

since there is no sideways shift between the theoretical 'curves 

and the experimental points. 	Again some of the undulations 

with the highest spacial frequency (i.e. the narrowest peaks) 

have not been clearly resolved. 	No good reason coulAae 

found for the poor 5.2 MHZ result (Figure 4.102); it was/thought 

to be a transducer phenomenon because of the good 6.2 MHZ result 
obtained at 9.7 cm. range (Figure 4.107). 

Most of the other results obtained at 9.7 cm. range show 
generally very good agreement with the theoretical predictions. 
The 4.9 MHZ plot (Figure 4.105) shows much higher sensitivity 
on the left side than on the right. 	This characteristic is 

also exhibited but to a lower degree, by the 4.9 MHZ results 
for the other two ranges (Figures 4.95 and 4.100). 	The fact 

that the phenomenon is independent of range indicates that it 

is either due to an unthought of directivity characteristic 

of the reflecting pin or to a non uniformly sensitive trans- 

ducer face. 	This latter characteristic is quite commonly 

found with piezoelectric devices. 

It is concluded that for most practical purposes the 

theory developed in Sections 11 and 13 of this chapter has been 

verified by these experimental results. 	It is thus possible 

to calculate the spectral sensitivity of a pulse echo field 

system to small reflectors as a function of reflector position. 
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FIGURES 4.93 to 4.107 : Calculated radial pressure 
profiles for various frecuencies 
and depth ranges and a 14 mm 
diameter transducer operating in 
water. 
Ordinates are arbitrary and 
abscissae are radial distance 
from the transducer axis in mm. 

The experimental results are 
superimposed as crosses. 
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4.14. 	Concludinc,  remarks on frequency domain field theory. 

It has been shown that the effect'of interference in 

the acoustic field can be neglected when one considers wide 

band echoes from a large plane reflector' placed parallel with 

the transducer face. 	When the reflector is placed obliquely 

to the transducer face the effect of the field interference 

is to impose maxima and minima on the field frequency response 

and to low pass filter the signal. 	A fairly simple time 

domain theory describes this filtering effect quantitatively. 

A method of calculating field sensitivity patterns for pulse 

echo systems and small reflectors has been successfully 

developed. 

It is accepted that the nature of physiological tissue 

is non ideal and that the theories developed may not be 

completely applicable in these materials. 	However in the 

absence of any other theory at all they can be used to shed 

some light on the "best case" limitations which may be 

encountered in a wide band system. 	In chapter 5 these 

limitations are discussed and proposals are made for the mode 

of operation which would minimise the distorting effects of 

the acoustic field. 	It is shown that if these proposals are 

not adhered to then the collection of wide band data may be 

wrought with so much uncertainty that any results obtained 

would at worst be unrepeatable and at best very difficult to 

understand. 

The remainder of this chapter is concerned with time 

domain field theory which has less direct bearing than the 

foregoing on the question of feasibility, but serves to 

clarify some of the points made earlier. 

4.15. ..Time domain solutions to the acoustic field. 

A general argument against the evaluation of the 

properties of the acoustic field in the time domain has been 

presented in section 10 of this chapter. 	It was stated that 

the evaluation of a disturbanc+vhich lasted for a small 

number of time sampling periods would be wrought with amplitude 

and phase inaccurcies which would result from the lumping of 

the wave energy into too few time bins. 	Further it was shown 

that calculation in the freluency domain could yield phase 

and amplitude accuracy which was generally better and which 
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increased as points close to the source axis were considered. 

However for transients of reasonably long durations and in 

situations where accuracy of phase in a'multitude of field 

positions.simultaneously is not too important. the time domain 

solution of acoustic field processes can yield useful 

information. 	They have already been invoked in section 

12.2 where it was found necessary to approximate the radiation 

from a transducer as a plane wave front. 	Further the 

proposition made in section 13.1 that the electrical output 

of a piezoelectric transducer is proportional to the area 

weighted average of the radiation incident upon its face is 

most conveniently verified in the time domain. 

It is essential to have -'an appreciation of the effect 

of interference phenomena on time domain wave shapes before 

either of these two questions can be considered. 

4.15.1. Time domain theory available.  

Kaspar Yants45 has considered transient phenomena 

as they affect the. field during switch on of sinusoidal 

radiation from a uniformly excited source. Farn and 

Huang46 and Oberhettinger47 have derived general 

expressions for the time course of a field disturbance 

due to a body of arbitrary shape, using the "source 

density" method of Chen and Schweikert. 	The validity 

of this method has been questioned by Copley48 and 

Shenck49, but their criticism,which points to an 

indeterminate solution at certain frequencies due to 

resonances in the source are not applicable under the 

assumption of a plane piston source. 	Should it be. 

required to treat a small solid penetrable reflector as 

a source then Copley and Shenck's remarks would be valid. 

The general results of the time domain analyses for a 

plane piston source are similar in form to equation 37, 

which resembles a time convolution process with a restricted 

range for the lag parameter. 	The simplest theoretical 

description is due to Kozina and Diakarov50 who use the 

geometry proposed by Schoch (c.f. Section 8 and 11). They 

assume a uniformly excited source. an "ideal" medium and 

form the solution in two regions, as before. 	Only the 

region inside a right circular prism with transducer as 
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The Fourier transform of velocity potential at a 

point in the field is (c.f. section 8). 
za 

x pEik - U e x 13(--j k 	y 
k 	c 0 
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4.74 
where u r,1  the transform of source velocity normal 
e8 its surface. 

Kosina and Makarov have assumed plane wave acoustic 

impedence, r9C 	and derived the acoustic pressure 

in the field, thus 

alT 
p= p c [e x p(-j kz)*1  le x PH kr; )dtii j 	4.75 

for a source with unit normal velocity. 	The geometry 
is that of Figure 4.21. 

The Laplace transform of an arbitrary source exitation 

velocity function is then substituted for UK 	in 

equation 75 

IUD 

P(s)=pc 1 
	o+Jco 
nj ljapas)e x p(s(t Z US 

  

f?. 

4 n2 u(s)e x P 	- 17—c--(V))) dy ds 
aja)  0 

4.76 
Where U(s) is the transform of the source disturbance, 
exp(s(t — c

z —.)) represents delay of a plane wave between •  
the source and a plane parallel 

x 	
to the source containing 
(V the field point and eps (t 	r ) ) represents the 
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delay between part of the boundary of the source and the 

field point. 

Equation 76 is integrated to yield the time domain 

pressure in the field. 	• 

(1)(t.) 

P(O=PC Ua 	) 	u ( 	IT(Lij) 
cl 

	

2n 	
t- c ) Y 0 

4.77 
The authors considered U (t) to be a step function in 

their paper, but any causal function is applicable. 

In equation 77 the first term is the time domain 
representation of the delayed plane wave. The integral 

term contains contributions from an effective ring source 

of equal amplitude but opposite phase to the plane source. 

At a given time, t, there exist the following possibilities:, 

i. If r(W  ';7't the contribution from the ring 

source will not have reached the field point and 

the integral term is zero. 

ii. If r(V) 	r(2ri)  the field point receives 
c 	c 

the source function for each value of r(V) delved 

by r(v)  seconds. 	These delayed versions 

summate up to that value of V which corresponds 

with r(V) 	t. 
c 

iii. If t 	r(2 i`=) the transient process is complete 

and the whole of the ring source has contributed. 

For all . values of Ail 	217, 	27 must be 

substitutes in their place. 

With a 'circular piston source the inherent symmetrical 

geometry allows the integration to 'be performed up tor( 

.only and equation 77 to be written 
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The time domain response to a step function u(t) is 

conveniently derived qualitatively from equation.78. 

A field point received a stress step which begins to 

fall isotonically to zero at time 	t --r(0) and which 

reaches zero at t==.r(Tr"). 

The result of a Dirac function source excitation is 

equally well imagined: the field point receives a Dirac 

pulse corresponding with the pane wave component, which 

is followed by a wake which is/stretched form of the 

Dirac function existing in the interval r (0) 	t 	r(-T)  

These two phenomena are sketched in Figure 4.108. 

4.15.2. Ex erimental evaluation of the time domain theory. 

The results derived above may be verified experimentally. 

If two transducers of different sizes are aligned  with 

their faces narallel and if a step stress wave is 

propagated between the two (Figure 4.109) then the time 

at which the voltage waveform received by the second 

transducer begins to fall to zero and the time it actually 

reaches zero should be calculable from the time domain 

theory. 

If the propagation velobity is C, the distance between 

the two transducers is -a and their radii are RT and RR 

then: 

The plane wavefront from the face of the transmitter will 

reach the receiver at a time to given by 

t 0 c 	 .4.79 

Signals from the peripheral ring source first start 

to impinge upon the receiver at time ti  given by: 
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Fig 4.108 : Time domain responses of a field point to 
step and impulse excitation of a plane 
circular ideal transducer placed distance 
z away from the plane containing the field 
point. 

Transmitter 

Rr 

Fig 4.109 : Sketch of two transducer time domain 
experiment. 
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Fig 4.110 : Excitation voltage measured at the 
transmitting transducer in the two 
transducer time domain experiment. 
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Fig 4.111 : Waveforms received at the smaller of the two 
transducers in the two transducer time domain 
experiment. The calculated times of the beginning 
and end of the isotonic decay to zero amplitude 
are marked with arrows. The isotonicitv of this 
decay has been distorted at the shorter ranges 
by the back face signal from the transmitter. 
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The whole ring source has contributed to the whole of 

'D 
thereeeiverfaceareaatatimet

2  t2 given by 

4.81 

These timings should yield a received signal similar,in 

form to the step response of Figure 4.108 with t1  

substituted for r(0) and t2 for r(Tr) . 	A two  

transducer experimental rig was used and is described in 

appendix A4. 	The active elements of both transducers 

were of unbacked PXE4 material; the transmitter 

dimensions were 1 cm x 1 cm diameter and the receiver 

dimensions were 1.6 cm. x 0.63 cm. diameter. A step 

function of about 100v with 2Ons rise time (measured 

at the transducer) was used to excite the transmitting 

transducer. 	The waveform received by the thinner 

transducer was observed with the receiver placed at 

various ranges from the transmitter. 	At each receiver 

position the angular orientation of the front face of, the 

receiver was adjusted for minimum rise time in the• 

received waveform. 	Rise time for positions close to 

the source were found to be about 20 ns and those at the 

larger ranges to be about 35 ns. 	It was not possible 

to determine whether the increase in rise time was due 

to misalignment between the transducer faces or to 

propagation lames between the transducers. Nevertheless 

a rise time of 3Ons represents a loss process with a 

3 dB cut off frequency of about 20 MHZ which is quite 

high enough for the purposes of this project. 

Results  

The waveforms which were received from the various 

ranges are shown on Figure 4.111. 	The main characteristics 
of these results are that there is a step rise of signal which 

is later follavA by a decay to zero. 	After a delay of about 

2)us the signal repeats in the opposite phase due to the arrival 

of signals from the back face of the transmittin transducer 

(vide chapter 7). 	After a further period of '&bout 1 /71s the 
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waveform becomes distorted due to reflections in the receiving 

transducer. 	The times at which the received0,-,qou,toiApehould 

begin to decay to zero, according to equatiorr413 are marked 

with an upward arrow and, those at which it should reach zero 

are marked with a downwar:d arrow. 	The actual times are also 

shown adjacent to the arrow. 

Clearly very good agreement has been obtained between the 

theoretical and measured times. 

It is concluded that the general features of the time 

domain theory have been experimentally verified. 

4.15.3. 	Verification that a wide band signal can be  
approximated by a plane wavefront. 

In this experiment the same apparatus was used as 

in section 15.2 except that the receiving transducer was 

made idential to the transmitter and the It ter was 

• excited with an impulse of amplitude 50v and duration 

5Ons; it is described in appendix A5. 	The receiver was 

aligned to the transmitter to give minimum received signal 

rise time, as before. 	The transmitted and received wave- 

forms were recorded for transducer spacings of 6 cm., 7 cm., 
virtually 

. 8 cm. and 10 cm./ 	Identical waveforms were recorded in 

all cases and are shown on Figure 4.112. 

The slight oscillation after the initial downstroke of 

the received .waveform was difficult to trace. 	The 

cables connecting the transducers to the transmitter and 

receiver electronic circuits were lengthend - to test 

whether they were causing reflections. 	'Then their length 

was doubled no change was observed in the received wave- 

form. 	The oscilloscope probes were suspected but were 

not replaced. 

The general result is that the negative wake was very.  

small and rather difficult to measure. It can thus for 

all practical purposes be neglected. 

It is concluded that for the condition in which a wide 

band signal is being propa gated between a transducer 0,nd 

a large receiving area the contribution from the rjng 

source, averaged over the area is negligible and the wave 

may be approximated by a plane wave front. 
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Fig 4.112 : Transmitted and received signals 
in the time domain experiment using 
two identical transducers of 1.0 cm 
length and 1.0cm diameter° 
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4.15.4. 	An experiment to verify that a receiving  
transducer is sensitive to the area weighted  
average of its incident radiation. 

The same apparatus was used as in the last experiment 

and the transmitting transducer was excited with the 

step waveform of Figure 4.110. 	The receiving trans- 

ducer was placed 2.5 cm. from the transmitter and aligned 

for minimum received signal rise time, as before. 	The 

received waveform was recorded. 	The receiver was then 

removed from the water tank and dried with alcohol. 

A lmm thick, 5 mm diameter disc of silicon rubber was 

applied to the centre of the receiver with a layer of 

silicone grease. 	The experiment was repeated and the 

received signal recorded. 	The receiver was again 

removed from the tank, the disc of rubber was removed 

and the transducer was degreased, cleaned and dried. 

A ring of the same rubber with outside diameter 10 mm 

and inside diameter 5 mm was then applied centrally to 

the transducer face in the same manner as before. The 

experiment was repeated and the received signal was 

agaih recorded. 

Results 

The received signals are shown on Figure 4.113. 

Clearly the signal with the disc attached to the centre of the 

transducer is virtually identical with the signal obtained 

with no shading at all. 	However the signal obtained with 

the rubber ring attached to the receiver is much reduced in 

amplitude and of different shape from the other two. 

Now the action of the rubber has been to distort and 

attenuate thos4parts of the signal which propagated through 

it. 	Thus the central area of the receiving transducer 

contributed little to the signal appearing at the transducer 

terminals. 	Alternatively, the output response of the 

.receiver was dominated by signals which were incident upon 

its periphery. 

The area of the centrl rubber disc was 25% of the 

total face area and the area covered by the ring was 75.. 

It is concluded that the receiving transducer was sensitive 

to the area weighted average of the radiation incident upon 

its face. 
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Fig 4.113 : Waveforms received in the two transducer 
experiment with parts of the receiving 
transducer face shaded with rubber. 
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4.16. 	Conclusions  

It is possible to develop digital models of the 

Fresnel region with which to calculate the field spectral 

sensitivity of. a pulse echo system. to large flat reflectors 

and to small reflecting objects. 	The accuracy of these 

models can be established experimentally and they are suitable 

for use in a study, of the effects of wave interference 

processes on a wide band diagnostic pulse echo system. 

The acoustic field may be described in the time domain 

and experiments are possible which verify the general results 

of the time domain theory. . The theory may be used to show 

that a wide band signal transmitted by a circular transducer 

may be approximated by a plane wavefront if the average of the 

field across an area comparable with the transducer face is 

considered. 	Finally, the time domain theory may be used to 

verify the proposition that a piezoelectric transducer yields 

an electrical signal which is related to the area weighted 

average of the radiation incident upon its face. 
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CHAPTER 5  

THE APPLICATION OF ACOUSTIC FIELD THEORY TO DETERMINE AND  
MINIMISE THE EFFECT OF INTERFERENCE OH THE WIDE BAND 
INTERROGATION OF REFLECTORS. 

5.1. 	Introduction  

Theories which quantitatively describe a variety of 

field interference effects have been developed in Chapter 4. 

They were shown to yield results which could be verified in 

a water tank but were not tested in less homogenous materials. 

It was proposed that in the absence of a complete theory of 

propagation in physiological tissue the theories developed 

could be used to obtain some idea of the uncertainties which 

were caused by interference phenomena. 	It is the purpose of 
this chapter to summarise these uncertainties and to develop 

techniques by which they may be overcome. 

5.2. Summary 

The frequency domain effects Which arise when flat 

surfaces are interrogated with a wide bandwidth ultrasound 

beam are considered first; a technique is proposed which 

requires that signals from the reflector are collected at 

several angles of incidence and that the received echoes 

are averaged. 	This is shown to greatly reduce the uncertain- 

ties caused by field interference. 

Reflectors. which are fairly small with respect to 

the wavelengths contained in the ultrasound beam are discussed; 

both single discrete reflectors and arrays of such reflectors 

are considered. 

In the case of an array of reflectors it is shown that 

the effect of the acoustic field is to impose a —6dB/ octave 

frequency characteristic on the echo signals received from 

the array. 	The effect of the field on a single reflector 

echo depends largely on the position of the reflector in the 

field. 	It is shown that if the transducer is moved with 

respect to the reflector and if the many resulting received 

signals are averaged together then the averaged effect of the 
acoustic field is again to impose a —6dB/ octave characteristic 

on the received echoes. 	Two methods of signal averaging are 

considered, one of which preserved phase information in the 

signals and one which does not. 	Both are shown to yield 
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similar and useful results if the transducer is moved in 

directions perpendicular to its axis. 	The two techniques 

yield different results if the transducer is moved in its 

axial direction but neither is found to be particulrly useful 

in this case. 

5.3. The reception of signals from flat reflectors. 

When a flat surface reflects ultrasound pulses back to 

a transducer the spectral content of the signals received will 

depend quite strongly on the angle the surface .of the reflector 

makes with the plane containing the transducer face. 	The 

theory describing this phenomenon which was developed in 

Chapter 4 yielded the following general results: 

i. Echo signals returning from a reflector which was 

not parallel with the transducer face were_ low pass 

filtered. 

ii. Maxima and minima were imposed on the pulse echo 

field frequency response. 	The distance between the 

maxima became less as the incidence angle was 

increased. 

•The frequency response of the field propagation process 

for reflector angles in the range 0.5°  to 8°  has been calculated 

for a transducer of 1.4 cm face diameter and is shown on 

Figures 5.1a to 5.1d. 	The major effects of oblique reflect- 

ion are well illustrated. 	Clearly if a reflecting surface 

was characterised by a certain frequency dependence of its 

reflection coefficient then the spectral distortions: imposed 

by an oblique reflection process would completely mask the 

characteristic response of the reflector. 	The recognition 

of the reflector from its echo in the manner outlined in 

Chapter 3 would be virtually impossible. 	It is proposed to 

use the theory developed to determine a technique which may 

overcome this masking process. 

In a diagnostic situation it is already common practice 

to move the transducer so that the angle which it makes with. 

the body surface is continuously changed. 	If during such a 

movement the spectra of several echoes from an object which 

is thought to be a flat reflector are obtained, then the sum 

of the moduli of these spectra yields an overall field 

frequency response which is free from the undulations of 
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FIGURES 5.1a to 5.1d : Field frequency response of a 
pulse echo system with a plane 
PeflectOr set at various angles 
(0.50  to 8.00) to the transducer. 
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Fig 5.2b : Field frequency response of a pulse echo 
system with a flat reflector angled obliquely 
to the plane of the transducer face 
responses taken at intervals of 0.25°  and 
added over ranges of t 6.0°  and t 8.0' 
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Figure 5.1. 	The computer program based.on the algebra of 

Chapter 4 is used to calculate the frequency response of the 
field for reflector angles in the range.0 to 100  and at 

intervals of 0.25°. 	These spectra were added in groups 

in such a way as to simulate transducer movements with respect 

to the parallel reflector conditions of 4- 2°, . Ao , . 	i-s°  
and 4-10°. 	Taking spectra at intervals of 0.25 degrees 

in the range of+. 2O requires the collection of seventeen 

spectra; it would thus be advantageous to limit the range 

over which signals are recorded. 	The results of the 

summation of spectra over the various ranges are shown in 

Figures 5.2a and 5.2b. 	These averaged frequency responses 

have been replotted on log— log paper on Figure 5.3. 	The 

curves approximate to a —6dB/ octave slope for frequencies 

above 1Mhi. 	It is a simple matter to apply a .1-6dB/octave 

filter to a signal and to correct for oblique reflection. 

The process would require an equipment which could gate out 

a portion of a received echo train and record it. 	Further 

the spectra modulus must be calculated and stored in some form 
of accumulator. 	The nature of apparatus which might be used 

to perform this task is discussed in Chapter 9. 

5.4. The reception of signals from small reflectors. 

When an ultrasound pulse is transmitted to a point in 

the acoustic field interference effects cause the spectrum of 

the signal which reaches the field point to differ considerably 

from the spectruM of the excitation voltage which was originally 

applied to the transducer. 	If the field point contains a 

small object which reflects signals back to the transducer then 

the return propagation process imposes further spectral dis- 

tortions on these signals. 	Theories which quantitatively 

describe these phenomena have been developed in Chapter 4 and 
combined to produce a pulse echo field frequency response 

function which could be calculated using a digital computer. 

The computer programs developed for Chapter 4 have been 
used to calCulate this frequency response for a 1.4 cm. 

diameter transducer and field points on planes perpendicular 

to the transducer axis set at ranges of 3.1 cm., 5.6 cm. and 

9.7 cm. from the transducer. 	The positions of the field 

points on these planes were taken at 0.5 mm intervals from 

the transducer axis, up to a maximum of 7 mm. 	The results 
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of the computations are shown on Figures 5.4, 5.5. and 5.6. 

They indicate that spectral zeros are imposed for points on 

the transducer axis and that the frequency interval between 

these zeros increased as the range of the reflecting object 

is increased. 	The filtering effects of the propagation 

process becomes less severe for points off the transducer 

axis and at the larger ranges from the transducer. Clearly 

if the object in the field had a reflection coefficient which 

characterised it and by which it could be recognised then the 

spectral distortions imposed by the acoustic field would render 

such recognition extremely difficult. 	The problemof dis- 

tortions also arises when an array of small reflectors is 

being interrogated by the transducer. 	Techniques which could 

be used to minimise these distortions are discussed in the 

following sections. 

5.4.1. 	Interrogation of a single small reflector. 

In this section the pulse echo field frequency 

response theory will be used to show that if echo signals 

from small reflectors are taken at several transducer 

positions, then certain summations of these signals yield 

an average field frequency response which is very easy to 

compensate for. 	First we consider ways in which the 

signal might be averaged. 

Let the pulse echo field frequency response at coordinates 

y,gr, with respect to the centre of the transducer be 

ALF 	Let the combined frequency response of the 

transducer and the reflection coefficient at (y,..i.r) be P(w). 

If the initial electrical excitation to the transducer is 

a Dirac pulse the spectrum of the resulting echo will be 

AFR(w,y,z)=P(w).AF(w,y,z) 	 5.1 

Suppose that the transducer were set at various positions 

with respect to the small reflecting object, the coordinates 

of the positions of the object with respect to the centre 

of the transducer face remain (y, -a) and the sampling 

function S(y,Z) has the value unity at positions at which 

an echo is recorded and has the value zero elsewhere. The 

spectrum of the received echo becomes: 
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FIGURES 5.4a to 5.4 d 	Calculated pulse echo field 
frequency response for points in a 
plane parallel with the face of a 
14 mm diameter transducer and at a 
range of 3.1 cm. The distance y 
between the points and the transd-
ucer axis is marked on each curve. 
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FIGURES 5.5a to 5.5c : Calculated pulse echo field 
frequency response for points in a 
plane parallel with face of a 14 mm 
diameter transducer and at a range 
of 5.6 cm.. The distance y between 
the points and the transducer axis 
is marked on each curve. 
The curves have arbitrary ordinates. 
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FIGURES 5.6a to 5.6c : Calculated pulse echo field 
frequency response for points in a 
plane parallel with the face of a 
14 mm diameter transducer and at a 
range of 9.7 cm. The distance y 
between the points and the transd-
ucer axis is marked on each curve. 
The curves have arbitrary ordinates 
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AFR(w,y,z)=-P(w)AF(w,y,z) 5(yz) 	5.2 
If the signals received at the various transducer 

positions were added in the time domain the spectrum 

of the resulting sum would be 

FR(w) P(w)f f oF(w,y,z).5(y, z)ayaZ 
z y 

3 

If on the other hand the moduli of the spectra were 

taken before the signals were added, any phase 

information would be lost and the resulting sum would 
_ 

Ff-,(w) = p(w) f f 
z y 

Any set of transducer movements with respect to the 

refledtor can be simulated by a suitable choice of 

S(y,g). 	The signal averaging can be simulated by the 

evaluation of LLF(w,y,g), and either of the above two 

integrals. 	The computer programs developed for the 

field frequency response calculations of Chapter 4 were 
used to perform these simulations, first by keeping the 

depth (%) of the reflector constant and summing the 

individual field frequency responses for various values 

of y which were equivalent to distances of the small 

reflecting object with respect to the transducer axis. 

Movement of the transducer to and from in the axial 

directions was then simulated by keeping y constant and 

performing the above integrals over a range of g-values. 

5.4.2. Integration at constant  

The pulse echo field frequency response, 4q(w,y,gr) 

was evaluated for a transducer diameter of 1.4 cm., a 

range 	of 3.1 cm. and values of y taken at 0.5 mm. 

intervals between zero and 7 mm. 	The moduli. IF(w,y,-g) I 

have already been calculated for these coordinates and 

are shown in Figure 5.4. 	The spectra were stored as 
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complex numbers. 	Groups of these numbers were added 

to simulate the integration of equation 5.3. 	Each 

group consisted of five spectra,.corresponding with 

five adjacent reflector positions. 	The centre 

spectrum of the group corresponded with any of 11 field 

positions. 	This represented a simulation of a 

transducer being used to receive echoes from a small 

reflecting object which was placed at any one of the 

11 centre field positions. 	At each position the 

transducer is moved 1 mm either side of the central 

position and the received echoes are recorded at 

intervals of 0.5 mm and each set of five are added 

together. 	The field positions are sketched on 

Figure 5.7. 	The averaged pulse echo field sensit- 

ivity spectra which resulted from these summations 

are shown on Figure 5.8. 	The summation was then 

repeated to include all fifteen field points (Figures 

5.7, 5.9) representing movement of a transducer through 

+3.5 mm. 

It is clear from these results that the undulations in 

the field sensitivity spectra have been greatly reduced 

in magnitude by this averaging process. 	The curves 

have been plotted do logarithmic axes on Figure 5.10. 

It can be seen that tlae groups further away from the 

axis form a family which tends to converge and whose 

slope is quite close to —6dB/octave. 

The simulation was repeated using the integral of 

equation 	This was equivalent to recording the 

signals received at each transducer position, as 

before, and calculating the module of their individual 

spectra. 	Finally, the moduli corresponding with the 

groups of transducer positions are added. The resulting 

pulse echo field sensitivity spectra were found to be 

virtually identical with those obtained before. The 

results for groups 1 to 6 are shown on Figure 5.11. 

The following conclusions are drawn: 

i) For a fixed reflector range the integration 
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FIGURES 5.8a to 5.8c : Calculated field sensitivity spectra 
from the groups of five field 
positions shown in fig 5.7.The 
ordinate: are spectral sensitivity 
averaged over the five positions 
and abscissae are frequency in MHz. 
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FIGURES 5.11a and 5.11b : Calculated field frequency 
response spectra averaged over 
the five positions in each of the 
first six groups on fig 5.7. 
The phase information in the 
constituent spectra has been 
discarded in these summations. 
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of signals received from various reflector positions 

with respect to the transducer axis may be performed 

with or without account of the signal phase spectra 

and virtually identical results will be obtained. 

ii) Movement of the transducer over a fairly small range 

together with the summation of signals received from 

a number of positions within this range of movement 

causes the field frequency response to be averaged to 

a function which is much smoother than the individual 

field frequency responses which would operate at 

each separate field position. 

iii) Over much of the distance and frequency range 

considered the average field frequency responses 

tended towards a smooth —6dB/octave characteristic. 

5.4.3. Integration at constant y. 

A similar procedure was adopted as in the integration 

with range,2-,constant. The transducer was imagined to be 

set at 3.1 cm range from the small reflecting object and 

placed at any one of eleven positions set 0.5. mm apart; 

these corresponded with reflector positions set at 0.5 mm 

intervals up to 5 mm from the transducer axis. 	At each 

position the transducer was imagined to bemoved away from 

the reflector, increasing the range, 	in five.intervals 

of.0.5 mm up to 3.35 cm, yielding a total of 6 range 

positions for each of the eleven y positions. 

The pulse echo field frequency responses for each of the 

six range values were calculated and summed either as 

complex numbers according to equation 5.3. or as moduli 

according to equation 5.4. 	In the former phase informatio 

is preserved and in the latter it is discarded. 	The 

ranges of integration are summarised on Figure 5.12. 

The resulting averaged field frequency response spectra 

for the integration with phase discarded are shown on 

Figure 5.13. 	They differ only very slightly from 

those which characterise a single field point which are 

shown on Figure 5.4. 	This is because the field pressure 

profiles were changing very slowly with position for the 

range and frequencies considered. 
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FIGURES 5.13a to 5.13d : Calculated field frequency response 
spectra at 0.5mm intervals from the 
transducer axis and averaged over 
the axial range 3.1 to 3.35cm. 
Phase information in the constituent 
spectra has been discarded in this 
calculation. 
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FIGURES 5.14a to 5.14d : Calculated field frequency response 
spectra at 0.5mm intervals from the 
transducer axis and averaged over 
the axial range 3.1 to 3.35cm. 
Phase information in the constituent 
spectra has been retained in the 
calculation. 
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Fig 5.14c 
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The result for the integration according to equation 5.3, 

that is with phase information preserved, is shown on 

Figure 5.14. All of the averaged field frequency 

responses show a series of sensitivity peaks separated 

by intervals of 1.5 MHZ. 	The existence of the peaks 

is a direct result of preserving the phase information 

during the integration and the separation corresponds 

with a fundamental resonance whose wavelength is 0.5-mm, 

the-% increment used in the simulation. In section 4.6 

of this chapter the 	increment is varied in order to 

further illustrate the phenomenon. 	Clearly the 

resonance phenomenon would mask any spectral information 

which might be available from the reflected signal 

indicating that phase information is best discarded in 

this type of signal averaging procedure. 

It is concluded that the integration of signals over 

different reflector ranges does not significantly reduce 

the extent to which the field interference phenomena may 

mask reflected spectral information which is character-

istic of the reflector. 

5.4.4. The reception of signals from arrays of equispaced  
small reflectors. 

In most clinical situations, excepting perhaps ophthal-

mology, it is improbable that there would exist a 

requirement to interrogate a single small reflector. 

However the discussion so far has shown that such an . 

apparently simple measurement is wrought with many 

uncertainties due to acoustic field interference. It is 

now necessary to assess the nature of these uncertainties 

in the situation where many small reflectors transmit 

signals back to the transducer simultaneously. Analyticall. 

this question is very complicated since the spacing betwee 

members of a group of reflectors may be quite random and 

radiation from reflectors at a particular depth may be 

scattered in a frequency dependent fashion by small bodies 

closer to the transducer. 

Chivers and Hill
25 have considered the possibility of 

computing the frequency spectrum of an echo signal 

received from a tissue volume and of spectrally charact-

ering that volume rather than the individual reflectors 
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within it. 	It could be argued that as the size and 

spacing between individual particles in the volume 

decreases with respect to the wavelengths contained in 

the ultrasound beam there comes a point at which a small 

volume containing discrete reflectors can be regarded as 

a single reflector or an equivalent array of single 

reflectors whose spectral reflection coefficients and 

spacings are different from those of the constituent 

reflectors of the original volume but which, when 

considered as a whole, produces the same echo spectrum 

as would the original volume. 	Thus a volume containing 

many small reflectors is here regarded as an equivalent 

array of equispaced identical reflectors. 	An assessment 

will now be made of the effects of acoustic interference 

phenomena on the pulse echo interrogation of such an 

array.. 

If a transducer is used to interrogate an array of 

reflectors whose spacing is small with respect to the 

circumference of the transducer then the number of 

reflectors at radius y from the transducer axis is 

proportional to that radius. 	For example, if the 

distance between small reflectors was 1 mm there would 

be approximately sixty reflectors situated 10 mm from 

the transducer axis and thirty reflectors at 5 mm from 

the transducer axis (Figure 5.15). Consequently a 

consideration of arrays of reflectors situated a distance 

y from the axis requires that the field frequency response 

contribution from reflectors at each distance be weighted 

by that distance. 	'Equation 5.3. then becomes 

F(w) P (w)f / F(w, y, z ). S(yz )y.ay. az 5 5  
zy 

The evaluation of the integral in Equation 5.5.yields 

the pulse echo field frequency response to arrays of 

small reflectors. Evaluation may be performed at a 

single transducer position or at several positions with 

respect to the array so that an averaged frequency 

response may be derived as before. 
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31 small reflectors at 
5mm radius 
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• 

lmm 

63 small reflectors at 
10mm radius. 

Fig 5.15 : Diagram illustrating the grouping of smell 
*reflectors at different radii from the 
transducer axis. 
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FIGURES 5.16a and 5.16b : Calculated pulse echo field 
frequency response to arrays 
of small reflectors (spaced 
0.5mms1.0mm,1.5mms2.0mm and 
2.5mm apart) at'a range of 
3.1 cm from a transducer of 
14 mm diameter. 
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Fig 5.16a 
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Fig 5.16b 
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Frequency MHz 

Fig 5.17 : Calculated pulse echo field frequency response 
to an array of reflectors spaced 0.5 mm apart 
at a range of 3.1 cm from a transducer of 14 mm 
diameter. This is a plot on logarithmic axes of 
the top curve on fig. 5.16a. 



5.4.5. The field  frequency response to an array with only  
one transducer position. 

The integral of Equation 5.5. was evaluated for a single 

array depth of 3.1 cm and a transducer diameter of 1.4 

cm. 	Reflector spacings of 0.5 mm, 1 mm, 1.5.mm, 2 mm 

and 2.5 mm were used in the calculations. 	The nulse 

echo field frequency responses thus formed are shown on 

Figure 5.16.. The responses have fewer undulations than 

those obtained for single reflectors and tend to degen—' 

erate as the reflector spacing is increased. 

For closely spaced reflectors we would expect this very 

. smooth characteristic because the field frequency response 

has been averaged over many positions in the same plane 

and greater emphasis has been placed on the responses 

corresponding with larger radii from the transducer axis: 

these tend at the higher frequencies to be quite smooth 

curves. 	The curve for 0.5 mm reflector spacing has 

been replotted on logarithmic axes on Figure 5.17; over 

the frequency range used it exhibited a smooth —6dB/ 

octave characteristic, for which it is a simple matter to 

correct. 

5.4.6. The field frenuencv res once to an array-of reflectors 
averaged over several transducer positions. 

The very smooth function of Figure 5.17 would indicate 

that signal averaging using several transducer positions 

is not required when arrays of reflectors are being 

studied. 	It is included here because results were 

obtained which further illustrate the resonance phenomenon 

which was discussed in Section 4.3. 

The field frequency response to an array of equispaced 

small' reflectors is given by 

FM(w)z):: f AF(vvy)  z).5y,z)yay 	5.6 
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It is a function of frequency and range, -7r. An average 

of this response over several depths, -2i; can be performed 

in two ways: 

With phase information preserved we get 

Fwi(w) •=1 1AF(wy,z).5y,z).y.ay az 
z y 

and with phase inforkation discarded: 

   

Fii(w)= f fa6.F(ws,z).S(yz)y ay oz 

   

Equation 5.8 corresponds with the situation in which'an 

echo is received from an array at a particular depth and 

the modulus of its frequency spectrum is calculated. The 

transducer is then moved so as to change the depth and 

the spectral modulus is again calculated. 	This is done 

several times and all the moduli are added together. 

In Figure 5..18 (a) and (b) this process has been simulated 

for reflector spacings of 1 mm and in (a) three values of 

(3.1 cm, 3.2 cm and 3.3 cm). 	Plot (b) shows the 

result for six reflector positions in the range 3.1 cm 

to 3.35 cm, spaced at 0..5 mm intervals. 	Plot (c) shows 

the result for these six range values and a radial 

reflector spacing of 0.5 mm. 	Clearly the curves are 

very similar to each other and do not represent any • 

significant improvement over the field frequency response 

obtained at a single depth (Figure 5.16). 

The integral of Equation 5.7 has been evaluated for the 
same reflector spacings and depths (Figure 5.19).  The 

three plots clearly illustrate the spectral peaks which 

were obtained with the single small reflector. 	It is 

to be noted that the frequency interval between the 

maxima is inversely proportional to the spacing between• 

the rang.es,g used in the integration. 	This confirms 

the idea that the phenomenOn is equivalent to an acoustic 

resonance with half wavelength equal to the range spacing. 

The amplitudes of the peaks decay on a —6dB/octave locus. 
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Fig 5.18 : Calculated pulse echo field frequency responses 
for arrays of small equispaced reflectors and a 
14 mm diameter transducer with the results of a 
number of axial ranges summed together with phase 
information in the constituent spectra -discarded. 

• 
Curve a) Reflector spacing 1.0mm , average 

taken over three ranges : 3.1cm,3.2cm 
and 3.3cm. 

Curve b) Reflector spacing 1.0mm , 'average 
taken over six ranges at 0.5mm intervals 
between 3.1cm and 3.35cm. 

Curve c) Reflector spacing 0.5mm , average . 
taken over six ranges at 0.5mm intervals 
between 3.1cm and 3.35cm. 

Fig 5.19 : Field frequency responses under the same 
conditions as fig 5.18 except that phase 
information in the constituent spectra 
has been preserved. 
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5.5. Summary of field frequency response results. 

(i) Flat reflectors  

If the transducer face is moved through a small 

angle (± 2.5°) with respect to the reflecting 

surface. and if signals are recorded at intervals 

during this movement then addition of the moduli 

of the spectra of these signals yields a summated 

spectrum upon which the average field frequency 

response has imposed a —6d3/octave characteristic. 

(ii) Single, small reflectors  

The field frequency response imposes considerable 

spectral distortions on signals received from small 

reflectors and the nature of this distortion depends 

on the position of the reflector in the acoustic 

field. 	If the transducer is moved perpendicular 

to its axis and if signals from the reflector are 

recorded at intervals during this movement they may 

be summed either with or without the preservation 

of phase information in the original signals. This 

summation yields an integrated signal or signal-

spectrum which is much less distorted by the 

frequency dependent interference phenomena in the 

acoustic field. 

(iii) Arrays of small reflectors  

The field frequency response to an array of small 

identical reflectors imposes very little distortion 

on the signals emanating from the array. The 

characteristic frequency response of the acoustic 

field is a fairly smooth —6dB/octave line. 

5.6. Conclusion  

It is concluded that suitable transducer movements can 

be established which permit considerable reduction in the 

distortion which may be imposed by the acoustic field in a 

wide bandwidth pulse echo system. 	Signal receiving equipment 

which can record the frequency spectra of echo signals is a 

prerequisite to this correction process. 
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CHAPTER 6  

WAVE ATTENUATION AND DISPERSION IN PH7SIOLOGICAL MATERIALS. 

6.1. Introduction  

When a mechanical disturbance propagates through certain 

energy absorbing materials its time course may change from 

'point to point in the acoustic field for a variety of reasons. 

The most common are wave interference, scattering and intra 

and inter-molecular processes. 	This chapter deals with the 

effects of the last two processes which are a frequency 

dependence of absorption and velocity dispersion. Throughout 

the chapter it is assumed that no scattering is present and 

that wave amplitudes are low enough for non linear effects to 

be absent. 

6.2. Summary  

The standard development of the one dimensional wave 

equation from the Navier-Stokes equations is appended and the 

results are briefly summarised in this chapter (vide appendix 

A6). 	The effects of various physical phenomena, particularly 

relaxation processes are discussed in relation to the frequency 

dependence of absorption and velocity of propagation. The 

results of a continuum of processes contributing to absorption 

are considered and it is shown how the behaviour of plane 

waves in physiological materials may be described by mathemat- 

ical models. 	These models are used to describe how absorption 

phenomena in physiological tissues may impose spectral dis-

tortions on wide band echoes as they propagate to the trans- 

ducer. 	The chapter concludes that the successful recognition 

of a reflecting object from the body surface requires the object 

to have a frequency dependence in its reflection coefficient 

which spectrally characterises the object over a frequency 

range which is significantly less than one frequency decade. 

6.3. The one dimensional wave equation  

This equation is derived in Appendix A6; it is 



[ 	 o( A= 2r1  1  .---1 	 
-V1+ N4  + 
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• 

a2c _ M*. a2e 
ta 	190  a z?- 

Po 
C 

6.1 

is the unperturbed density of 
medium. 

is the instantaneous particle 
meat in the % direction, and 

the 

displace- 

M"is a complex mechanical modulus  by 

Mme= M + •M =M 	N • O J a   

given 

6.2 

The solution of 6.1 is 

e(z,t)=e(oo)exp(-o(Z)expOw(t-y 6,3 

where O( is attenuation coefficient and C is propagation 

velocity. 	Expressions for absorption per wavelengthi CX 

absorption coefficient and propagation velocity are derived 

in A6, the results are: 

0(  F/.129, ,  1 -1/717.  - 1  
Mi 	 N a  ) 
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2(1 4- Na)_ ti 
.v1+ N Z 1 6.6 

Now N, the ratio of imaginary to real parts of the mechanical 

modulus is generally much less than unity; whence: 

6.7 

oC!= N 6.8 

6.9 

frequency dependence of M, and N can derive from a variety 

of physical processes. 	The two least important ones are 

described in the next section and then shear viscosity is 

considered. 	Relaxation processes which are probably the 

most important contributors to absorption and dispersion in 

physiological tissue are considered last. 

6.4. The effects of heat flow on absorption and velocity. 

i. Radiation  

As a wave propagates through a medium the local 

temperature increases and reduces as hat regioni; 

alternately compressed and rarefied. 	Heat is 

radiated between these regions and to and from the 

undisturbed medium around the trajectory of the 

wave. 	The effect is to remove energy from the 

wave and redistribute 'it in the random energy 

fluctuations in the medium. 	Bhatia52has discussed 
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the quantitative aspects of this phenomenon and has 

stated that its effect is generally negligible in 

relation to other adsorption mechanisms. 

ii.' Conduction  

The temperature gradients between compressed and 

rarefied regions of Wave cause heat to flaw by 

conduction between the regions and energy is removed 

from the wave. 	If the temperature gradients in the 

wave are altered but not completely reduced to zero 

by this phenomenon the state cycle experienced by the 

medium is somewhere between an adiabatic and an iso- 

thermal process. 	Mathematical descriptions of the 

phenomena can be found in Herzfeld and Litovitz53 

and Bhatia52 	An equation in terms of velocity and 

attenuation is derived which can only be linearised 

at low frequency. 	The high frequency solution is 

generally difficult. 	It is fortunate that, 

according to Bhatia52  the effect can be neglected 

• in liquids. 	For example, the attenuation in water 

due to viscous mechanisms is about three orders of 

magnitude greater than that due to heat conduction. 

The thermal conductivity of physiological tissue is 

of the same order as water but its effective viscosity 

is much greater; consequently it is assumed that therm 

conductivity effects can be neglected in the physiol-

ogical case. 

6.5. Shear Viscosity  

In a medium in which shear viscosity alone is operative 

the form of the complex modulus governing propagation is 

Mme- le + iw4  a p 	3 6.10 
r) is the shear viscosity and Tp-
is the adiabatic bulk modulus, 

K s, which in this case is independent of 
frequency. Thus 

M = Ks  (1 +jw T) 	 6.11 
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Where 

Z= 3 Ks 	 612 

Substitution in equations 4 - 6 yields 

forty <<1 

6.13 

6.14 

This is known as the classical case, with 0( 

proportional to %.4/
2 

and C constant. 

For. 

WI >>1 

6.15 

and 

C 2 KswT 
Po 

6.16 

 

  

Velocity dispersion of this form has not been found in 

physiological tissue. 
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6.6. Relaxation Processes  

6.6.1.General Remarks  

The expressions for velocity and attenuation due to 

classical mechanisms do not generally agree with measured 

results in a wide range of materials. 	The assumption 

of a "bulk viscosity" has been used to explain-this 

difference.. 

.In the one dimanional wave equation it represents an 

increase in that stress which is proportional to the first 

time derivative of displacement. 	Physically the nature 

of bulk viscosity is rather complex, it being regarded as 

arising from two sources. 	The first is a loss of wave 

energy due to forces resisting the flow of "liquid" 

between areas of differing density and the second is the 

lumped effect of many other processes. 

Relaxation processes occur when a wave propagates through 

a medium in which there exists any type of equilibrium 

which is disturbdle by the state fluctuations in the wave. 

The nature of the effect on the equilibrium depends upon 

the exciting frequency as compared with the time constant 

(relaxation time) governing the equilibrium process. If 

the period of the wave is, large compared to the relaxation 

time then the equilibrium will alter its position and 

follow the pr iodic disturbance due to the wave. A wave 

period much Shorter than the relaxation time will not have 

time to disturb the equilibrium before the wave changes 

polarity again. 

The general observable effects of a relaxation process 

are a peak in absorption pr wavelength and an increase 

in propagation velocity at the angular frequency Vre==,7 
611 

where 	1; 	is the relaxation time (see Figure 6.1). 

Relaxation processes are subdivided into two groups: 

Structural Processes in which the disturbance of equilibrium  

causes changes in specific volume and no change in enthalpy, 

and Thermal Processes in which there are finite enthalpy' 

changes and no specific volume changes54 The materials 

in which thermal processes are solely operative generally 

exhibit a positive temperature coefficient of absorption 
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and have been known as Kheser liquids or in class 2 of 

Pinketon's55 grouping. 	The temperature coefficient 

of absorption of highly associated liquids and liquids of 

high.viscoSity. is- generally negative. 	These materials 

fall into Pinkerton's third classification and generally 

exhibit structural relaxation processes. 	It is not 

possible to say at present exactly what types of relaxation 
. processes are operative in physiological materials54; this 

need not matter in this work because single temperature 

conditions pertain, permitting description of the process 

in either "mechanical" or "heat" parameters—moduli or 

compressibilities, or specific heats. 

6.6.2—Structural Relaxation Processes  

These phenomena have been reviewed by Litovitz and Davis56  

Brief descriptions of the mechanisms involved and the 

observable effects will be given here. 

Structural relaxation phenomena are generally divided 

into two groups, both of which are concerned with relaxation 

in the resistance of the material to changes of density. 

In the first group the compression is not associated with 

any change in equilibrium Of molecular orientation and any 

changes in thermal energy states are regarded as fast. The 

second group contains phenomena in which there exists an 

equilibrium in molecular orientation states which is volume 

dependent. 	Thermal energy state changes are regarded as 

fast in this group also. 

6.6.3.Relaxation with no chine in chemical equilibria. 

The equilibrium concerned with this type of relaxation is 

mechanical and is associated with the local diffusion of 

momentum57  as an element of material id disturbed by a 

mechanical wave. 	A simple physical picture presents 

itself if we consider the phenomenon as it affects a simple 

shear process. 	Figure 6.2 shows a volume of fluid 

sandwiched between two parallel plates; one plate is fixed 

and the other is moved to and fro sinusoidally at frequency 

VV say, in a direction parallel to the flat surfaces of 

the plates. 	At low frequencies the fluid behaves as a 

liquid and flows, due to the forces of shear viscosity, 
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' diffusion of x-
direction momentum 

Fig 6.2 : Volume of fluid sandwiched between a fixed 
plate and a, plate oscillating in the x-
direction with angular frequency w. 
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in synchrony with the moving plate. A molecular 

picture of the viscosity phenomenon is to consider 

x—direction momentum diffusing from the moving plate 

into the fluid due to the random motions of the mole- 

cules. 	'All the energy supplied to the moving plate 

is dissipated in the fluid. 

At frequencies, w, which are high compared to the 

time parameter controlling the momentum diffusion 

process,momentum does not have time to diffuse into 

the fluid before the exciting motion has reversed its 

direction. 	The result is that the fluid behaves as 

a solid and stores energy elastically. 	It possesses 

a rigidity modulus as would a real solid. This change 

from viscous to elastic behaviour is known as a 

viscoelastic relaxation. 

An analogous process occurs when an oscillatory 

compressive stress is applied to a fluid. Both processes 

can be described empirically by using complex expressions 

for viscosity or bulk and shear elastic moduli in any 

dynamic equations. 	The technique was originated by 

Maxwell58 for shear processes described in the time 

domain. 

The following expressions have been derived by Bhatia52: 

Relaxing shear modulus: 

+(G°3 —G0)...MTs 
1 +jwTs  6.17 

where shear viscosity is given by 

.(G°°— Go  )ZS 	 618 



Relaxing bulk modulus: 

w)= 	K 

with bulk viscosity: 

. iwTa  0)  
1+ jW TB  6,19 

6.20 

 

Ts  and 70B-are the relaxation times characterising 

the bulk and shear processes and the OD superscript 
• represents the infinite frequency value of the modulus. 

6.6.4.Structural relaxations involving chemical equilibria. 

Frequently a material can exist in two molecular 

arrangements which are in equilibrium with each other. 

If one of the arrangements occupies a smaller volume 

than the other the application of pressure will tend to 

push the equilibrium process to form more particles of 

the denser variety. 	In general the temperature variat- 

ions asspciated with the pressure fluctuations in the 

wave are regarded as the disturbing agent (Bhatia52).  
The relevant equilibria can be subdivided into three 

groups:i. equilibrium between isomeric forms of molecules, 

ii. equilibrium between polymers of different types 
in associated liquids; 

iii. equilibria affecting large arrangements bf 
molecules in highly associated or highly 
viscous liquids. 

Algebraically, the shift of one of these equilibria due 

to the injection of energy by the wave is analogous to 

the shift of a thermal equilibrium between internal and 

external degrees of freedom of a vibrating particle of 

an unassociated fluid. 	The effects on attenuation 

resulting from the disturbance of such equilibria will be 

discussed in the next section. 

6.6.5. Thermal relaxation processes. 

As a wave propagates through a gas or Kneser liquid the 

local increase in pressure cause the energy contained in 

translational degrees of freedom to be increased. It is 
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assumed that the distribution of energy amongst these 

modes is rapid with respect to the period of the wave. 

The energy contained in the translational degrees of 

freedom is in equilibrium with that contained in the 

individual molecule's internal vibrational and rotational 

degrees of freedom. 	The equilibrium may be.  regarded as 

being similar to a chemical equilibrium in which the 

different chemical forms of a group of molecules represent 

energetic degrees of freedom. 	The increase of energy 

in the translational freedoms causes the equilibrium to 

shift and energy to flow between the internal degrees of 

• -freedom and the translational modes. 	It is assumed 

(Herzfeld and Rice59) that the distribution of energy 

between the internal degrees of freedom is instantaneous 

according to the time scale of one period of the wave. 

The rapidity with which the internal and external 

freedoms distribute their energy within themselves allows 

them to be regarded as two separate thermodynamic systems 

with energy flowing between them as a result of a temp-

erature potential difference. 

On the basis of this conceptual model Bhatia52 and 

Herzfeld and Litovitz53 have derived expressions for the 

frequency dependence of velocity and absorption. 	The 

general results are similar to those resulting from the 

relaxation of mechanical moduli, which are derived later 

in the chapter. 

6.6.6. Series and parallel relaxation processes. 

If the potential fluctuations due to the presence of a 

wave disturb two equilibria simultaneously there exists 

a parallel relaxation process. 	If the fluctuations 

disturb equilibrium AB, say (c.f. equation 6.21) and 

this disturbance, rather than the original wave fluctuat-

ions, disturb equilibrium BC then we have a series 

relaxation process. 

Bhatia52 	5.8) has shown that in a series situation 

represented by equation 6.21, there are two possible 

descriptions of behaviour, depending on the relative 
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magnitude of the relaxation times. 

Series equilibrium equation: 

A B C 
4-C BC  6.21 

He shows that if is small compared tOTAe+ and 8c 
the wave periodic time then the system behaves as though 

B and C were one degree of freedom and only the.  A_B 

equilibrium exists. He continues by showing that if 

Tec  is comparable with the other times the system 

behaves as thoughTAa  andTecequilibria are excited in 

parallel. 	It is thus only necessary to consider the 

parallel case in multiple equilibrium relaxation phenomena. 

6.6.7. Parallel relaxation phenomena  

Recalling equation 6.19 for bulk modulus, it can be 

re—written in various ways: 

qw)=1<c)  +AK  JWT  
• 1 + jwi  

Where AK=Kc°  K 0 
• 

KW)=Ko+AK, W2-T2 a  
+w -T 

6,2 2 

+p iWT  
1 +w ta  

6.23 
The relaxation strength of a process is defined as the 

relative change in the modulus between its low and high 

frequency values: 

6.24 

6.2 5 
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Thus 

K(W) 	+vv, 

626 
6.26 is a general equation for relaxing modulus due to one 

equilibrium process of relaxation time-17 . 	If several 

processes operate in the medium simultaneously and they all 

exchange energy directly with the wave (i.e. they are driven 

in parallel) they will collectively show a relaxation strength, 

r . 	At frequencies which cannot be regarded as "low" or 

"infinite" for all of the processes, each process will contribute 

to the WU terms in equation 6.26 according to its own relaxation 

time and some weighting function, g(t ), which describe the 
contribution of processes whose relaxation times are in the 

range_T ---4  Z + dl to the total relaxation strength. The 

weighting function is generally regarded as being independent 

of frequency. 

The expression for K W becomes (c.f.' Litovitz and Davis--1 
 
): 

[ KW=K0  1+(_1_)fg(-G)  w 2T 2   d't + 
1—r tic 	1+w2. -c 

j(lr 	)fg(I)  1+ WITI  

6.27 
it is clear that - 

i. for a single process g(l) reduces to a Dirac function; 

ii. for several processes whose values of I are widely 
separated g( t) reduces to a series of Dirac functions 
suitably normalised so that the integral 

f gco dT 

iii. for many closely spaced processes g(13) tends towards 
a continuous distribution function. 
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'6.7. The effect of relaxation .processes on attenuation and  
prop2gation velocity. 

In the case of a plane compressive wave the effective 

propagation Modulus is 

6.28 
ft 	\  

where C; !TAO is the shear modulus (Herzfeld and Litovitz-93  ) 

The full expression for M 	is thus: 

=K011+( 	171  ?igtC). W2T2.  iWT   .dTI 

1 + WaTa  

Gotl 	r, 	(c)  T2  +iWT  
3 	1-1G G • 

1 +w 

-c 	
6.2 

Note that if 	= 0 and 4 G exists then the use of 
relaxation strength ra 	is not possible and equation 6.17 

suitably altered for a distribution of relaxation times must 

be used. 

For the purpose of this thesis it is convenient to combine 

the ,moduli and derive a simpler expression of the form 

  

(t).YY2T2+ MTAT, 
1 + w -ca.  

 

 

6.3 ( 

 

Where 	rm  = M 

o+,AM 
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Setting  W 	0 in equations 6.29 and 6.30 yields 

Mo = Ko+Go 

With W = CO yields 

N4 	— K r—L 	1" +4G 
01-17.1 	°, i; 3 °1—tz 
whence 

Ko r-h-- +4G .11— 
1-r 3 °1—r r 	K 	6 

" KO  4Qn  
1 	31-r 

6.31 

6.32 

6.33 

and finally if 9  (1:) are independent of 

frequency: 

Mo  rM g (-0= K. 	gs-c) +.4. Go  
rm  m 	1-r 	3 1--G 634 

It is thus possible to characterise the modulus by a single 

distribution of relaxation time and a single relaxation strength 

with the only assumption that the constituent relaxation time 

distributions are independent of frequency. 	Equation 6.30 

will now be used to explore the effect of relaxation on 

attenuation and absorption. 

Recalling  equations 6.4 to 6.6. attenuation and velocity can 

be described as functions ofrl,, the real part of complex 

modulus and N , the ratio of imaginary to real parts. 
Where 
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rm 	w2ta  dz 
1—q 	1+ w2-c a 	635 

ti 

o 

 

 

and 

g (c) \WI d 
1—  G, 	m  
1+ g (T)  wa-C* 	-c• rm 	M 	+2-c 

6.3( 
To obtain some estimate of the magnitude of N 

consider its value for a single relaxation 

process: 

	.  WT  
i+wata  

i÷ 	 6.37 1—na  
i•e • 

N= 	ri\A T 
1 — r;I -Fwa tl  

differentiating: 

a N  =  —171+ waT2 ) —17.1w2-ct. 2  
aMT) 	(1— rm  -1-vv2i2 

2. 	6.31 



N= 	 max 2111---7-rm 640 

At maximum value of ts.I 

w-c =1/-1-8-771 whence 

2/1.7 

This function is plotted on Figure 6.3. 

The conditions for the simplification of equations 

6.4 to 6.6 were that N2  is negligible compared with 
unity. 	A value of rm  == 0.2 yields Nmax=0.11 and 
N2  = 0.012. 	This value of rDI represents quite a 
strong relaxation, the high frequency propagation 

velocity being about 10% greater than the low frequency 

value. 	Thus for relaxations of this strength or less 

N is small enoughto allow equations 6.7 to 6.9 to hold. 

The effect of relaxation on absorption and velocity will 

now be considered for a relaxation strength of 0.1. The 

following forms of g(t) will be covered: a single Dirac 

function at 1 ' Dirac functions at t1 and t'2 with 12 1  

of the same order as /71  ; • a rectangular distribution of • 
g(t) between.t1 and Xt1, with X large and small; finally 

smooth distributions of g(T) between Ti and XVI  with X 

large and small. 

6.7.1. 	Single discrete relaxation time 11: 

It has been shown that N2 can be neglected with respect 

to unity; consequently equations 6.7 to 6.9 may be used 

to calculate absorption and velocity in a relaxing medium. 

Eqdations 6.35 and 6.36 yield the following expressions 

for Mi  and N for a single relaxation time, -7i. 

[
m 1  = M 0  1+ i r:'t'",  

  

 

641 



whence 

MMII• 

• ■■ 

c(w 
6.46 

a 
1 + 174 

1- r7i 	+w2T12 
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N= rmWT,  
1- r, +\A/L ,2 6.42 

Substituting these expressions in equations 6.7 to 
6.9 we have: 

w N 
°(\")= 
if rr4 . 1 

2 
W  

. 77—C1 1 4.\/V-G1 
• 

i.e. 

6.43 

6.44 

DOW \A/2.T.2  oCmax "14wz_ct 6.45 

oC!= N 	r" 	w 

	

r 	 6.47 
Figure 6.4 shows a set of plots which illustrate the general 

form of these functions for two values of I7. . The most 

important features are that the mechanical modulus increases 

by a factor 	and the propagation velocity increases 

by 	1—rm in a frequency interval of about 0.5 decade on 

either side ofW-U, 	1. 	The. absorption per wavelength, 

, reaches a maximum. value at'Aiti,=1 and falls away 

to a very small value over a frequency interval greater than 

1 decade on either side of/17,7.7. 1. 	The maximum value is 
determined by, rM 
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The amplitude absorption coefficient, CA(W) 	is sketched on 

figure 6.5. 	Its maximum value depends both on relaxation 

time and strength (c.f. equation 6.44) and its behaviour at 

low frequencies is to follow the square of frequency, as does 

the absorption coefficient due to shear viscosity. 	It is 

thus clear why relaxation processes observed at frequencies 

below I/WIT,  , were described by a bulk viscosity term in the 

classical absorption equation, 

max 

4 

3 

a 

1 

0 
0.0 

rM 

Fig 6.3 : Graph showing the relationship between the 
maximum value of N (the ratio of Imaginary to 
Real parts of the complex mechanical modulus) 
and the relaxation strength ,, rm  . 

0.2 	0.4 	0.6 	0.8 	1.0 	_1.2 
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FIGURES 6.4a to 6.4d : Characteristics of a single 
relaxation process plotted versus 
log(wl:d. 

a)
M 
 _ 1 
o 

b) 

o)  	1 

d) ACA 
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Fig 6.4a 
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Fig 6.4c 

X 1Q 
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2 	

rm=0 .1 
C(w )  
C (o )— 

1.13. 
	 rm=0 .02 

	4 • 	
- 	A. _ 

log ( w ) 	: . 	
X to 

Fig 6.4d 
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6.7.2. Two discrete relaxation times T, and 172  

If the two relaxation times are more than about one 

decade apart then tha effects described in the last section 

are merely observed twice, once aboutwl;==1. As the two 

relaxation times'are brought closer together then these 

effects mere into a kride absorption per wavelength. peak 
and the velocity •dispersion is observed to occur over a 

correspondingly wide range of frequencies. Figures 6.6. 

and 6.7. show these effects. 

As more and more relaxatiOn processes are added the 

range of frequencies within which changes take place 

further increases with the result that virtually any 

functional. dependence of absorption and velocity on 

frequency may be modelled by suitable choice of the 

distribution of relaxation times. 

6.7.3. Rectangular distribution of relaxation times. 

This type of distribution is not generally used in 

practice but serves well to illustrate the general features 

of continuous relaxation time distributions. 	The dist- 

ributions do not necessarily relate to particular physical 

processes operating in the propagation medium and should 

merely be regarded as useful phenomenonlogical descriptions 

of the media. 

Recalling equations 6.35 and 6.36 we have 

mi = Ma  [1 + 1-  IIMTI 1- i; 6.48 

- r 	 
1+1  .-1-171  1,:i - ',M T) 	 6.49 
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where 

t 
Iikt=fgri( W

a 
 dT 

1+w -ti 	6.50 1  
"C 

and 

I2M-01= Igm(T)  W  
1-E.VVQ-C` 6.51 

In physiological materials I7, is quite small allowing 

the denominator in equation 6.49 to approximate to 

unity. 	Considering equation 6.9 it is thus clear that 

the attenuation per wavelength,(XX can be approximated 

b'y 

rmfa (-0  WT  
/ 1 +W IT 

17 
Figure 6.8 shows a rectangular distribution function. 

ffc,()N versus WTI  is calculated using this function 

a curve similar to that for a single relaxation process 

is obtained. On a linear frequency axis the peak becomes 

wider as I is increased. 	This widening tends to be 

suppressed if c(Xis plotted on logarithmic abscissae 

(Figure 6.9). 

Most publications illustrate measured 0( X spectra on a 

logarithmic frequency axis. Figure 6.10 illustrates 

such a plot. 

Relaxation time distributions which emphasise the effects 

of the lower relaxation times conveniently describe the 

behaviour of Figure 6.10. 	These can be formed in two 

ways as illustrated in Figures 6.11a and b. If the 

distribution of Figure 6.11b is used the integrals of 

d T 
652 
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equations 6.50 and 6.51 must be evaluated in a fashion 

which gives equal weight to equal distance increments 

along the X axis of the relaxation time distribution. 

The logarithmic form of this axis causer; such an 

integration to emphasise the effects of the lower 

relaxation times, as is required. 

Considering equation 6.52 and Figure 6.11b, increments 
. along the X axis are given by: 

X= logio T = A loge 	saY 
	

653 
wh'ence 

dX = A d 	 6.54 

Reforming equation 6.52 in order to integrate 

with respect to X, we have 

o(?\= nr4go()  wT(x) 	dx 
x 1+ wa-c(x 	. 655 

or 

oa= rm 	w't 	a  eA 
1 + wa-G 	-G 

, 

Now in the interval of intagration:: 

g(-0= h .7s 

and 

dx =1 
jc 

6,56 

6.57a 

6.5 7 
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• f hAcrt = 1 
z. 

•. 

• h=  I  
2AlogeX, 

6.58 

6.59 

Thus equation 6.56 becomes 

[1;x1i 	 w-c 	.d-c  
c<R=nr;4/ 	2log

e
X, 1+waZa"t 	6.602 

• 

= "71  
2logeX, 

tanAw-c,X,)-tarliV) 

6.60b 
Figure 6.12 illustrates how the width and height of this 

function depend on X,. 

By suitably adjusting-G,,X, and r7„, 	and taking super- 

imposed of X distributions with differing values of 

these parameters it is clearly possible to model the 

type of O( X spectrum shown in Figure 6.10. 	For 

instance, the maxima in some of the spectra of figure 
6.10 would be describable by causing SCE) to rise at 
appropriate relaxation times. 

The velocity dispersion mentioned for a single relaxation 

time still exists with the distribution of relaxation 

times and is governed by the value of rm .  . 	The change 
in velocity is continuous over the whole frequency range 

of the absorption peak. 
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o< NOM „,,,„ 

1.0 

0 .0 
0 
	

log (w) 
	

arbitrary scale 

Fig 6.5 : Sketch of absorption coefficient normallised to 
its maximum value versus angular frequency during 
a single relaxation process. 

Relaxation times 	Relaxation times 
close together. 	widely spaced. 

log(w) 
	

arbitrary scale 

Fig 6.6 : Sketch showing absorption per wavelength versus 
angular frequency for pairs of relaxation processes.. 
The dashed curve represents the case when the two 
relaxation times are closer together. 
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w t, =1 	wrel 
log(w) 	arbitrary scale 

 

.......•■■••■••=111.7.161•101.111• 

 

2 

 

Fig 6.7 : Sketch showing propagation velocity versus angular 
frequency for pairs of relaxation processes 
with the same total strength but different 
intervals between their relaxation times. 

g 	) 

1  
X-1)-Ca  

-linear scale- 

Fig 6.8 : Sketch showing rectangular distribution of 
relaxation times. 
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lo, 
x=n3  

Fig 6. : AbsorPtion per wavelength versus log(w1+) 
for the rectangular distribution of 
relaxation times shown in fig 6.8,with variou 
values for the width parameter X. 
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Fig 6.10 : An example of published measurements 
of absorption per wavelength vrsus 
frequency, taken from Schwann5  op 
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g( r 

IVX Relaxation time 

Fig 6.11a : Sketch of a relaxation time distribution 
on linear abscissae which gives emphasis 
to the lower relaxation times. 

g(t 

1 
2AlogeXi 

TI/X1 	171 X1  
Relaxation time 

Fig 6.11b : Sketch of a relaxation time distribution 
on logarithmic abscissae which gives emphasis 
to the lower relaxation times. 



Fig 6.12 : Absorption per wavelength for the rectangular 
. distribution of relaxation times shown in 
fig 6.11b with various values for the width 
parameter X1 and with rM  = 0.1. 
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Body 
surface 

Small reflecting 
F(w) 	0 objec§. 

R(w) 
Transducer 

(w) 

Fig. 6.13 :.Diagram of a typical pulse-echo 
arrangement. 
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6.8. The effects of tissue absorption on a wide band  
pulse echo technique  

It has been shown that the types of 0( X spectra 

measured in physiological tissue can be conveniently modelled 

using analytic functions of the form of equation 6.60. In 

this section some published experimental results are used 

together with this mathematical model to establish what 

limitations tissue absorption phenomena might impose on a 

wide band pulse echo system. 

The experimental results summarised by Goldman and Hueter60.61 

have been shown in figure 6.10G. 	They derive from several 

workers' experiments on excised human tissues; unfortunately 

the age of the cadavres used and the histories of the part-

icular tissues tested have not been properly documented. So 

reliable results from in vivo measurements or freshly excised 

tissues from young subjects seem to be available so it was 

decided to use those mentioned above. 

A typical pulse echo set up is illustrated in figure 6.13. 

Let the transducer produce a radiated signal spectrum, 1:r(w), 

the reflection cdefficient of an object at 0 be R(w) and the 

two way passage of signals through the superficial tissue 

have afrequency response F(w). Field interference phenomena 

and scattering are neglected. 

The received echo has the spectrum: 

FR(w) = (w).F(w). 	 6.61 
For convenience it is assumed that F (w) is everywhere equal 

to unity. 	We are interested in recognising some character- 

istic of the reflector 0, from the spectrum of the received 

signal. 	Suppose that R(w) was flat and that, trivially, 

F(w) was assumed to be simile; in a pulse echo interrogation 

R(w) would appear to have an increasing loss with frequency 

and would thus be incorrectly characterised. 	With a value 

of 00■ of 40 x 10-3 we have attenuation in the superficial 
- tissue layers equivalent to 2.3dB cm 1  Milh. . 	This, with 

a reflector depth of 2 cm would cause the 10 MHg component 

in the received echo to be 80dB down on the 1MHE component. 
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In an actual diagnostic situation much more complicated 

reflector and tissue geometrical arrangements are encountered 

and absorption mechanisms could impose considerably more 

confusion on the assessment of received echo spectra. 

This confusion could be at least partially overcome if time 

dependent attenuation circuits were used together with 

suitable high pass filters. 	Suppose that in the design of 

these circuits some value of a(X has been assumed to be 

operative in the tissues. 	We now consider how an error in 

this assumed value might affect the spectrum of the signal 

actually produced by reflector 0 on figure 6.13. 

Let the system swept attenuation and high pass filter circuits 

have a characteristic given by 

Fc(W) = ex p[ok,(W)7■4 vet 
Ln 

6.62 

if t= • 
• 

= Awt 

 

 

2 TT 

 

6.63 

i.e. Fc.(w)= ex p [0(0)Z] 	 6.64 

now F(w) = R(w)exp[z(0(1-0)1 	6.65 

since F(w) = ex p[-0((w)z] 	6.66 

The result. is a frequency dependent loss or gain over and 

above that which may be characteristic of R(w), depending 

upon the error in approximating 0< with <XI  . 
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A slightly more realistic situation is when two or more types 

of tissue are interspaced between the reflector and the trans- 

ducer. 	Let the attenuation coefficients of the two tissue 

types be CK a and 00), and the respective thicknesses be Zra 
and Bb. 	If the total thickness of tissue is assumed to have 

absorption coefficientc40  then the received echo spectrum will 
be 

FR 	= R(w)e x p 	 dbZb  — 0(,(z.+. Zb))J 
6.67 

The correct value foris 

= 01,A24. 	Z b  
Zat Zb 6.68 

Failure to chose Oc i  correctly will again cause a steadily 

rising or falling. loss with frequency, over and above that 

contained in R(w). 

Even ifO(, were chosen correctly for the tissues exhibiting 

flat 0O. spectra the existence of an extra single relaxation 

time peak in one of the interstitial tissues may cause further 

distortion. 	It is now proposed to use the model of relaxation 

processes developed earlier to establish the effect of such 

a superposed absorption peak. 	The curve for striated muscle 
• on figure 6.10 is shown repeated on figure 6.14. 	It has 

been assumed that the lower limit of the band of results 

represents the true c< n  spectrum and the upper limit of the 

band has been used to yield the maximum height of the superposed 

absorption peak. 	Examination of the peak shows that it has 
the following characteristics: 

fo 	.= 	0.6Mhz 

o<A max 	. -3 15 x 10 	repers 
spectral width = 	0.8 frequency decades (0.7 of 

peak value). 

Reference to figure 6.12 which was plotted from equation 6.60 

.8howt:1-bhqt the spectral width of the distribution corresponding 
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x103 
nepers 

50 

40 

a): single relaxation peak. 

30 IN 
d.! 1 

',I.:, ! ,______, 

.-T-' 
I.! (b):Wide flat absor- 

-- 	 

20 	/ 	 lotion spectrum 

10 

0 

Fig 6.14: Absorption/wavelength versus frequency for 
,striated muscle taken from fig 6.10 (vertical 
shading and simple dashed lines) together 
with the characteristics used to model the 
effect of a single relaxation process : a. 
single relaxation peak (a) superposed on a 
wide flat absorption/wavelength characteristic (b 
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with X,= 2 is about one decade of frequency. The equivalent 

value of X, for the striated muscle muscle peak on figure 

6.14 is thus less thant two and probably greater than unity. 

It is assumed here that it is unity; that is to say the peak 

results from a relaxation process which is governed by a 

single relaxation time. 

Equation 6.47 is a limiting case of equation 6.60 with X, 
set to 

x, = lim (1+ 
boo 	 • 	6.69 

It yields the value of rm  from the maximum value of 

= 11  r max 2 
Measurement on figure 6.14 yields 

rm et 0-01 

From equation 6.47 we get 

r wa-c  oqw)= 
2c 1+ w -G

2 

This function rises from'zero to its high frequency 

value over a frequency.range of about one decade. 

The high frequency value is: 

`I\hf 2-cc 
Now"; is obtained from the centre frequency 

.6.70 

6.71 

6.72 

1 
= 2nfO  

. • Af 
(1% hf=Mf0 

C  

6.73 

6Y4 
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Now if fo 
was far below the frequency range of clinical 

interest then the absorption coefficient due to this 

relaxation would be constant across the frequency range of 

interest. 	If fo 
was within the frequency range of interest 

then a slowly rising loss with frequency would be indisting-

uishable from the action of the relaxation process. 

Using the values obtained from figure 6.14 and equation 6.74 

the high frequency attenuation coefficient becomes 

C HF 
	 12.5m 1  

For a reflector range of 5 cm this coefficient yields a 

signal loss of 5.5dB, which is not very great. 	If ham ever 

the relaxation had been observed at a centre frequency of 

6Mhz then this high frequency loss would occur at about 25Mhz 

and would have the value of 55 dB. The loss is still consid-

erable between 6Mhz and 25Mhz and is sufficient to seriously 

confuse the measurement of the spectrum of a reflected signal. 

It .is concluded that if a reflector -is to be recognised from 

the body surface by its reflected echo spectrum, then that 

spectrum must cha'racterise the reflector within a frequency 

range that is less than one decade. 	This is so because a 

narrow spectral peak or trough is the only functional spectral 

shape which can be said with certainty to differ from the 

spectral results of a relaxation process. 
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6.9. 	Velocity dispersion in physiological materials. 

The velocity dispersion which would be expected from 

measurement of the experimental absorption data is calculated 

in this section and is compared with the rather limited 

experimental data available. 

The relationship between low and high frequency propagation 

velocity can be derived from equations 6.9 and 6.35. 	It is 

••• 

chf c if 6.75 
Measurement of Sbsorption data of the type in figure 6.10 

can yield values of-r,X1  and 0( X which can then be 

substituted into equation 6.60 in order to calculate rM  

from which CH.F,  can be calculated (equation 6.75). The 

data of figure 6.10 is incomplete in that it does not extend 

to high enough frequencies for X, to be established. It is 

thus necessary to assume a value for Xl : the error associated 

with a subsequent calculation of CH, F. is now considered. 

For small values of rM  the relative change in propagation 

velocity between low and high frequencies is 

A= Chfi C  I f = 
cif 2 	 6.76 

For a flat c)(A characteristic A is calculable from its 

mid—band value, using equation 6.60. 

n A = 00■ loge  x, 
Let the estimate of Xp  be incorrect by a factor m; the 

calculated value of A then becomes 

6,77 

I 6.78 
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The relative error Lathe estimate of A is then' 

A'- A loge  m 
A 	loge  x, 	 6.79 

This function is plotted on figure 6.15 for M= 10 

with XI  in the range 10<;X,< 106. The errors for 

values of M given by m =10n  are n times as great. 

Considering the results of figure 6.10, the tissue oCA 
spectra extend over at least three decades of frequency. 

The curves on figure 6.12 which were calculated from 

equation 6.60 indicate that the value of XI  which 

yields an 	spectrum extending over at least three 

decades is of the order of 102. With a midband value 

of o(A equal to 30 x 10-3  (skeletal muscle curve on 

figure 6.10) this value of XI  when substituted into 

equation 6.77 yields a velocity dispersion A given 

by 

A =46°i° 	 6.80 
If the estimate of XI  was in.  error by a factor of 100 

the error in A would be 100% (Figure 6.15) and its 

value would be 9.2%. 

The available experimental data on velocity dispersion 

in physiological tissues is rather limited. The summary 

of such data by Goldman and Hueter60.61  indicates that 

measurement accuracies of 0.5% are generally possible 

with excised tissues and that no dispersion tests have 

been performed on human soft tissues. 	Single frequency 

tests at 4 and 12 Mhz on certain animal tissues showed 

that there was no velocity dispersion between these 

frequencies within a 0.2% measurement accuracy. The 4.2% 

velocity dispersion which has been calculated above for 

human tissue in a frequency interval of three decades 

would not yield velocity dispersion between 4 and 12 

Mhz which was much greater than 0.2%. 	Thus the strengths 

of the relaxation processes which operate in human tissue 

are sufficiently low to cause velocity dispersions which 

are smaller than the measurement capabilities of the 

apparatus which has been presented in the literature to 

date. 
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With this limited amount of experimental data it is only 

possible to say the velocity dispersion likely to be found 

in vivo would probably be of the order of 5% in the freq-

uency range 0.1 to 100 MHz. Although this value is quite 

small it can have significant effect on the phase distort-

ions of echo signals as they travel back to the transducer. 

The relaxation process models developed in this chapter are 

used in chapter 9 to develop the phase characteristic of 

frequency filters which might be used to correct for some 

velocity dispersion in the echo.signals. I•t is recognised 

that these may not be completely accurate but their use will 

at least reduce the inherent distortions which arise from 

velocity dispersion. 

The cited experimental results (60,61) also show that 

variations in velocity between different types of soft 

tissue are about 7%. 	On the assumption that this change 

in velocity is effective right across the frequency band 

of interest a single correction for dispersion in received 

echo pulses should be sufficient and the variation is not 

_ considered further in this thesis. 

6.10. Conclusions  

i) The effects of various types of relaxation 

process can be generalised into fairly simple analytical 

relationships. 	These may be used to draw inferences from 

limited experimental data on the effects of relaxation 

processes on the signals in a pulse echo system. 

ii) The successful recognition of a reflecting object 

by the frequencies contained in the spectra of its echo 

signals requires that its reflection coefficient is 

characteristic of it over a band of frequencies which is 

appreciably less than one decade wide. If this condition 

is not met then the "spectral signature" of the reflector 

will be indistinguishable from the spectral distortions 

imposed by relaxation processes in the tissues between the 

reflecting object and the transducer. 

iii) Velocity dispersions in human soft tissues 

although quite small must be considered when signal process-

ing arrangements are established which will correct at 

least in part for the effects of relaxation processes. 
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Al  -A /Vo,  
A 

Fig 6.15 : Relative error in the calculation 
of velocity dispersion versus X, 

• for a 10 fold error in the initial 
estimate of X,. 
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CHAPTER 7.  

PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS  

7.1. Introduction  

Piezoelectric transducers have been used for many years 

in diagnostic sonar applications; they are basically resonant 

elements whose centre frequency and bandwidth are determined 

by the mechanical and electrical loads connected to them and 

their dimensions. 	The resonant.characteristics have so 

far imposed a barrier on the development of a wide band sonar 

system. 	It is the prime purpose of this chapter to use the 

fundamental concepts underlying the behaviour of piezoelectric 

materials to establish quantitatively the magnitudes of the 

bandwidth and sensitivity which may be obtained from a well 

designed transducer in order that the transducer limitation 

to the feasibility of a wide band sonar may be assessed with 

certainty. 	A second, but no less important, purpose is tb 

experimentally verify the theories which are used to establish 

the quantitative behaviour of the transducers. 

7.2. 'Summary .  

The general equations describing piezoelectric phenomena 

are briefly described and the piezoelectric wave equation is 

derived. 	The solution to the piezoelectric wave equation 

developed by Redwood65  is discussed in some detail and extended 

so thatt - a quantitative assessment can be made of the inter-

actions between transducer size, electrical and mechanical loads, 

transducer sensitivity and bandwidth. 	From this assessment 

a gain-double bandwidth product is derived which facilitates 

convenient transducer design calculations; an example of a 

design suitable for wide band diagnostic sonar is discussed. 

Experiments by Stuetzer67  and the author are described which 

quantitatively verify the basic theory of Redwood65. 

The possibility of increasing the transducer bandwidth by 

causing it to oscillate in many modes simultaneously is 

considered and rejected in favour of a consideration of a 

new planar transducer technology. 	It is shown that an 

optimised conventional transducer design, based on the 

criteria mentioned above, would beat least as suitable in a 
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wide band diagnostic situation as the planar transducer. 

7.3. Piezoelectricity  

Piezoelectricity is one of a group of phenomena in which 

electro mechanical energy. conversion can take place. Other 

phenomena in the group are electrostatic force generation and 

electrostriction. 	The major characteristics of the piezo- 

electric effect are that the application of strain to a body 

causes distortions in the molecular arrangements which set 

up polarisation gradients in the materials. 	These result in 

corresponding electric fields and are observable via conducting 

electrodes attached to the materials. 	Conversely the appli- 

cation of an electric field to a piezoelectric body sets up 

internal stresses which, if the body is mechanically free, 

lead to mechanical strains. 

Most insulating solids are capable of some piezoelectric 

behaviour but it is most marked in certain crystals (e.g. 

quartz) and polarised ceramics which are normally combinations 

of lead zirconate andtitanate. 	These materials are either 

crystalline or exhibit crystalline properties, particularly 

in that they are mechanically and electrically anisotropic. 

Mathematical descriptions of*piezoelectric behaviour are in 

tensor form with six possible strains (three rotational, three 

linear) with their corresponding stresses and three co-ordinate 

directions for electrical quantities (displacement, polarisation 

and field)., The constants which interrelate these variables 

are in the most general case very numerous but their.number is 

greatly reduced by the existence of certain symmetries in the 

materials. 	They are derived from a set of thermodynamic 

potential functions (Cady62) and are effectively partial 

differential coefficients describing small changes in the 

total energy of a piezoelectric body. 

In interrelating the variables the choice of independent 

quantities is arbitrary. 	Broadly speaking there are two 

sets of equations, one using electric polarisation and one 

using electric displacement. 	The latter will be used here. 
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7.3.1. 	The piezoelectric matrices  

Katz63 has described the piezoelectric relationships, 

	

some of which are reproduced below. 	Note that stresses 

and strains are tensors, electrical variables are vectors 

and the constants are matrices of suitable dimension. 

Superscripts in the equations represent variable's which 

are maintained constant and the subscript t  represents 

a transpose matrix. 

The variables are 	stress 
	

T 

	

strain 
	

S 

	

electric displacement 
	

D 

electric field 
	

E 

Whence 

and 

T =c°  S htD 

E =-h S + psD 

S = T • + dt E 

D =d T eT E 

T =cs  S - etE 

E = -g T + pTD 

S =s°  T gtD 

D =e S + es  E 

7.1a 

71b 

7.1c 

7.1c1 

7.2a 

7.2b 

7.2c 

7.2d 

The coefficient themselves are interrelated as 

shown below. 	The operations are matrix 

operations 

=gtd r-dtg  

=hte --:eth 

ed
t 

=de
t 

g h t hgt 

7.3a 

7.3b 

7.3c 

7.3d 
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= [c 	 74a 
ET = 
	 b 

es  = 431-1 	 7.4c 
sE = Cc E1-'74d 
d =eTg =esE 	 7.5a 
e =d ce  =eh 	 7.5b 
g =h -43rd 	 75c 
h =p3se =g cD 	 7.5d 

7.4. Transducer vibration  
Some of the above relationships are now used to derive 

dynamic behaviour of a piezoelectric transducer. Clearly 

with so many elastic constants and possible boundary conditions 

there are a great many possible vibration modes which depend 

on the zeometries used. 	The most useful mode-for diagnostic 

purposes is a longitudinal mode which consists of plane 

compressive waves propagating along the axis of a short 

cylinder. 	The inference of "short" here is that the wave- 

length of any frequency considered is much shorter than the 

diameter of the cylinder. 	This causes the material to 

behave as though it were radially clamped so that the only 

strains which need to be considered are compressive strains 

along the transducer axis. 	If the electrodes are placed at 

the ends of the bar, perpendicular to the axis then the only 

electric vectors which exist are those along the axis direction. 

The radial clamping does not prevent the existence of stress 

in other directions so the choice of equations should contain• 

stress as dependent variable. 	Most polarised ceramics have 
the 33 axis as the centre of symmetry. 	The relevant equations 

are thus: 
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T = ° c S —h, 
D33 	 /. 33 	33 33 	03 33 

E3  =41,3S3.+133  D3 	 7.6b 

T33 = S — e„ E 	 7.6c 

	

33 33 33 	La 3 

D
3 
=e33  S331- 633  E3 	 76d 

If X is distance along the 33 axis, equation 

7.6a on differentiation yields 

aT 	0 a533 	aD 
ax33  =c33.--ax —h33ax3  77 

The 33 and 3 suhscripts are hereafter assumed. 

If e is particle displacement we have 

de 
ax S 	 78 

Newton's second Law yields 

a2(2  = aT at 	ax 79 
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Where p is the material density. Substitution 

in equation 7.7 then yields 

a a e c°  ale h aD 
a t - p s ax 	p ax 7.10 

Equation 7.10 is the one dimensional wave equation 

with 	as driving fun
e
ction. It means that 

? X  
if the body is undisturbed and/is everywhere equal 

to zero then the application of an electric displacement 

gradient anywhere in the bar will produce a local 

acceleration which will in turn result in a local strain 

gradient and the wavelike propagation of a disturbance. 
)D If the exciting TT 	always occurs over the same 

space increment, dk and at the sate position,X1  in the 

bar then the disturbance will follow the same time 

course as the exciting electric displacement. The fate 

of the disturbance depends'on the mechanical and electrical 

boundary conditions. 

Several authors have solved equation 7.10 for a single 
iwe 

frequency disturbance of the form Q 	and have 

considered various boundary conditions (Mason Vol.lA64 . 

Katz63, Rueter and Bolt32, Cady62.) 	For this study we 

are interested in the generation of wide band signals 

which, in terms of equation 7.10 are transient solutions. 

The work of Redwood65 Jacobsen66 and Stuetzer67is 

considered most applicable. 

7.4.1. Transient solution to the wave equation  

The function  D  is regarded by Redwood65 and Jacobsen66 
X 

as an impulse in space (')()at each end of the bar at the 

junction between the piezoelectric material and the metal 

electrodes. 	The time course of the driving function is 

thus the same as that of the electric charge applied to 

the electrodes. 

Redwood65 shows that. div D is zero everywhere else in 
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. the material and applies the Laplace' transform to 

equation 7.10. 	In the ensuing analysis the Laplace 
operator is p and e represents the transformed version 

of e . Q. represents single partial differentation of 

e with respect to time. 

Redwood65 further considers that equation 7.10 becomes 

. in the absence of a driving function, 

aa•-• 	
pZ 

a Xa  C 7.11 

His solution of equation 7.11 consists of forward and 

backward travelling waves of amplitudes A and B: 

= AexpE —2c1-1  +Bexp[ +12-c2C] 	7.12 

Whence c is the propagation velocity given by 

C 

Using the acoustic impedance for plane waves Zc= F5 icC i  
where Fs is area perpendicular to the direction of 

wave propagation, he derives an expression Mr force 

in a non piezoelectric medium: 

= P.Zc  [—A expr—Pcx 	Bexp( +1?S) I 
713 

Similarly, with equation 7.1A for piezoelectric 

material, 

h 	= PZ, [—Aex p( cx  )43ex p(-)c-2C) 
7.14 
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If the length of the bar is X the force at each end 

of the bar becomes 

F(0) = PZ,.(B -A) 	 715 

F(X)=PZ c(—Aex p( - P 	Bexp(+E---())- pI 
716 

I is electrode current and the force is that due to all 

waves which exist at the boundary. 

From equation 7.12, the transform of particle velocity 

at each end of the bar is 

-6(0)= p( A+ E3) 	 7.17.  

TOO= P(Aex P( Pc-LK ) +Be x pri2e)-C)) 	7.18 

The last four equations .can be combined to elimiate A 

and B: 

Z(0)F1+exp(-2'E-x)i -F600i-2ex p(-2 )]  
[exp(--aPc ) -- 1 I 

h 
p 

F-(0)= 

719 
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Foo=z,  2 -6-(0)e 
[expC-213X)-11 

pc--2gX)  Fv)ii+e  (-213)4;1 
kl`it 	)(Pk 

7.20 
The voltage between the electrodes is obtained by 

integrating equation 7.1b. 

PC,. 
	 721 

where Co is ,the static capacitance of the transducer, 

given by 

FS 
X13 33 	 722 

Redwood65 shows that equations 7.19, 7.20, 7.21 when 

considered in terms of real frequency, W, yield the 

equivalent circuit model, of figure 7.1. The negative 

capacitance is an interesting characteristic of the 

• equivalent circuit and will occur again later in the 

chapter in the form of a negative time constant. 

The essential features of a negative capacitance in 

electrical circuit terms can be derived from the simple 

RC circuit of figure 7.2. 

For a normal positive capacitance instantaneous closure 

of the switch, S, produces a circuit current, i and 
a capacitor voltage Vc given by 



R 

c 
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yc 

 

  

  

Fig 7.2 : A simple CR circuit 

I=Yexp( 71) R 

T=CR 
These functions are shown in Figure 7.3a. 

If the capacitance is negative the current and 

capacitor voltage becomes 

i =Ye xp  
R 

Vc=Vil —expcct-c-)j 
These functions are sketched in figure 7.3b. 

Physically, the capacitance draws a continuously 

increasing current from the source, which cause 

the capacitor voltage to increase negatively. 

The physical basis of the negative capacitance 

in a transducer can best be imagined if we 

consider a step of voltage being applied to a 

piezoelectric device of the type described, 

from a zero impedance source. 	The voltage 

step causes wave motion to be initiated at each 

electrode interface and corresponding steps of 

strain propagate inwards from each end of the 

bar; according to equation 7.l these are in the 

same sense as the field. . The strain' causes the 

generation of polarisation in the material and 

according to equation 7.2d is seen thus to 
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Load 	 Transducer 	 Bucking 

	 Zc  

tee 

fX  

_co 

h2  T • —3  
• g rg Tea 	

IviRE 

s = 0 	 x = X 

Front 	 Bock 
face face 

• 

A: Area 
p: 	Density 	• 
r: 	elocit) Or compres.ional v.:1%es 
X: Thickness 
Cu: Electrical capazitance 
h: 	Piezoelectric constant 
f: 	Force (stress • 4 

Particle dispLzernent 
.,;',r:Particle 
Z•: Mechanical 117 :-.c.iance 
I': 	Applied .oltage 
/: 	Current 
RE: Electrical resistance across terminals 

Impedance of back ine 
Zr-: 	Impedance of material into .%hich transducer radiates 

• 

Fig 7.1: Equivalent circuit of a piezoelectric 
plate transducer. From Redwood in Applied 
Materials Research , April 1963. 
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t 
	

t 
a) Positive capacitance 

   

V 
R 

is 

V 

  

   

    

b) Negative capacitance 

Fig 7.3 : Voltage and current waveforms at 
the capacitor in Fig 7.2 when S is 
closed at t = 0. a) Normal condition 
when capacitor is positive. 

b) Case when the capacitance 
is effectively negative. 
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increase total electric displacement. This process 

causes the device to draw more current from the 

supply in the same way as was described for a 

negative capacitor in an electric circuit. The 

increase in displacement causes further stress 

generation at the electrode interfaces (equation 

7.10); more strain propagates and an apparently 

unstable process appears to be initiated. 

In a practical situation with a real electric 

supply and a transducer of finite length the 

steadily rising stress and current are limited 

by the availability of current from the supply, 

acoustic reflections within the transducer and 

energy loss within the material of the transducer 

and in the acoustic waves propagated from its end 

faces. 	Steutzer67, has shown that there is a 

reversal of current when acoustic reflections 

occur at the end faces of the transducer and that 

after a series of such reflections sinusoidal 

stress and current waveforms of increasing 

amplitude build up in the device. 

The final amplitude of these waveforms depend on 

the energy loss mechanisms mentioned earlier. 

7.4.2. The matrix form of the transducer equations  
To facilitate algebraic manipulation it is 

convenient to summarise equations 7.19, 7.20 and 

7.21 as a single matrix equation 
VIM 

F-(0) 
F(X) 

=Iz ]  

723a 

matrix {4 is given 

over 



1 
1 
1 

. 1 
1 
1 
1 

. 1 

1 
1 
1 
1 

>, 1 '. 

1 
l, 

Zch+expC2~X)] -ZJ2ex pC ~X)] 1 
f~ 

h 
[Z] 

1 
-- 1 

[ex pC2gX)-1] . -2PX P 1 [exp( C 1-1] 1 
1 
1 
1 
1 

PX . r . C2PX)] 
.' 1 

Zc.[ 2ex r1- C ) 1 :.....Z{ 1+exp c h 1 
-- 1 

. [ -2PX ] -2PX ' p, 
1 exp( C ~-1 rex p( c 1-11 1 
1 

.-~~----

1 
I\) 1 co ...... 

1 

h 1 
1 h 1 

15 -p- ,PCg 
1 
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X 

If times?lesa than C seconds are to be considered the 

time delays; represented in transform notation as exp(-pX/c) 

can be neglected,The Z matrix then reduces• to: 

M.w 

[z] —Zcp _h 

0 Z, -b 

h 	1 
-5 P PC. 723c 
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7.4.3. The generation of transient signals in a load  
medium.  

On a basis of the previous algebra Redwood65 has 

shown the mechanical force generated at the ends of a 

piezoelectric transducer when excited with an impulse 

of voltage is an impulse of magnitude h CO V.. If the 

transducer is sandwiched between materials of acoustic 

impedances Zo and Zx and we consider the ZetZ0 boundary 

(Figure 7.6.) the force in the waves radiated into Zo 

and Zc are respectively: 

(hcoV) Zc  ÷z o  

F= 	(hC V) ° 

724a 

7.24b 
Similar relationships apply to the other boundary. When 

each of the waves inside the transducer reach the 

opposite boundaries they reflect with reflection co-

efficients i ro  and rx  , which for force in the wave, 

are given by: 

r = Zo-Ze  
° Z0+2c  7.25a 

7.25b 
When these,  waves actually cross the boundaries there are 

associated transmission coefficients 

2Z0  
o=l+ro%= 

7.26a 
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t,=l+r;;  = 2 Zx 	
726b 

Successive reflections of the stress impulses which 

originally were generated at the elctrodes and propagated 

in Ze  produce a train of stress pulses in the acoustic 

load, Zo say. 	Figure 7.4. shows this impulse train, 

scaled to the amplitude of the first pulse. If rx  is 
made equal to zero by making Zx = Zo then only two 

stress pulses result. 	However, if the material of 

Zx has a finite length then it will produce its own 

intrinsic reflections whose effect may be reduced by 

. forming Zx of highly absorbant material. 	In practice 

tungsten loaded resin backings yield a value for rx of 

about —0.1. 	Redwood65 has calcuIted the magnitudes 

in the impulse sequence for a water load (roughly the 

same Zo as soft tissues) and this backing. 	He obtained 

the following sequence of stress impulse amplitudes, each 

being. propagated into the Water load and being separated 

by.time intervals of .)g- seconds: —1, +1.11, —0.22, 0.11, 

—0.02... 

In connection with his planar transducer Lloyd69 has 

stated that it is possible to arrange the backing material 

such that a stress impulse in a water load which resulted 

from a back face echo was about 40dB smaller than the 

original impulse propagated from the front face of the 

transducer into the load. 	If such an acoustic match 

at the back face is possible we only need to consider 

a much simplified signal consisting of two impulses of 

equal amplitude and opposite senses: 

—1 	+1. 

These again represent stress impulses propagated into 

the acoustic load and are separated by the transducer 

propagation time, 	seconds. 	-7e can 'take the 

Fourier transform of the impulse pair as follows: 



The time domain signal is 

91 

7.27 

The Fourier transform is thus 

F-(w) = -1 [1-e x w X 
c 	I 728 

Now F(w) contains zeros when exp(gI) is unity, i.e. 

frequencies given by 

f OM. 7.29 

F(w) exhibits amplitude maxima at frequencies given by 

f=(2n+1)[
2
c>.11 

1 	

730 
The spectrum is sketched in Figure 7.5.. Clearly if c/x 

lies in the frequency range of interest such a trans-

ducer would be unsuitable for any wide band interrogation 

of reflectors. 	In the first lobe the spectrum has an 

amplitude of —3dB with respect to its maximum value at 

frequencies given by 

fi 	= c and Zg. 
3de. 4X 	4X 
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rorx(1-rx) 	ro2  rx2  (1-ro) 

21/C 	1 	41/C 	t  
3X/C 	5X/C 

ro4(1-ro) 
rx(1-ro) 

. Fig 7.4 : Train of weighted stress impulses radiated 
into the load of a transducer whose reflection 
coefficients are ro  at the load face and rx  
at the backing face. 

Frequency 

CA 2C/X 3C/X 

Spectral 
amplitude 

Fig 7.5 : Sketch of the spectrum of a pair 
of impulses of opposite sign and 
separated in time by an interval 
of X/C seconds. 

Load: Zo  

„.„.7.F4  (hcov) 

Q c+ 

Transducer: Z 
Z (hC V r 	o 

Zo+Ze 

Zo  (hCoV) 
2ox  

Backing: ZR 

-Z  (hC
° 
 V) 

Ze x  

Fig 7.6 : Force waves generated at the load 
and backing faces of a piezoelectric 
transducerc 
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For a very thin transducer element,0.2.mm thick say 

and a typical transducer material propagation velocity 

of 5000 m/sec k- corresponds with 25 MHz, the upper 

and lower 3dB frequencies are then about 6.2 MHz and 

18 gHz. 	This size of transducer element is about the 

thinnest it is practical to consider. 

These values represent what is the best case (widest 

bandwidth) using the transducer technologies available 

at the moment. 	They only apply to the spectral 

distortion due to the transmission of two stress pulses 

which originated as a single electrical impulse applied 

to the transducer terminals. 	Still to be considered 

are corresponding phenomena associated with the reception 

of a stress wave and the fidelity with which the two 

individual stress pulses each represent the applied 

electrical impulse. 

7.4.4. The reception of transient signals. 

A thorough analysis of the reception of transient 

signals by apiezoelectric transducer would require the 

use of equation 7.23 with appropriate boundary conditions. 

It is for the present purpose much more convenient to use 

rather more intuitive arguments. 	The last line of 

equation 7.23 yields: 

PC. 	731 
We see that if the transducer is open circuited the 

voltage observed at its terminals is proportional to the 

difference between the mechanical displacements at the 

two ends of the device 	and "i:(o). 	Now in a wave 

the propagating stress disturbance is equal to the 

product of acoustic impedance and the propagating 

instantaneous particle velocity. 	When the wave 

reaches the transducer face the movement of that face 

is proportional to that which existed in the original 

wave. 	The particle displacement at the end face is 

equal to the time integral of instantaneous particle 

velocity; consequently the voltage between the terminals 

of the transducer, being proportional to particle 
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displacement, represents the time integral of the stress 

in the incident wave. 

If a transducer was sandwiched between materials of 

similar acoustic impedance then a unit impulse of stress 

incident on one of the transducer faces would cause a 

voltage step at the transducer terminals which would fall 

to zero when the stress impulse left the transducer at 

its back face. 

If the transducer is Short circuited equation 7.31 shows 

that an impulse of particle velocity (or stress) incident 

on one face of the device causes an impulse of current to 

flow. 	A corresponding current impulse of opposite sign 

is generated when the wave leaves the device. 	Loading 
with a small electrical resistance is equivalent to the 

short circuit condition. 	If the transducer material is 

not mechanically matched at its back face successive 

echoes inside the device give rise to a series of current 

pulses in the load. 

It was stated in the last section that it is now possible 

to provide the transducer with a sufficiehtly well matched 

backing to permit us to neglect the effects of reverber- 

ation in the device. 	This results in a stress to 

current short circuit impulse response being of the form 

of two current pulses of opposite signs and separated by 

the transducer propagation time,; seconds. This is 

identical with the voltage to stress impulse response of 

the device, which was discussed in the last section. 

The numerical example offered at the end of the last 

section also applies here; that is, a 0.2 mm thick piezo-

electric disc with a material propagation velocity of 

5000 m/sec exhibits a propagation delay within it equal 

to 4Ons. 	Two opposite impulses separated by this time 

interval represent a signal spectrum with its first zero 

at 25 MHz and with upper and lower 3dB frequencies at 

about 18MHz and 6.2 MHz. 

The combined effects of this double impulse transduction 

process on a system in which a transducer is both trans- 
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mitting and receiving can be represented, then, by an 

°venal_ 6dB loss at 6.2. MHz and 18 MHz, with respect 

to a maximum sensitivity at 12.5 MHZ. 

This result has been based on the simplification of 

equation 7.23 which omitted all but the bottom line 

of the matrix equation. 

We shall see in the next section that certain internal ' 

mechanisms in the transducer cause the response of an 

individual face to either an impulse of electrical 

excitation, when transmitting, or an impulse of stress, 

when receiving to differ slightly from an ideal impulse. 

This distortion affects both of the impulses (in the . 

two—impulse sequence derived above) identically. 

It is therefore describable in terms of a frequency 

domain filtering process which is to be multiplied by 

the frequency domain form of the double impulse sequence 

in order that the true transfer function can be derived 

for both transmission and reception processes. 

7.5. The electrical loading of *transducers. 

7.5.1.. 	The effect on transmission transfer function. 

A convenient way to study the effect of electric 

source impedance on the nature of the mechanical radiation 

from a transducer is to use matrix equation 7.23. We 

shall only consider output from the transducer face at 

x = o in the time interval 0 't q for a transducer 

which has a truly matched backing material. The 

impedance matrix is that of equation 7.23c. 

If the source electrical impedance is RE  and the load 

acoustic impedance is Zo  the boundary relationships 

become 

V=V -IR S 	E 

F(X)= 

F(0) = e(0),z0  

733 

734 

7.35 
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Equation 7.23 yields the following set: 

736 F(0) = --ZjE(0) 

+ ZA(X) 

h- 
p 

_h  —i  7.37 

+ 	7.38 PC0  
Now for the forward transfer function we wish 

-to know 	e (o) in terms of V: 

Equatiorz 7.34 and 7.37 yield: 

—600(Ztz,c)= pI 	 739 

Equations 7.35 and 7.36 yield 

ZU(4+4)=—gl 	 740 

Combining 7.33, 7.38 and 7.40 to eliminate 

e.(x) andT we get: 

(0) Cis  h C0 	p 	7.41 a 

TE= R EC0 	 741 b 

Zo+Z, p2-c + p
E. 

h C0  I  
a 

4.+Z 0  Z +Zx  741c 
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The roots of the denominator in the.  frequency 

dependent term are 

± VI +4 Isc,  
2I E 	 742 

 

= -1 ± (1 + Tic  m )  
TE 7.4.3 

Equation 7.41a becomes. 

,2  (0) = 	PrEE  
IP —1/Cm P +11/TE 744 

1 
For a step function input, V = 	the velocity VS 

 output is: 	V  

	

6(0) = -hCo 	ex p(t/Tri)— e x p(—t /Ts)  u(t) 

	

Z.+ Z, 	1 +isturi 
745 

!/(t) is a unit step at t • 



If 

to 
-c. 
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• Differentiating, to obtain the impulse response 

we get: 

  

• — h Co  
Z 0+ Z, 

 

(e x pt/tti)—e x p(--t/Z0).6(t)  
1 + 

 

al■ 

x p(titm) 	x p(—trCL) ,U(t)  

1 + TEA, 	 746 

6(t) is a unit impulse at t= o 

The impulse term is zero, whence 

((0) = 
e hC 	x p(t /Li) 	e x p(—t /TO  

1 ÷ 
u(t) 

 

   

OM. 

74 7 

becomes very small equation 7.47 approximates 

c(0)= 	
"

e x p(titti), 1.1(t) 	6(t) 
Z.04   

These impulses and step responses are shown on 

Figure 7.7..  

748 
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Fig 7.7 : Response of the velocity of motion, e(0) at the face of a flat piezoelectric  

transducer to a unit step of voltage 
applied to its terminals during a 
time interval less than.,,._ Seconds. 
The characteristics govei4ned by the 
electrical time constant,Ip and the 
electromechanical time consTant,-C 
are marked on the curve. 

t 

b) 

Fig 7.8 : Response of the velocity of motion at 
the face of a flat piezoelectric trans-
ducer to a unit voltage impulse for 
a) large'r We , and b) smaller

E° 
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The step response of Figure 7.7 can be described in 

two parts: first, the step is seen to rise with time 

constant 'LE which represents the time taken for charge 
to develop across the effective capacitance, Cot  of 

the transducer when it is being driven from a source 

of finite electrical resistance. 	The step is then 

seen to rise exponentially, with time constant -rk ("Cg(0) 

which results from the negative capacitance of the 

device. 

The impulse responses are seen from Figure7.7. to 

consist of a combination of a band limited impulse, 

characterised by -rE  on which is superposed a small step 

which, once initiated, continues to rise with negative 

time constant I' . 	The negative time constant may at 

first appear strange but experimental evidence for its 

existence will be quoted later. 

The time domain responses quoted are useful to know 

in a situation in which experiments are being performed 

on the transducers themselves;however for the purpose 

of this study the response in frequency domain terms 

is more useful. 	It is conveniently derived from 

Equation 7.44, transposing it to real frequency w 

instead of complex frequency p. 
• , 

The frequency dependent part of the source voltage to 

transducer face velocity transfer function, taken 

from Equation 7.44 is 

F(p) = 	P  

In terms of real frequency, w this becomes: 

F(W) = W  -.g1 	1  
W TM--1 jWTE  +1 	749 b 
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This is equivalent to a band pass filter with 

the, frequencies of 3dB attenuation given by: 

2ff1m  
upper cut off frequency f = 1  

" 2nIE 	750 
The magnitude of 'CE  and 	are discussed later 
in the chapter, the transfdr function relating 

stress waves incident on a transducer face to 

its electrical output are developed next. 

7.5.2. The effect on receive transfer function.  

Imagine a wave travelling in the-1-x direction 

incident on the Zo/Zc interface of the transducer. 

(Figure 7.6). 	We wish to establish the time course 

of the voltage developed across an electrical load 
resistor RE . 	Let the wave have velocity and force 
amplitudes ew  and Fw and let the reflected wage 

generated at the interface have velocity amplitude erv. 

The electrical boundary condition is 

V — RE 	 7.51 

The boundary condition at the matched back face 

of the transducer is 

F(x)= - 600Zx 	 752 

The force at the transducer face due to the incident 

and reflected waves is 

lower cut off frequency 

RO)=) Z. 	753 
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The velocity of particles of the face is, with 

Redwood65 sign convention, 

(0) = (-ivy + R 	 754 
- 	. 

Eliminating elk 	we get.  

F(0) = Z.(2&.„ +6(0)) 	7.55 

Substituting (o) in equation 7.36 we get 

h I=  2'6,20 + FOXZ:Z,) 	756 

From equatiors 7.52 and 7.37 we get 

7.57 

Using equations 7.56, 7.57, 7.38 and 7.51 and. 
eliminating 20, CO0 and I we solve for V 
in terms of elov  

ci=  2hZ. 
Zo+ Zc 032 T. P —1/im 	758 a 

	• L, 
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The frequency dependence of this equation is 

identical with that of the forward transfer 

function. 	In terms of real frequency, w, 
it is 

v=  2hZo Te 	 1  
Zo+Z 	iw -um-1) (iw -cE +1) „„ 

7.58b 

This is the case for 'CE  <<I7k.  In this instance 1; a 
represents the combination of the transducer static 

capacitance, Co, and the electrical load resistance 

connected between the electrodes of the transducer. 

If-rE is made very large the transfer function 
becomes: 

= 2hZ, 
Z0-1-zc • p 759 

That is, the time dependence of .the incident stress 

(proportional to instantaenous velocitye w) is 

integrated to form the electrical output, V, 	The 

magnitude of the transducer voltage is generally 

larger 	when. high load resistors are used but 

considerable attenuation arises at higher frequencies 

and the advantage is lost. The compromise between 

bandwidth and sensitivity will be considered in 

section 6 of this chapter. 
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1 
CM= 

h2c. r  1  + 
Zo Z, zx+ 

304. 

7.5.3. The magnitude of the transducer time constants. 
i. 	Most of the transfer functions in the 

preceding sections shown a rising exponential 

component which depends on 'Cm. 

Nowt* is given by 

Now for most liquid loads Zo << Zc and Zo 

can thus be neglected. 	With matched backing 

Zx Zc Whence 

TM= 2 Zc  
3 1-iC. 	 7.60b 

Expressing equation 7.7Ca in more fundamental 

quantities we get 

'Cm 	c°  
3 1-ies  33 7.60c 

Now the propagation time in the piezoelectric 

transducer is 

7.61 
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The size of exp(t/TO 	when t =1:
•
t
P 
thus depends 

on the ratio of the right hand sides of the above 

two equations and is independent of X, the 

transducer dimension. 

 

 

3h2 es. 
— c3D3 762 

 

Now the coupling factor for the thickness mode is 

Kt 
cs 

 33 

C° 33 

Whence 

3 K a 
-Cm

= 
2 

7.63 

764 
Thus the ratio of device propagation time to its 

negative time constant 'C'M is independent of the 

dimensions of the transducer. 	It depends solely 

upon the material coupling factor for the vibration 

mode being considered. 	The value of a stress step 

at the face of a transducer t seconds after the 

electrical voltage step was applied to the transducer 

is proportional to eXP(tpirpi)It thus depends upon 

the thickness coupling factor of the material from 

which the transducer is made, according to 

e xptp/-!M = e x p 765 
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ex p(tVim) =expOKI/2) 	765 

In the frequency domain both the transmit and the 

receive transfer functions are of the form of band 

pass filters whose lower cut off frequencies are 

given by 

IL 7JITT-174 

For typical transducer materials the thickness 

coupling factor, Kt  is about 0.5 and the propagation 

velocity is about 5000 m/sec. 	A transducer which 

is 0.2 cm thick thus has an internal propagation time, 

t of 4Ons *hich yields in equation 7.74 a value of 
equal to 107ns 	This corresponds to a lower 

cut off frequency of 1.5 MHz: 	This value is 

sufficiently low for it to be neglected in comparison 

with the bandwidth limitation imposed by the double 

impulse response of the whole transducer, which has 

already been discussed. 

ii. 17 

This time constant represents the product of the 

transducer static capacitance, Co  and the electrical 

impedance connected to it. 	During transmission it is 

the source resistance and during reception it is the 

load resistance, both of which form par of a low pass 

filter with 3dB frequency given by 1 21174 The 

static dielectric constant for the 33 piezoelectric 
axis 	varies considerably 	more than does coupling 

factor between different materials (Table 1), in 

general dielectric constant 

material sensitivity 

appears to reduce 

h33  )increases, 
as the 
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Con -biderinka lead zirconate titanate transducer 

0.2 mm thick and 1 cm in diameter we get a 

static capacitance given by 

Co  = (633/60  )60  . ne = 900 pF 
Where d is the device diameter and t is its 

thickness: 	In conjunction with a resistance of 

10 n. this capacitance forms a simple filter which 
'cuts off at about 17.5 MHz so it would appear that 

supply impedances should be kept fairl/ low in 

order that a reasonably high transmitted bandwidth 

can be obtained. 

The sensitivity of the transducer to waves incident 

on its face is also dependent upon the value of the 

receiving load resistor (equation 7.58B). The 

situation is made more complicated by the interaction 

of the piezoelectric constants describing.the trans-

ducer material and the effect of the transducer 

dimensions on its bandwidth -and sensitivity. Some 

criterion which describes the compromise between 

system bandwidth and sensitivity is required in inter 
order that the many ' /relating factors may be 

rationalised. 	This is developed in the next section. 

7.6. 	The transducer contribution to system loop gain. 

Recalling the equations describing the transmit and 

receive transfer functions we get: 

For transmitter voltage to propagated instantaneous velocity 

disturbance (equations 7.44 and 7.49). 

4t 

Z(0)=—hCo.dwTal,_.  1  
(Zo+Z)(jw -uti-1)(iw-ce +1 Vs(w) 



TABLE I  : SUMMARY OF THE PROPERTIES OF SOME COM/40N PIEZOELECTRIC MATERIALS. 

MATERIAL DENSITY C 33 h33 RELATIVE 
DT,ELECTRIC 
CONSTANT 

CHARACTERISTIC 
ACOUSTIC 
IMPEDANCE 

Ty/X 

k m) win2 win 

	 4........ 	 

15.6x108  1260 

Ns/r33 

31.xl 06. 

im 

0.76x10-3  0.38 
BaTiO3 

5.7x105  1.7.1x101°  
pbzr 	Ti 	0 

a. 54- 	0.4-6 3 7,630  03 14.8x1010  39.2x108  ,.260 33x106 0.632c10-3 0.50 

PZT4 7.51E103  15. 9x1010 26,8x-108 635 35/E10.6 0.56x10-3 0.51 

PZT5 7.8x-103 14.7x1010 21.5x108 830 34x10
6 	- 

o. 64x10-3 0.49 
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and for received voltage to instantaneous velocity 

disturbance incidence on transducer face (equation 7,58). 

2hZ0C.K .   Jorcti 	1  VW= - Z.+ Zc 	jw-r,71 jWT‘+1 
is the transmitter output. Where 7'E is CORE and RE 

impedance, TgE is CoRq and R1E is the load impedance 

connected to the transducer when it is receiving.Vs(w) 
is the Fourier transform of the exciting waveform applied 

to the transducer; V(w) is the Fourier transform of the 

received voltage waveformj 	e(o) is the transmitted 
velocity disturbance and evv  is the velocity disturbance 

received by the transducer. 

If eo, is made equal to 	e(o) and we solve for V(w) 

in terms of Vs (w) we get the contribution of the trans-

-ducer to overall system loop gain, which depends on its 

electrical and inechanical environment. 	These effects 
are over and above the spectral effect of the device 

exhibiting an impulse response which is of the form of a 

double impulse (equation 7.28). 	We obtain 

o• 

la 
V (w) [2112C:20R;1 jw -um  
Cis(w) (Z.+ Zc 	j\A/Trl 

al■ MID 	 01111 

1  
jw-refl 

7.66 - 
The mid band contribution to system loop gain is thus 

2h2C:ZO WE  G  
-1-Z )2  mid. 	° 767a 
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Letting A be the surface area of the transducer face, 

X Ve the thickness of the device, Zoc and 

recalling the following relationships. 

Co  =€ A • Z,=A0-03)3;  
' 

if Zo is the specific acoustic impedance of the load 

medium then we get 

767b 

Thud the midband gain depends upon a group -of material 

parameters, the transducer dimensions and the electrical 

and mechanical loads applied to the transducer. 

It is now necessary to consider the system bandwidth in 

order that it may be manipulated in conjunction with mid 

hand gain. 	Four contributors to system bandwidth have 

been mentioned; these were the double impulse response 

of the transducer as a whole, the electro-mechanical 

time constant, `7m, the transmission electrical time 

constant IrE' 	 ' and the receive electrical time constant, 'CE' 

These combine to produce the following filter, which 

represents the transducer's contribution to system band-

width; 
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[ 	

2 [ 	 2 I 
FW= 1 eXp(iWtp)  .  MTri  .  1  

2 	jw-cm-1 jw-cel 

   

• 

 

 

AM. 

768 

The first bracket represents the effect of the 

transducer's double impulse response (vide section 7.4) 

in both transmitting and receiving modes. It is 

useful to derive a more tractable approximation to 

this expression: 	Expanding the exponential we get: 

1-ex pOWtp )  _1 [1--COS(Wtp) -jsin(wtp)] 
2 7.69 

Note that 	the transducer propagation time. 

For very low frequencies and frequencies which are 
X near the first zero at f u. the right hand side of 

equation 7.69 approximates to ± 6dB/octave character- 

istics. 	These regions represent areas of the greatest 

slope in the characteristic so it is reasonable to 

approximate equation 7.79 to a pair of simple RC 
filters which describe the function for frequencies 

up to the first zero. 	Now the function is 3dB down 

from its mid band value at frequencies given by 

= C/4X and fH  = 3C/4X 

A suitable pair of RC filters are: 
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ff Cw7 = j wTL 1 
-GL  1+ jw 	1 +jw-cH  

where 
w-c,_ =1 	for f 4X 

for f =3c 
4X 

7.70 

i.e. TL=.3-cH = 2X 

The overall frequency response becomes 

 

[ 1 	a  j\A/Tri a  
1+j \Ark/3 jW-C m — 1 _ _ _ 

F(w) 

 

[• 1   	1  
	[1 +jw-cj 1 + jw-c 

7.71 
For a lead zirconate—titanate transducer 1 cm in 

diameter and 0.2 mm thick driven from a 1012 

electric source impedance and connected to the 

same value of impedance during reception the aoprox-

imate 3dB frequencies of the five elements in the 

above expression are: 
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JWZL 
	

6MHz 	high pass 
1+ jw-cL  

1 	18MHz low pass 
1+jw -uL  3 

jw-G, 	1.3MHz 	high pass 
jw-cm -1 

1 	18MHz 	low pass 
1 jw-cE 

1 	18MHz 	low pass 
1 i- jw-c 

7.72. 

In order to simplify gain band width considerations 
we examine the relationship between 11, and -Cm. 



1+ jw-uL131 

 

a 
1 
1+jw-uE 

 

• 

7.73 

   

1 
-2 

jw -Et. 
1+jw-k 

F(w)= 

OWL 
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Now 

= n C 
Where C is the propagation velocity of waves within 

the transducer and X is the thickness of the trans- 

ducer. 	For a given material it is thus proportional 

to the transducer thickness,X. 	From equation 7.64 
we get 

-cm= 2tp 	; tp =2cc 
3 KT 

Thus "L' is always proportional to X for a given 

transducer material. 	Examination of the 3dB 

frequencies in expressions 7.72 shows that the high 

pass filter element governed by in, cuts off at a 
higher frequency than the one due to.ria. This is 

always the case for a given material since both 

'tL and -r!1 are proportional to X, the transducer 
thickness. 	Kt does not vary very much between 

Materials which are at present available. Consequently 

it is possible to neglect the high pass element 

governed by "Cm allowing that governed by "CI to 

dominate. 

Further it is convenient to set the transmitter circuit 

source resistance equal to the receiver load resistance, 

allowing "t"E'to become equal "to T,E . 	The transducer's 
overall frequency response then becomes: 
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now IL:= R  
the first two C  terms becomes 

f = c = 
"I  2X 774 

The 6dB bandwidth due to the final bracket is 

f6 = 	=  X.  
"a 2n-LE  2 n 633A 	 7.75 
The upper cut off frequency of the double impulse response 

is given by the centre bracket: 

f" 6cl = 2+CL = 4X 
	 7.76 

The condition that the bandwidth limitation imposed by the 

electrical load is less than that due to the double impulse 

response is 

whence the 6dB handwidth due to 

f6dBf6dB 
	 7.77a 



R 

i.e. RE 2 tp 
3n Co  

E 

 

  

7.77c 

7.77d 
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Substituting: 

X 
• 2 rt€3, ARE  7.77b 

and' 

where t is the transducer propagation time and Co is its 

Static capacitance. 

For example with a lead zirconate titanate device of 1 cm 

diameter and 0.2 mm thickness t is roughly 40 ns and Co 
is roughly 900 pF, RE  should be less than 1011. For a 

compound such as PZT4 this value reduces to about 5S1 

To relate electrical bandwidth and the double impulse band-

width to the transducer mid band gain we form the product 

of all three. 	The 6dB bandwidths are used for convenience. 

The gain — double bandwidth product becomes, from equations 

7.67, 7.74 and 7.75. 

7.78 
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Notable features of the above expression are that it 

does not depend on device surface area or electrical 

load and that it depends strongly on device thickness. 

If the device surface area is increased its sensitivity 

is increased because it will "catch" more of the radi-

ation reaching the plane of its face from the mechanical 

load; the increase in surface area also has the charac-

teristic that it increases the static capacitance of 
the device and hence reduces bandwidth. 	In the gain 

. bandwidth consideration these two phenomena cancel 

each other. 	Similarly an increase in receive load 

resistance increases the voltage developed by a low 

frequency disturbance incident on the transducer face; 

the increase in load resistor increases TE' the 

electrical time constant, and consequently reduces the 

overall bandwidth. 	In practice the transmission 

circuit output impedance is somewhat lower than the 

receiver input resistance so a small increase in gain-

bandwidth product may be had by increasing the receiver 

load resistor to a value slightlyEreater than that 

specified in equation 7.77d. • 

A reduction in transducer thickness increases the 

sensitivity of the device to a driving voltage since 

the magnitude of the stress generated at its ends 

depends largely upon the instantaneous electric field 

set up in the device. A similar phenomenon arises 

when the transducer is used as a receiver. Further 

the reduction in transducer thickness has the effect 

of reducing the transducer propagation time, tp and 

consequently considerably increases the device 

bandwidth by reducing the time interval between the 

fronband back face impulses in its double impulse 

response. The device capacitance is increased and 

this would reduce the system bandwidth, however this 

reduction is more than offset by the previous factors. 

The result of these factors is the strong inverse 

dependence of the gain - double bandwidth product 

(equation 7.78) on transducer thickness. 
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Finally, the mid band gain of the transducer (i.e. 

its insertion loss at mid band when inserted in a 

pulse echo system) can be derived from equation 

7.67c with the value for RE obtained from equation 
7.77c. It is 

/ G=4 K2 
 Zo  

v  p C33  7.79 
This expression 'is a function of the coupling factor 
of the transducer material and the ratio of the 

characteristic acoustic impedance of the load medium 

to that of the transducer material. 	It is independent 

of the size of the transducer. 	For PZT4 material 

with a water load its value is-45 dB. 
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7.6.1. Specimen design calculations involving the  
gain-double bandwidth product. 

During the course of this chapter an example 

has been made of the characteristics of a lead 

zirconate-titanate transducer whose diameter was 

1 cm and thickness 0.2 mm. 	The theory has been 

based on a transducer element with an ideally 

matched backing. 	The transducer element had 

fine silvered electrodes; the backing process usually  

involves soldering one of these silvered faces 

to a silvered face of a much larger piece of 

material, identical to the transducer element 

material. 	The larger block of material is then 

cut to a fairly random shape and its dimensions 

are kept much larger than those of the transducer 

element. 	It is then immersed in a more convent- 

ional backing material, such as tungsten and 

rubber loaded resin. 	Signals passing through 

the back face of the transducer element undergo 

multiple reflections in random directions in the 

large backing block and eventually enter the lossy 

resin material where, they are attentuated. 

The goodness of the backing depends largely on the 

thickness of the layer of solder joining the active 

element to the backing block. 

This process although not impossible could be rather 

difficult to develop for transducer elements as thin 

as 0.2 mm. 	A more convenient size would be 0.5 mm 

thick and about 1 cm in diameter. 	The gain band- 

width product is now applied to an ideally backed 

transducer element of these dimensions and formed 

of PZT4,a commonly available transducer material. 

The relevant constants for PZT4 are: 
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Lower cut off frequency f 

1 6c10:=  

Upper cut off frequency 
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E33/ 60 

9 
C33 33 

h33  

K t  

=635 

= 7.5 x103  Kg 111-3  

=15.9 x10" N rn-a  

= 26-8 x 109  Vm 1  

=0.51 

whence : 
co = 880 pF 

=4-6 x103  ms.-1  
tP  =110 ns 

Bandwidth 

Centre frequency 

Electrical load resistor 

4p 

1/4tp 
" lAtp 
= 1/2 t_ 

to provide 6dE5 loss at double 

impulse upper cut off freouency:' 

2tP/3nC. 	= 27ohm. max. 
6 

Gain-double bandwidth product for tissue load (Z 1.5x10 

GB= 0.15 xle.  Hz2  
The mid band gain is independent of device size and 

is -45dB. 
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Thus we see that a device of the material and 

dimensions specified will yield a 12dB bandwidth 

of 4.6 MHz centred on 4.6 MHz if it is loaded 

electrically by an impedance of less than 27 ohm 

and mechanicnILy by an ideal backing at its rear face 

and physiological tissue at its front face. Its cont-

ribution to the losses in the system at midband is 

about 45 dB. 

Transmitter circuits are usually capable of supplying 

excitation pulses of about 100V at the transducer and 

receivers should be able to receive down to 100 jaV 

with careful design. This corresponds with a 120dB 

difference between transmit and received voltage 

levels, which with a 45dB loss from the transducer 

leaves a dynamic range of 75dB available for variation 

in echo amplitudes from the tissues. 	This is some- 

what lo'er than the 100dB quoted earlier (Chapter 2) 

but exists over a much wider bandwidth than that 

currently used in diagnostic equipment. 

Considering now the possibility of using the 0.2 mm 

thick transducer element we get a load resistor 

requirement of 4.1-Pk-- a centre frequency of 12 MHz, 

'a bandwidth due to the double impulse response (6dB) 

of 12 MHz and a gain dbuble bandwidth product of 0.93 

x 1012 HZ2. 	Thus a decrease in transducer element 

thickness serves to increase the system bandwidth 

and to realise this bandwidth the receiver load 

resistor must be decreased in value, to counteract 

the effect of increased transducer capacitance. This 

reduction in load resistance prevents any increase 

in midband sensitivity which, at first thought, might 

have been available from a thinner transducer. 

The manner in which the transducer dimensions and 

its electrical load resistor interact to produce 

a compromise between the maximum available 
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bandwidth and the transduders' midband sensit-

ivity has now been established on a theoretical 

basis. 	There remains to consider the experi- 

mental evidence which verifies the theories on 

which these considerations were based and to 

discuss a recent development in transducer 

technology which may overcome the band limiting 

effect of the back face response of the trans-

ducer. 

7,7. 	Experimental evidence in support of .the Redwood  
piezoelectric transducer theorL. 

7.7.1. Steutzer's experiments  

The transducer theory proposed by Redwood65 

is summarised in the matrix equation 7.23. 

Stuetzer67 has used these equations in normalized 

form to derive expressions for the voltage and 

current responses of a piezoelectric plate over 

time periods corresponding with several trans- 

ducer propagation times, tp. 	His experiments 

were performed under both open and short circuit 

conditions. 

i) Short circuit test  

A free piezoelectric plate was charged to a 

finite voltage and then suddenly short 

circuited by a small resistance. The voltage 

developed across the resistance represented 

the transducer's short circuit current 

response and was observed on an oscilloscope. 

Figure 7.9 shows the observed current response 

together with his calculated results for the 

materials of differing thickness coupling 

factors, Kt. 	Clearly very good agreement 

has been reached between the measured and 

theoretical responses. Of particular interest 

is the rising slope which manifests itself 

after each step in the response Piarked "A" 

in figure 7.9). 	This is attributable to 

the negative time constant, 17 which was 
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Fig 7.9 : Calculated and measured short circuit 
current responses of free piezoelectric 

.plates after initially charging to a 
finite voltage. a) Quartz, K=0.1 

b) Barium titanate-calcium 
titanate, K=0.39 

c) PZT-4, K=0.5 

Taken from Steuzer67. 
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discussed earlier. That this is so can be 
established by considering equation 7.65 
which states that for a piezoelectric plate 
with a lightly loaded front face and a 
matched back face 

exp(tricm) =exp(31q/2 	7.65 

The equivalent expression for a free place is derived 
from equations 7.60 and 7.61 with Z 	Z0 ==.7 0; it is 

exp(tp/Tri) = e v p( 2 K t2 
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The factor exp(tp/rM ) governs the step responses 

representing voltage to stress conversion, incident 
stress to received voltage conversion and short 
circuit current. 	That is to say, the value of a 
step response at time ti, is e(tP/ M) times its 

value at the time the step was applied,.te=o . 
Taking measurements from Stuetzer's 67  measured 
responses and comparing them with those calculated 

• from equation 7.90 we get: 

Material Kt Measured 
exp(tp/Tm) 

Calculated 
exp(2Kt ) 

Per cent difference 
between measured and 
calculated values. 

0.39 1.29 1.35 5% 
0.50 1.63 1.65 1.3% 

Clearly extremely good agreement has been reached 
and it is concluded that the time constant 7 A exists  
and its effect is quantifiable using the theory 
developed in this chapter. 
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ii) Open circuit test  

Stuetzer67 performed this test by suddenly 

connecting a charged capacitor to a free 

piezoelectric plate; the value of the capacitor 

was much less than that of- the plate, Co. He 
calculated the theoretical voltage response of 

the plate using Redwood's65 basic equation 

(summarised in equation 7.23) and compared it 

with the measured response. The result is shown 

in Figure 7.10 and very good agreement has again 

been reached between the theory and the measured 

results. 

It is necessary to consider whether these results 

are sufficient to justify the use of equation 

7.23 to develop electro—mechanical transfer 

functions in the manner described earlier in 

this chapter. 	Examination of equation 7.23 

shows that the three equations must be solved 

simultaneously with mechanical and electrical 

boundary conditions in order that electrical 

mechanical or electro—mechanical responses may 

be derived. For this reason Steutzer's67results 
are regarded, with one limitation, as verifying 

the theory developed earlier. The limitation 

arises from a consideration of the rise time of 

the short circuit response in Figure 7.9. At 

zero time the theoretical response is seen to 

exhibit an instantaneous rise of short circuit 

current to a value of one unit. The measured 

response exhibits a slower rise of current. If 

this increase in rise time resulted from a loss 

mechanism in the piezoelectric material which 

had not been included in the theory of Redwood65 

then the high frequency behaviour of the materials 

may be seriously compromised in practice. Redwoo 5  

(personal communication) has stated that the 

response of piezoelectric materials operating 

as plane compression type transducers has never 

been tested on a fast transient basis; 



consequently experiments have been undertaken to 

measure the response of a common transducer material 

to fast transient excitations. 

7.7.2. 	Transient response experiments  

These experiments were designed to measure the electro-

mechanical rise times of PXE4, a common transducer material 

and to confirm the expressions governing the sensitivity 

of the transducers. 

The apparatus was identical with that used for the time 

domain field response experiments of chapter 4, 'the details 

of which may be found in Appendix A4. The transmitting 

circuit produced 115 volt step functions at the transducer 

(Figure 4.110) whose rise time was less than 2Ons. The 

transmitting transducer consisted of an air backed rod of 

PXE4 material, 10 mm long by 10 mm diameter. The receiver 

transducer was of the same material, 16 mm long and 6.3 mm 

in diameter. 	It was connected to a load circuit which, 

could be of either 50 or 72 ohm characteristic impedance 

(Figure 7.11). 	All wave forms were observed with a 

Tektronix 545 oscilloscope system, using X 10 signal 

probes and a y—amplifier system which yielded an overall 

rise time of about 16ns. 

The receiving transducer was placed with its face roughly 

parallel with the transmitting transducer and about 5 mm 

from it. 	After each excitation pulse a received wave 

form similes to Figure 4.111, top trace was obtained. The 

receiving transducer was adjusted in a plane parallel 

with the transducer face until time (t,— to) was a 

minimum, Figure 7.12. 	This was taken as the position 

at which the two transducer axes were closest to collin- 

earity. 	The receiver was then rotated through very 

small angles until the rise time, tr  was minimum. The 

two alignment procedures were repeated until tr  could be 
made no smaller by further manoeuvres. The rise time 

and the received step height were measured twice, once 

with a 50.51 load circuit and once with a 72.Q. load. 
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0.2 V/cm 

1.0 ps/cm 

Fig 7.12 : Sketch of the waveforms received at 
the smaller of the two tranaducers in 
the two transducer transient response 
experiment ( 72 ohm load ). The time 
at which signals are first received ( to ) 
and the time at which interference 
first begins ( ti  ) are marked. 
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Fig 7.10 : Calculated and measured open circuit 
voltage response of a free piezoelectric 
plate after the depositionpf charge Q0. 

Taken from Steutaer6'. 

Degrees-  of freedom 
for minimum rise 
time adjustment: 
3 translational 
1 rotational. 

\Receiving transducer 
element (PXE-4) 

Transmitting trans- 
ducer element (PXE-4) 

Fig 7.11 : Sketch of apparatus used for transient 
response experiments. 
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7.7.2. 1. Results  

i) For both values of load resistor the received 

pulse rise time was a little less than 2Ons. 

The rise time of the oscilloscope prevented 

observation of much faster transients than 

this. 

ii) The received signal amplitudes, V, were 0.15v 

with 50.n. load and 0.21v with the 72-nLload. 

2. Discussion  

i) The rise time of the received waveform, given 

an ideal transmitter excitation step should be 
/i governed by ICE  and 	, the time constants 

representing the interaction of transducer 

capacitances with the electrical source and 

load impedances. Now the transmitter circuit 

consisted of an avalanching transistor and 

exhibited extremely low output impedance and 

which, in conjunction with the transducer 

capacitance of 50pF formed a time constant 

which could be neglected. The capacitance of 

the receiver transducer was llpF which yielded 

a time constant of 0.8ns with the 72 ohm load 

circuit. It is thus concluded that the 

observed rise time in the received waveform 

was determined chiefly by the rise time of 

electrical excitation to the transmitting 

transducer and by the rise time of the oscill-

oscope. Further the combined rise times of 

the two electro—mechanical energy transfer 

. processes in the transducers were less than 

2Ons. Consequently the response time of the 

active faces of conventional piezoelectric 

transducer elements is not likely to impose 

any limit on the bandwidth of a wide band 

pulse echo apparatus, up to about 20MHz. 
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The velocity response of a transducer face 

when the device is driven by a unit voltage 

step from a zero impedance source is given 

by equation 7.45. Neglecting "Cm  we get: 

Z; Z,. 	 7.81a 
The electrical response of a transducer to a unit 

step velocity disturbance in a medium of characteristic 
- . impedance Zo is, from. equation 7.58 with -CE  very small: 

v=  2hZ.C.RE.u(t) 
4+Z, 	 7.81b 

For the transducers used in this experiment the 

numerical values of these responses are 

. 
d =43 x10

6 
 ms '  

V =60 x10
_4  x R E  v 	782 

The overall transfer function of the two transducers 

to the step undiStorted by interference phenomena 

is then 

_10 
out 	= 60 x43x10 x RE V 	 783 
Now the receiving amplifier gain was 100 and the 

excitation to the transmitting transducer was 115 volts. 

The step amplitude observed in the oscilloscope should 

then be 
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V =60x43 x101°x100 x115 x RE  
cro 

i.e. V = 30 x10
3 

Re  volts cro 
784 

-With the 50 and 72 ohm load circuits the expected 

received step amplitudes then become 0.15 and o.22v. 

These are clearly in excellent agreement with the 

measured values. 

It is concluded that the theory developed in this 

chapter, when compared with the results obtained 

here and by Stuetzer68, yields quantitatively accurate 

descriptions of piezoelectric phenomena. It is thus 

suitable for use in an assessment of the feasibility 

of a wide band pulse echo system. 

7.8. Multimode excitation in a transducer. 

It is well known that a piece of piezoelectric material 

of suitable dimensions may oscillate in many mechanical modes. 

This may lead one to suppose that the use of mechanical 

coupling between these modes may broaden the bandwidth of 

radiation emitted from the transducer faces. 	However it 

is thought that a very complicated choice of piezoelectric 

compound and device shape would be required to operate in 

this fashion. 	In terms of the effort involved the work 

of Van der Pauw70 and Lloyd69 on planar transducers is 

considered more worthy of consideration than coupled mult-

mode excitation. 

7.9. The Planar Transducer  

Van der Pauw70 has described a planar transducer for 

exciting longitudinal acoustic waves which do not suffer the 

limitations due to the generation of waves at both ends of 

a conventional device. 	Interdigitating electrodes are 
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formed on a flat face of unpolarised piezoelectric material 

(Figure 7.13) using conventional photo—etching techniques. 

The material is then heated above its Curie point mid a 

steady d.c. potential is applied between the electrodes. 

The material is then cooled and remains polarised in the 

vicinity of the electrodes. 	The polarisation pattern 
is non uniform in the body of the material and roughly 

perpendicular to the face containing the electrodes at that 
face. 	The sign of the polarisation alternates across the 

face ,of the device as one moves from electrode to electrode. 

One can imagine this device to be similar to a series of 

long conventional devices which have been bent into U shapes. 

If the electrodes are excited electrically the piezoelectric 

material/electrode boundaries move cophasically and waves 

are emitted into the load medium and back into the transducer 

material (Figure 7.14). 	The rear face of the transducer 

should be matched as well as possible by an absorbing medium 

to prevent the wave passed into the backing material from 

being re—emitted into the load. 	The converse mechanical 

to electrical signal conversion also takes place. 

7.9.1. Planar transducer characteristics. 

The result of the inhomogeneity of the polarisation 

pattern in the body of the material is that there is some 

bulk distributed transduction of energy away from the 

electrodes. 	The amplitude of transduction, according 

to Van de Pauw70 falls off exponentially as one moves 

away from the electrodes. 

The author describes the transfer function between 

generated acoustic force and current drive to the 

electrodes thus: 

F [w, I 1 —1 roe x p(- j  wt. —vi ) dt1 
iw T Jo 785 

- • • F(w) = 	 786 i ,. jw  _c 
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Ferro electrIc medium 

Electrodes 

Fig 7.13 An integrated delay line using 
two planar transducers.

70 

LOAD 

Taken from Van der PauV'! • 

Interdigitating el~ctrodes 
(reduced in number for clarity) 
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Fig 7.14 :A. planar transducer showing mechanical 
boundaries. 
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Fig 7.15 : Dimensions of the Van der Pauw 
planar transducer. Taken from 
Van der Pauw" . 

Vi 

-- 1000 ns —601 

   

   

.51.csec 

Fig 7.16 : Input voltage step (Vi) and 
output response (V0) of a 30mm 
integrated delay line using two 
planar trans4Acers. Taken from 
Van der Pauw''. 
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1 The first term9jw  — represents the fact that generation 

at the electrode . 	is equivalent to acoustic force 

being proportional to drive voltage. The integral 

represents the bulk generation in the polarised regions 

of transducer material. 	Taking the relationship between 

current drive and applied voltage to be of the form 

=1___ 
w 

The voltage force transfer function becomes 

787 

F(w) = jwti  
1 +iwI 788 

which is a high pass filter. 

The time constant which may be associated With a non 
zero electric source impedance has been neglected here. 

If the bulk time constant is very large the effect 

of equation 7.88 is negligible and the polarisation 

pattern is sensibly uniform. Van der Pauw70  

calculates "r from the following expression 

=4nc 
	 789 
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Where P 'is the electrode spacing (Figure 7.14) and 

c is the propagation velocity of the plane progressive 

mode in the material; the value calculated in his 

example is 40 ns which yields a 3dB down frequency of 

4 MHZ. 

Van der Pauw7°  discusses his transducer in terms of 

an acoustic delay line sandwiched between a pair of 

planar transducers. He describes the overall system 

characteristic by a transfer impedance relating open 

circuit output voltage to input drive current. He 

states that the frequency dependent part of this 

impedance can be shown to be 

Rw) =  jw-t 
 1 + wa-c 7.90 

Since there are no factors in equation 7.90 which depend 

on the delay line dimensions it is assumed here that the 

equation describes transducer phenomena only and that 

field interference is neglected. Using equation 7.86 

the receiver characteristic in terms of open circuit 

voltage as a function of incident force becomes 

WT  	W_ 
F(w) 1+W2T 1 + jWT 	1 HWT 791 

This is again a high pass filter and for low values of 1-  
represents a differentiator; for the value of T quoted 
above some compensation for this characteristic is 

required. 

The efficiency of the planar transducer is stated to be 

about 10dB less than that of a conventional device. This, 

according to Van der Pauw70is due to the fact that not all 

the radiation in the device propagates in a direction perp- 
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endicular to its face. 	He concludes his paper with the 

step response of a delay line using transducers with the 

electrode pattern of Figure 7.15. 	His results are shown 

on Figure 7.16. 

Lloyd69 has spent much effort and ingenuity in developing 

a manufacturing technology for planar devices and has 

stated that they behave as Van der Pauw70 described. He 

has stated that the exact form of the radiation pattern 

is not known but from his experiments on circular planar 

devices expects it to be similar to that of a conventional 

transducer of the same diameter. 	This being the case, 

the field theory of Chapter 4 can be applied and with 

suitable low frequency compensation the transducers could 

be used with some advantage over many low bandwidth 

proprietory devices. 

It has been shown earlier that a thin conventional trans-

ducer with a backing block formed of the same material as 

the active element can exhibit a frequency response whose 

first zero lies at 25MHz. Further the sensitivity of 

the conventional device is greater than that of the 

planar device and the latter is extremely difficult 

to.manufacture. 	It is concluded that the planar 

transducer offers very little advantage over a carefully 

matched thin conventional device. 

7.10. Conclusions  

i) The theory proposed by Redwood
65 to quantitatively 

describe transducer behaviour can be verified 

experimentally for mechanical and electrical step 

function disturbances with rise times as low as 20 ns. 

ii) As a rider to conclusion i) the Redwood
65 theory is 

experimentally verified for mechanical and electrical 

disturbances which contain frequencies components 

up to about 20 MHz. 

iii) It is possible to ideally match the back face of a 

piezoelectric transducer by attaching the transducer 
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element to a block of similar material. 

iv) An ideally backed transducer element exhibits an 

impulse response which consists of two band limited 

impulses separated in time by the wave propagation 

time in the transducer element. 

v) The extent to which the spectrum of each of the 

impulses in iv) is band limited is determined by 

the mechanical and electrical loading of the devices. 

vi) For a given transducer material there exists a trade 

off between bandwidth and sensitivity which can be 

described by a "gain-doable bandwidth product". The 

double bandwidth represents the product of the band-

width imposed by the double impulse response and the 

bandwidth imposed by the band limited nature of the 

two constituent impulses in the impulse response. 

vii) Use of a 0.2 mm thick PZT4 or PXE4 transducer elemeht 

with an ideally matched backing block in a pulse echo 

system results in a transducer insertion los of 45 

dB at mid band, a centre frequency of 12MHz, a band-

width due to the double impulse response of 12 MHz 

(6dB down). An electrical 1031 resistor. of 4.1 A 
is required to achieve the mid band sensitivity and 

it results in a further bandwidth reduction by 

'reducing the sensitivity at 18 MHz by 6dB. 

viii) Typical exciter and receiver circuits yield a 120dB 

gain in a pulse echo system. 	A transducer of the 

above design would then allow a signal dynamic range 

75dB, which is about 24dB less than that used in 

conventional narrow band pulse echo devices. 

ix) Consideration of multimode transducer excitation is 

not worth while. 

x) A planar transducer would not be any better than an 

optimally designed conventional device in terms of 

the suitability of its gain and bandwidth to a pulse 

echo system. 
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7.11. 	End Note  

The results of this chapter are used later in an 
assessment of the maximum frequencies which might be received 
from particular tissue depths in a wide band pulse echo 
system. 
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CHAPTER 8  

A CONSIDERATION OF RANDOM NOISE GENERATION IN THE  
TRANSDUCER/RADIO FREQUENCY Ai4PLIFIER INPUT CONFIGURATION. 

8.1. Introduction  

The last four chapters have established the nature of 

the uncertainties and limitations which may arise in a wide 

band pulse-echo system. 	The generation of electrical,noise 

in the receiver amplifier input stage is perhaps a less 

fundamental and more technological limitation which is just 

as important as those already covered. 	The subject of noise 

theory is quite broad and a good deal of literature has been 

published. 	A fairly simple view of noise generation is 

taken in this chapter and criteria are established which 

permit its effect on the reception of pulse-echo signals 

to be quantified and minimised in a situation where fairly 

simple electronic circuits are used. 

8.2. Summary 

The noise generated in the transducer load resistor 

and radio frequency amplifier input stage determine the 

minimum signal level which may be received in a pulse-echo 

system. 	The optimal value for the load resistance of a 

transducer is generally quite low. 	The transducer load 

resistance forms the radio frequency amplifier first stage 

source resistance; its low value prevents the use of certain 

conventional noise models of transistors. A new noise model 

is developed from which an expression for noise figure is 

derived for a common emitter configuration when driven from 

a very low source impedance. 	An optimum value of bias 

current is derived which minimises the noise figure. The 

minimum receivable signal level is calcuited and shown to 

be of the order of 50FAT peak to peak. 	The frequency 

dependence of attenuation is discussed and the maximum 

frequency which might be received from a given reflector 

depth in typical tissue is established. The tissue 

attenuation causes echo spectral components at low frequency 

to be about 70dB greater than the minimum receivable 

amplitude. 	This requires that the receiver amplifier 

can handle an equivalent dynamic range. The application 
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of negative feedback to a common emitter input stage is 

shown to yield a large enough dynamic range. 

8.3. Noise characteristics of the receiver input. 

The minimum signal amplitude which can be received 

in an ultrasonic system is governed by the hoise generated 

in the transducer and load resistor and the receiving 

amplifier. 	It is assumed in this analysis that all the 

noise is generated in the resistor/amplifier combination 

and that the transducer determines the bandwidth of the 

noise. 

8.3,1. A basic transistor noise model. 

Baxandall71 has summarised the work of Van der Ziel72 

Noble73  and Faulkner74, all of whom have considered 

techniques by which the elctrical noise resulting from 

random phenomena in transistors may be minimised. The 

analysis uses a low frequency transistor model which, 

according to Baxandall71 may be used for frequencies 

up to 	without too much error. Here fr 	is 

the frequency at which the common emitter current gain, 

hfe reaches unity and p is the low frequency value 

of 	fe • Flicker noise (1-) is not considered here 

because the greatest noise problems are expected to 

occur at high frequencies, where flicker noise is very 

small. 

There are three major sources of noise in a typical 

planar transistor: 

a) Johnson noise in the extrinsic base resistance. 

b) Shot noise on the base current. 

c) Shot noise on the collector current. 

The contributions of these three noise sources are 

shown on the hybrid =equivalent circuit of Figure 
8.1. 	Baxandall71 derives the following expressions 

for the three sources: 



rve  

„IIKTBri5b 
--a- 

Thermal noise 	Collector current 
in r6b. 	 shot noise. 

Base current 
shot noise. 

Fig 8.1 : Hybrid-IT equivalent circuit of a 
bipolar transistor showing major 
sources of noise. 

NOISELESS AMPLIFIER 

Fig 8.2 : Rearranged ecitivalent circuit of a 
bipolar transistor showing the major 
sources of noise referred to the input 
of an otherwise noiseless amplifier. 
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Base resistance Johnson noise: 

. N441 .= V4KTB ro, 
Base shot current: 

=/2qI6B 
Collector shot current: 

IN2= 1/2qIc E3 

B.la 

8:1c 
Where K = Boltzman's Constant,T = absolute temperature, 

q == electronic charge, B==bandwidth,r4 == extrinsic 

base resistance. 

By using suitable algebraic manipulations the model of 

Figure 8.1 is simplified to that of Figure 8.2. which 

has the advantages that all the noise sources have been 

referred to the input of an otherwise noiseless amplifier. 

The two noise generators have the following values: 

=1/4KTB0-61) +1/2ged 8.2a 

8.2 b 
These two sources are equivalent in value to resistive 

sources exhibiting Johnson noise only; the equivalent 

resistor values are Cr;6  + V al ma ) for the voltage 6 

// 	
u 

generator and apc] for the current generator, whence rn 



r + 

RNi = 2 p/gm 

83a 

8.3 b 
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Equations d.2 and 8.3 form the basis of Baxandall's 

calculation of noise figure. 

8.3.2. Transistor noise figure. 

The noise figure of an active device in dB, is 

defined by -. . 	lki; 1.7 
-1, 

N.F.= 10 log10  . (Total noise output power:) 
(Noise output power due to) 
(source only 

8. 4 
The equivalent model of Figure 8.2. has been used to 

develop an expression for noise figure for the common 

emitter configuration, making the following intrinsic 

assumptions: 

a) The combination (RS 	1;  -1" r- b,  ) exhibits a much lower 
. resistance than . 

'6e . 

b) The noise voltage generated by IN  in trn, can be 

neglected with respect to that generated by IN  

flowing in Rs. 

c) 144 , 1N  and the Johnson noise in Rs  are all 

unoorrelated and the Johnson noise voltage in r"Ci)  

is not neglected. 

The total noise voltage squared at b'e becomes 
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VN2ve  = 4KTBRs  +12  R2  N S 8.5 

Substituting from equation 8.2. we get 

RS 	Rs2  gm  /2 pi 

8.6 

The Johnson noise in the source alone is 

VN2  s = 4KTI3Rs 	 8.7 
Substituting equations 8.6. and 8.7. in equation 8.4 

we get: 

NE =10 I ogio  Rs+ 1:1/2gm  R;g,213 
Rs 

Equation 8.8. is an expression for the noise figure 
of a circuit which satisfies the assumptions set 

out above. 	It will be recalled from Chapter 7 

that very low values of load resistance must be 

used to maintain the bandwidth of piezoelectric 

transducers. 	Typical values calculated were 4.1 

ohm for the 0.2 mm thick transducer and 27 ohm 
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for the 0.5 mm device. 	These values are too 

small to satisfy assumption b above. They 

require that the noise produced by the base 

shot current on r1,71, 	be included in the 

derivations of noise figure. 	If we do this 

equation 8.6 becomes: 

= 4KT B [R s+ Tt-i. 1 gm  +(R +r, Oagn,12 Z 

a9 

This yields a noise figure given by: 

8.10 

The terms in the numerator relate to the following 

noise sources: 

a) Rs  
b)  

1/2g„ 
Rs÷ ri,dagr, 

Johnson noise in R s, 

Johnson noise in rby  

Collector shot noise referred to 
input. 

• Voltage generated by base 
• current shot noise in the 

resistance R_ and r14 



Typical values for the variable in equation 8.10 for 

high frequency silicon planar transistors are: 

Rs 	50 ohm 

r b  0  b 	50 ohm • 

= 	10 

gm 	= 	120 mA/V 	.. 	(IE  — 3mA) 

N.F. = 	3dB to 6dB typically. 

The'noise figure calculated from the above data has 

the value 5.2dB which is well within the expected 

range. 

If Rs  is fixed the only way in which noise figure 

may be controlled is by adjustment of emitter bias 

current and hence 	We We now determine the bias 

current which corresponds with a minimum noise 

figure for given bandwidth and Rs: 

Differentiating the right hand side of equation 

8.10 and equating to zero we get: 

314.7 
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(Rs  + ii;d2/213 —1/2gm  = 0 	811 

Whence the optimum value of gm  is 

 

   

   

Rs+ rf 6 

 

8.12 

Substituting this into equation 8.10 yields the 

minimum attainable noise figure: 

N.F =10 log, [(Rs+ T: 00 (1 1A/[7) 
Rs 	 8:13 

or in terms of gm  instead of r 	we get: 

N.F =10 logo  
8.14 

Figure 8.3 shoWs the minimum value of noise figure 

calculated using equation 8.13 for a source resistance 

of lost. and ? 	of 80 and plotted versus extrinsic 

base resistance. 	Clearly the minimum attainable 

value of noise figure is quite a strong function of t,i,  
and advantage can be gained from selecting transistors 

with low values of ra 
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The bias current is a function of gm: 

IE(mA)=gen(mA/V) 
40 0 

at 300 K 8.15 

  

The bias current required to yield the optimum noise 

figure for the conditions stated is also plotted in 

figure 8.3. The bias current required is lower for 

the higher values of r6.6 	A high bias current 

permits a high dynamic range so advantage can again 

be had from a choice of transistor which exhibits a 

low value of r611 . 	The reason for the inverse 

dependence of noise figure on bias current can be 

summarised as follows: 

At low bias currents the collector shot current, 

which is proportional to Arlo  tends to 'dominate 

equation 8.10. 	The stage voltage gain is roughly 

proportional to Io  so increases in stage gain are 

accompanied by relatively smaller increases in 'shot 

current at low bias currents, causing a signal to 

noise ratio improvement roughly proportional tore 

to result. 

8.4. 	Calculation of expected hoise levels in a wide  
bandwidth pulse-echo equipment.  

Thus far a technique for calculating the noise 

figure of the amplifier has been established. It is now 

necessary to determine the noise voltages which may 

develop in the load resistor, Rs. 	The bandwidth of the 

transducer system has been discussed in chapter 7 and it 
was shown to be chiefly determined by the physical dimensions 

of the transducer, assuming that the acoustic backing load 

is suitably matched to the active element. The static 

capacitance of the device, Co  in conjunction with the load 
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resistor can impose a further bandwidth restriction. The 

optimum value of load resistor calculated was such that the 

3dB frequency of the combination was equal to the 6dB 

frequency of the overall transmit—receive mechanical 

frequency response. 	In this noise level calculation the 

bandwidth of the transducer load resistor combination will 

be assumed to be solely determined by CoRs. Clearly the 

actual bandwidth is significantly less than this but it is 

thought that the adoption of this procedure will allow some 

"leaway" which may account for spurious noise sources not 

considered in this analysis. 

The noise voltage generated in a parallel combination of 

resistor and capacitor is given by Schwartz75: 

8.16 

In chapter 7 the capacitances of the transducer 
elements considered were 880pF (0.5mm device) and 
2200pF (0.2 mm device). 	The corresponding optimum 
values of load resistor were 27 ohm and 4.1,ohm. 

The noise voltages for the two devices, calculated 
using equation 8.16 are: 

0.5mm Tx. UN  =2.16r 

02mm Tx. VN  =1.38r 	8.17 
For a given transistor in the input stage of the r.f. 

amplifier the different values - of transducer load 
resistor will produce differing noise figures. A 

typical transistor exhibits values of 9,1 	and F? 
of about 100 ohm and 80. 	In equation 8.13 these 
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values, with the 0.5. mm thick device and 27 ohm 

source resistance yield a minimum noise figure of 

7.2dB at a bias current of 1.75 mA. 	The 4.1 ohm 

source resistance yields corresponding values of 

14.5dB and 2.2 mA. 	Applying these noise figures 

to the source noise voltages of equation 8.17 we 

get the effective amplifier equivalent input noise 

in the two cases: 

0.5 mm Tx. 27ohm load :VN=11.2 pv 

0.2 mm Tx. 41ohm load :VN= 20 pv 

8.18 
dt is now necessary to check whether the noise in the 
collector load resistor of the common emitter amplifier 

stage is likely to make a significant contribution to 

the noise at the output. 	With a first stage bias of 
2mA gm  would be 80 mA/V. 	The value of collector 

load resistor must be large enough to provide reasonable 

stage gain and small enough not to cause a reduction in 

bandwidth in conjunction with the collector junction 

capacitance. 	A typical r.f. transistor has a value for 

this capacitance of about 6pF which with 20MHZ bandwidth 

permits a loadresistor value of about 1K11 . The stage 

voltage gain would then be 80 and' an equivalent input 

noise of 20 tali would result in a collector signal of 

1.6. mV. 	Now the Johnson noise voltage in the collector 

load resistor at 300°E. and 20 MHZ bandwidth is 18V which 

is negligible compared to the amplified input noise. 

The 20,x1V noise signal, viewed on an oscilloscope would 

appear as a band of noise of peak to peak amplitude of 

about 50e. 	The minimum non noise signal which could 
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be observed would thus be about 50rp.p. 	Now in a pulse 

echo system the transducer insertion loss is about 45dB 

and the maximum exitation voltage possible with a 0.2 mm 

thick transducer is about 100v. 	Thus if a short 100v 

pulse were applied to the transducer and no reduction in 

amplitude took place during propagation and reflection 

the received signal should consist of two short pulses 

of opposite sense and of about 0.6v peak amplitude, 

yielding a 1.2v peak to peak signal. 	The minimum 

receivable signal (50113p—p) is 88dB less than this, which 

sets the maximum loss due to attenuation mechanisms which 

can be tolerated without a loss of signal in the system 

noise. 

8.5. The effects of tissue attenuation on the reception  
of signals. 

In chapter 6 the mechanisms which might cause 

attenuation in physiological materials were briefly 

discussed and simple modelling techniques were suggested. 

Figures 6.10 showed a summary of many workers' absorption 

measurements and on the basis of these an average value of 

(o(X ) for soft physiological tissue will be taken as 

17 x 10-3 nepers, which corresponds with attenuation in 
a pulse—echo system of 2dB MHZ-1 cm-1 (range); Figure 8.4. 

shows a graph of attenuation versus frequency for various 

target ranges and Figure 8.5. shows the'assymptotic 

approximation to the insertion characteristics for the 

two transducers discussed in chapter 7. The characteristics 

of the 0.2 mm transducer is shown superimposed on the 

tissue attenuation curves on Figure i.6. 	Now the thicker 

transducer is more sensitive at lower frequencies than the 

0.2 mm device by about 18dB. 	Further the noise developed 

in the load resistor is about half that for the 0.2 mm 

transducer, permitting the reception of smaller signals 

and a 6dB increase in sensitivity. 	The maximum permissible 

excitation voltage of the 0.5 mm thick device is ddB more, 

yielding a total increase in sensitivity of 32dB. The 

dotted curves on Figure 8.6. illustrate the higher sens-, 
itivity characteristic of the 0.5 mm thick device multiplied 
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Fig 8.7 : Typical common emitter input stage with 
voltage gain of about 80. 

Trans-
ducer 

Rs= 
4ohm 

Fig 8.8 : Input stage of fig 8.7 with negative 
feedback to reduce the gain to about 5, 
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by the tissue attenuation curves for the deeper ranges. 

The minimum receivable signal level corresponds with the 

figures of equation 8.18 and the sensitivity increases just 

mentioned have all been included in the curves proper, 

allowing them to be plotted with respect to the same locus 

of minimum receivable signal level. 

It is concluded that the 0.5 mm thick device is well suited 

to wide band operation for reflector depths greater than 

about 6 cm and for frequencies up to about bMHZ at 6 cm, 

reducing to 3MHZ at 15 cm. 	For depths less than 6 cm a 

0.2 mm thick transducer is most suitable, permitting the 
reception of signals up to about 20MHZ at 1.5 cm. depth 

down to 7MHZ at b cm depth. 

b.6. The dynamic range limitations of the receiver input  
stage. 

Thus far the highest frequencies have been established 

which might be received in echoes when optimally loaded 

- transducers are used with physiological tissues exhibiting 
attenuation rates of 1dB MHZ-1 cm-1. 	Observation of 

Figure 8.6. shows that at 1.5.cm range with a 0.2 mm thick 
transducer the 6MHZ frequency component in the received 

echo could well be received at a level 50dB above the 20 

MHZ component. 	Similarly with the 0.5 mm thick transducer 

and 9 cm range the 1MHZ frequency component could be 
received at a level 70dB above the 5MHZ component. This 

large difference~ between the amplitude of the frequency 

components of a given echo requires that consideration is 

made of the dynamic range of the r.f. amplifier input stage. 

Consider the common emitter amplifier of Figure 8.7. The 

voltage gain of the stage is. about 80 and the minimum 

receivable signal level is about 5011V. 	A signal 70dB 

above this has an amplitude of 0.16v p.p; this would cause 

a current swing of + 6.4 mA which is clearly in excess of 
the bias current. 	Thus the more powerful spectral components 

cannot be received coincidentally with the weaker high 

frequency components. 	It is possible to contain a larger 

dynamic range if negative feedback is applied to the stage 

to reduce its gain but not its noise figure. Figure 8.8. 
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shows the common emitter amplifier configuration with its 

gain reduced to about 5. 	The input noise, when amplified 

appears across the collector load resistor at an amplitude 

which is approximately five times the noise amplitude in 

that resistor due to Johnson noise alone. The contribution 

from 	can thus be neglected. 	A 0.16v p-p input signal 

now requires a collector current swing of ± 0.4 MA which 

is within the dynamic range of the circuit with 2mA bias 

current. 

8.7. Conclusion  

A simple transistor noise model may be developed with 

which it is possible to calculate the minimum signal levels 

which may be received in a wide band pulse-echo system. • 

These results may be used in conjunction with tissue 

attenuation data to determine the highest frequencies which 

may be receivable from various depths in the body. 

The combined transducer sensitivity and tissue attenuation 

characteristics require a high dynamic range of the receiver 

amplifier input.. 	This can only be obtained by the 

application of negative feedback with a consequent loss in 

stage gain. 	Care must be taken that the stage gain is not 

reduced so much that the noise contribution from the collector 

load resistor becomes significant. 
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CHAPTER 9  

AN OUTLINE OF SIGNAL RECORDING AND PROCESSING TECHNIQUES  
WHICH WOULD BE REQUIRED FOR WIDE BAND PULSE ECHO EQUIP-14ENT. 

1. Introduction  

Previous chapters of this thesis have discussed in some 

detail the nature of the physical processes which could 

limit the success of a wide band pulse echo equipment. 

These were acoustic interference, tissue attenuation and 

dispersion, amplifier noise generation and transducer 

bandwidths. 	An optimised transducer design has been 

proposed and certain techniques have been established which 

may be used to overcome the effects of acoustic inter- 

ference. 	Receiver amplifier input noise could be limited 

by careful design so that reasonably high frequency components 

could be received in the echoes. 	It is the purpose of 

this chapter to discuss means by which ultrasound echo 

signals may be recorded and preprocessed in preparation 

for the more complicated signal processing procedures like 

those of Chapter 5. 

2. Summary 

The physiological tissue absorption characteristics are 

shown to impose excessive requirements on analogue to digital 

conversion equipment and analogue signal preprocessing is 

suggested to overcome this problem. 	The received echo 

complexes must be slowed down to a speed which permits 

their acquisition by a digital computer. 	This could be 

accomplished with a sampling technique and two types of 

sampling system are described. 	Truncation of the echo 

signals with time domain gates is required in order to limit 

the amount of data which is processed. 	The control of such 

gates is described in the terms of a general outline of a 

"front end" equipment suitable for use with a digital 

computer. 	Finally, digital signal processing techniques 

are proposed which can overcome the distorting effects of 

velocity dispersion and the techniques developed in chapter 

5 for the interference corrections are summarised. 
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9.3. General Remarks  

Very little is known at present about the nature of 

the echo signals which may be received in a wide bandwidth 

pulse echo system. 	The earlier chapters of this thesis 

have established the nature of the distortions which will be 

imposed upon the echo signals. 	It is now necessary to 

establish how received echo complexes may be put into a 

form which facilitates the corrections for the distortions 

which have been outlined previously. 	Any attempt to 

characterise a signal is in the first instance best performed 

digitally since this approach permits the maximum flexibility 

in choice of processing technique. 	The data transfer rates 

of most digital computers are generally much too slow for 

the direct acquisition of pulse echo data and the resolution 

of analogue to digital convertors (ADCs) is less than that 

required by the predicted echo signal dynamic ranges. 

9.4. The resolution of digitising equipment. 

In a wide bandwidth echo signal which has been obtained 

_from physiological material the spectral amplitude of the 

high frequency components can be as much as 70dB greater 

than the low frequency values, (Chapter 8). 	This represents 

a. dynamic range of one in 3000. 	If the high frequency 

components are to be digitised at 105 accuracy the ADC must 

have a resolution limit of one in 30,000. This is equivalent 

,to a 16 bit binary number and will only just "fit" into a 

single machine word on Most computers. 	The average signal 

level would have to be very carefully adjusted so that over-

loading of the ADC is avoided. This type of procedure is 

generally very tedious and it is suggested that high pass 

filtering is applied to the analogue signal before it is 

digitised; it is most simply accomplished with sets of 

simple CH filters (Figure 9.1) placed between fairly low 
gain wide bandwidth amplifiers. 	The design of each stage 

should be such that its noise contribution is minimised and 

that it has suitable dynamic range. 	The transfer character- 

istics of the filter network is sketched in Figures 9.1 b 

and c. 	Table 1 summarises a set of lower break frequencies, 

. 2 rr CR a which are well suited to the reception of echoes 
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for the tissue depths shown. They have been chosen from 

a scrutiny of the combined transducer and tissue frequency 

responses of Figure 8.6. 

TABLE 1 

Depth Lower Break Frequencies of Filter Elements (MHZ): 
cm 

1.5 6 6 6 6 6 / 
3.0 5 5 5 5 	. 5 / 
6.0 2 2 4 4 / / 
9.0 1 1 2 2 / / 
12.0 1 1 2 2 / / • 

(/ indicates no filter element) 

Thus when receiving signals from a depth of about 6 cm four 

filter sections should be used; two should have lower break 

frequencies of 2MHZ and two should be set to 4MHZ. Figure 

9.2 illustrates the uncorrected attenuation characteristic 
derived in chapter 8 (solid line) and the overall character-
istic when correction has been made using the filters 

tabulated above (dotted lines). This has caused the portion 

of the dynamic'range which is determined by tissue attenuation 

to be reduced to about 20dB. This is contained in a range 

of four binary bits. 

9.5. 	Data transfer rates ' 

The fastest transfer rates available are in the range 

100KHZ to 600KHZ samples into the computer core. 	Now the 
minimum sampling rate required for signals containing spectral 

components of 20MHZ is 40MHZ, according to the Nyquist 

criterion. It is very necessary to slow the echo signals 

down so that they may be input to a digital computer. There 

are two ways in which this problem may be approached. 

9.5.1. Stroboscopic signal sampling  

Stroboscopic signal sampling techniques are used in 

conventional sampling oscilloscopes. They require for 

their success that the signal being sampled is repetitive 

in nature. Consider an echo complex whose duration is 1ps 

and which repeats every millisecond (Figure 9.3). The 

sampling apparatus takes a trigger signal from a part- 
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Fig 9.1a : Diagram of multiple.element filter 
. .• 	network required to compress the dynamic 

range of wide band echo signals. 
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Fig 9.1b : Assymptotic approximation of the amplitude 
frequency response of each CR filter stage. 
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Fig 9.1c : Sketch of the phase response of each CR 
filter stage. 
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Fig 9.5 : Waveform used to test proprietary sampling 
equipment. 
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icular part of the complex, point A, say. 	Tnis 

trigger signal starts a time delay circuit (normally 

a staircase generator and level detector) which after 

a fixed 'delay takes .a sample of the waveform (Si) and 

passes it to the vertical deflection amplifier of the 

oscilloscope. 	When the sample receives a second 

trigger signal (A2) the delay time is doubled so that 

after two steps of the staircase timer a second sample 

is taken (S2) 	This process repeats until the whole 

complex has been sampled (S4). The resulting picture 

on the cathode ray tube is a series of dots (Figure 

9.4) separated by the sampling period, which represents 

the individual sample amplitudes. 

An item of proprietary sampling equipment was tested 

in order to establish its suitability in this application. 

A waveform was generated which consisted of a burst of 

five square pulses each 10Ons wide and spaced 100ns 

apart, the burst was arranged to repeat every lmb 

(Figure 9.5). 	The signal was fed to the sampling 

apparatus and the rate at which the samples were output 

could be adjusted, with a d.c. level. . It was found 

possible to retain the waveshape in sampled form when 

the samples were output at frequencies from less than 

1HZ up to 1KHZ. 	These frequencies correspond with the 

acquisition of one data sample every 1000 complexes • 

(1HZ) up to the acquisition of one sample per complex. 

At the lowest output speed the sample amplitude did not 

decay appreciably for many seconds; this indicated that 

the apparatus was equipped with an output holding, 

amplifier which displayed very low charge leakage. The 

rates are clearly slow enough to be fed directly to a 

digital computer via an ADC or to be recorded on an FM 

tape recorder for subsequent analysis. 

The repetition rate of the transducer exciter circuits 

in diagnostic pulse ehco equipment is determined by the 

time taken for the exciter circuit capacitance to 

recharge and by the time taken for the decay of 

reverberations in the tissues. 	The maximum rate is 
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normally about 1KHZ. 	With this rate the acquisition 

of 100 data samples from a repeating echo complex 

would require 0.1s real time. 	In a highly vascularised 

region of tissue small changes in dimensions can occur 

due to the blood pressure pulse. 	In a healthy subject 

these changes may be so great that echoes may not 

repeat themselves identically for 0.1s, Particularly 

during early systole. 	This non—stationarity sets 

a limit on the stroboscopic sampling technique. An 

alternative technique which is technically more difficult 

to achieve is discussed in the next section. 

9.5.2. Serial Signal Sampling  

Serial signal sampling entails the acquisition of 

enough data samples to represent a single echo complex 

from the complex itself and not from repeated versions 

of the complex. 	If it were required to sample a 

complex which lasted for 1ps and which contained spectral 

components up to 25MHZ then 50 samples of the complex 

would-  have to be acquired, one every 2Ons. The sampling 

time would have to be of the order of lOns and the 

sample would be held on capacitors in sample and hold 

(S & H) circuits. 	The samples would be output at 

frequencies which were compatible with the computing 

equipment. 	For a computer input rate of 500KHZ the 

sample and hold circuit characteristic would have to be 

sample time 	lOns 

hold time 	0.128 ms. 

Technically this may be difficult to achieve (76): the 

equipment specification could be relaxed to a 2Ons 

sample time which would reduce the maximum permitted 

frequency component to 12.5 MHZ. 	This covers most of 

the usable ranges of frequencies for reflector depths 

greater than about 3 cm and conventional transducer 
materials. 

9.5.3. Signal Gating 

The use of both of the sampling techniques outlined 

above requires that the length of data be limited. With 

the stroboscopic sample this is because the tissues may 

move over a long period of time and with the serial 

sampler the same number of sample and hold circuits 
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is required as the number of samples taken. Further 

an instrument containing more than about 50 sample 

and hold modules would be rather expensive to produce 

and physically difficult to design. It is proposed 

that the number of samples acquired be limited to 64, 

being close to 50 and a convenient power of 2 for 

frequency domain transforms. 	The maximum possible 

amount of information can be obtained from these samples 

if they are obtained at the Nyquist rate for the signal. 

This rate varies according to the reflector depth 

concerned, so a given number of samples will represent 

echoes from different depth ranges which themselves 

depend upon the depth from which signals are first 

acquired. 	For example 50 samples taken at a rate of 

50 MHZ take 1ps to acquire. 1ps corresponds with a 

propagation velocity of 1500m/sec. to a depth range 

of 1.5 mm. At a reflector depth of 15 cm the maximum 

receivable frequency is about 3.25 MHZ. 	50 samples 

of the Nyquist frequency last for 7.7 has and this 
corresponds to a reflector depth range of 11.5 mm. 

That is to say, samples will be taken from reflectors 

in the depth range 15 cm G. Z < 16.15 cm. These 

relationships are summarised in Tabl6 2. 

Table 2  

Minimum 	Nyquist 	Time 	Equivalent 
Reflector 	frequency 	required 	reflector 
Depth 	 for 50 	depth 

samples 	range  

cm 
fs 
MHZ P-P.- mm 

1.5 50 1 1.5 

3 • 30 1.66 2.5 

6 15 3.33 5.0 

9 10 5.0 7.5 
12 8 6.25 9.5 
15 6.5 7.7 11.5 

be 
If the part of the echo which is to/sampled is extracted 

from the signal with a simple time domain square window 

gate there comes the problem that the gate may "turn 
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GATE 
GAIN 

1.0_ 

T/10 i 
	 T/10 

Gate period T 

Fig 9.6 : 100/o bell gate characteristic used to shade 
analogue data and prevent the insertion of 
spurious high frequency signal components 
as the gate is switched on. 
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on" at an instant when the echo signal is non—zero. 

The sharp transient thus formed would result in there 

being certain high frequency components in the sampled 

version of the signal which were not in the original 

data. 	A gate with a gradual attack and decay 

characteristic must therefore be used. 	A useful 

-gate characteristic is the 10% bell which has a total 
10 

period of FE and masks 10% of the data at each end 

of the sampling period (Figure 9.6). 

It is now necessary to consider the nature of a signal 

processing system within which such a gate might 

operate. 

9.6. 	A high frequency data acquisition system  

A system structure is proposed here which would provide 

a suitable radio frequency front end to a digital computer 

based echo analysis system. 	The basic components of the 

system are shown in Figure 9.7. 

The rate generator supplies pulses at the system repetition 

frequency, usually about 1KHZ; it drives the transmitter 

circuit which supplies high voltage wide bandwidth pulses 

to the transducer at the system repetition frequency. Echoes 

received by the transducer are passed to an adjustable 

attenuator, which could be a swept attenuation device. its 

input is protected against the transmission transient by R 

and D. 	Then follows the amplifier and high pass filter 

networks which have been discussed earlier. The output of 

the filter amplifier is passed to the gate. 	The time at 
which the gate opens is determined by the gate delay and 

the gate attack/decay characteristics must also be related 

to the gate delay since this determines the depth range 

from which samples are to be taken. 	The sampling rate of 

the S -1- H circuits is also determined by the gate delay, 

since it too depends on the reflector depth. The S 

output timer trigger produces a trigger pulse after a period 

which is greater than the latest instant at which echoes 

could possibly be received. 	100)is corresponding with 15 
cm say. 	This trigger pulse is used to initiate the output 

of data from the S-1-H circuits and to prepare the computer 

tO input. 	The S+ H output timer synchronises the output 
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of data from the S-f-H circuits to the ADC. At this point 

it would be quite easy to record band limited versions of 

the samples on an f.m. tape recorder.• 

Unfortunately time did not allow the manufacture of the 

system outlined above. 	However a system of this nature 

is regarded as a prerequisite of any systematic study of 

wide band echoes in pulse echo equipment. 	Given such 

equipment the basic signal processing techniques are now 

described which are necessary in order that the more subtle 

characteristics of wide band echoes may be studied. 

9.7. 	Basic digital signal processing requirements  

The basic signal processing requirements are to 

correct as far as possible for tissue absorption and 

dispersion and to implement the signal averaging procedures 

which were developed in chapter 5. 	It will be recalled 
that these were designed to correct for field interference 

phenomena by adding signals recorded at various positions 

of the transducer with respect to the reflector. It is to 

be noted that the correction for velocity dispersion is a 

phase correction and that it is unnecessary if the moduli 

of frequency spectra are the only aspects of the received 

signals to be considered. 

9.7.1: Correction for tissue absorption and dispersion  

The effects of —tissue absorption have already been 

discussed in chapters 6 and 8. 	In section 4 of this 
chapter it was suggested that a certain amount of 

correction for the frequency dependence of absorption 

should be done with hardware filters in the early stages 

of the data acquisition system; this was so because 

the dynamic range of an unfiltered echo signal would be 
too great for the ADC. 	The form of the transducer, 

tissue and filter characteristic has been shown in 

Figure 9.2. Digital correction may be used to correct 

for the few undulations which remain. 	This is most 

conveniently done in the frequency domain where the 

amplitude and phase spectra may be treated separately. 
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It is proposed that a Fourier transform be calculated 

of each received echo complex and that it is separated 

into modulus and phase spectra. 	The correction to 

the phase spectra, if necessary, should be performed 

in two parts. 	First a fairly straight forward 

correction for the hardware filter element phase 

response (Figure 9.1c) should be made. The second 

part of the phase correction involves adjustments to 

make up for the distortions imposed by velocity dis- 

persion in physiological tissues. 	The processes which 

cause dispersion have been discussed in chapter 6. In 

that chapter a phenomenological model was developed 

which described the gross characteristics of the 

absorption spectra which have been measured by various 

workers. 	The results pertinent to this discussion 

are: 

i) The propagation velocity in materials exhibiting 

a wide distribution of relaxation times is, from 

equations 6.9 and 6.48 

9.1 

6.5 0 

Mo _ 	low frequency mechanical modulus. 

p 	mean material density. 

relaxation strength. 

c(t)::: relaxation time distribution function. 



Thus 

Zr 
r d-G A j 	;1 

-55< 
and 

  

9.4 

• • g (t) = T log X 
T < 
x 9.5 
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ii) The form of g(t) which yields a flat cxX (attenuation 

per wavelength) characteristic must be such that it 

emphasises the lower values of relaxation time, Z. 

iii) By definitioh, 

fg(-0 d-c =1 	
9.2 

Equation 9.1 must be evaluated in order that the phase 

spectra of received echo complexes may be corrected. 

The following algebra leads to a phase correction 

expression which is a function of frequency and echo 

depth. 

Let the relaxation time distribution be given by: 

g(-c) =A f or /1 
-D 

< 

0 for 	-0 

for 

9.3 



.s. 'Ac IogX 	I 1+ wa-e 
9.6 

llogX [log sec zlz, 
Z. 

9.8 
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With the substitution Ti = 1 to z vv 	• 
the integral transforms to : 

za  
1 	r tanz dz 

logX 9.72 

where z, = tarc("fLuI) X 9.7b 

and z a=tan-U-E,) 	 9.7,c 

Integrating 9.7 we get . 

Substituting 

sec z =V1 +tang  z 	 9.9 
and 

tan z =w 	 9.10 
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We get 

2 
1 	log
logX 

  

  

 

9.11 

     

Now re—writing equation 9.1 for small values of rM  
yields 

C(W) C 1+ I(w-t) 0 	 9.12 
where 

co = 
1  14)1  0  

0 , the low frequency velocity. 

Substitution of 	from equation 9.11 yields the 

expression for propagation velocity: 

c(w) = I1 	rm 	 [1+ waTi2 Z . 

4logX 	1 +wa-cs2/ 

9.13 
For low frequencies this.  reduces to' Co  as expected 

and for high frequencies yields the high frequency 

propagation velocity. 
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9.14 
This is in accord with equation 6.75 for low values 

rM. 

Equation 9.13 is now used to develop the phase- 

correction function. 	The value of the function for 

any particular frequency will depend upon the time for 

which the signal has been travelling in the dispersing 

medium. 

Let the reflector depth be Z. The time the signal 

remains in the medium is then 

t(w) = 2 z/c(w) 	
9.15 

The resulting phase delay is 

4)(w) = 2 z w/c(w) 	 9.16 
The phase delay with no dispersion is 

= 2zw/co 	
9.17 

Thus the phase delay imposed by dispersion is 
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9.18 
This is a negative quantity which means that the 

higher frequency spectral components, by travelling 

faster than the .low frequency components have been 

advanced in phase. 	Thus td correct we must. 

subtract the following: 

= 2zw 1 — co/c(w) 
co 	 9.19 

We assume small values for I (Wr) and substitute 

from equation 9.13 

Ao= zw rr., 	. log 1+ vv2T12.2  

2co  logX 	 9.20 

This is the phase correction function for the 

spectra of echoes' emanating from tissue depth Z. 

Typical values of the parameters may be found in 

chapter 6, they are 

x = 100 

rm= 0.1 

0.5ps 

Co- 1500ms-1 
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Substitution of these values in equation 9.20 shows 
2 T  2 /  

that the term W LI  X may be neglected over most 

useful frequencies. 	Further the assumption of small 

values at certain points in the derivations is justified. 

The expression is clearly very simple to use in a small 

computer program. 

The procedure assumes a low frequency propagation 

velocity which does not differ for different tissue 

types and that the nature of the relaxation processes 

governing dispersion is the same for all types of 

tissue through which the signal must travel. That 

these conditions are not met absolutely in practice 

need not preclude the use of the correction function. 

Some improvement in signal shape will occur since any 

function which retards the phase of the higher frequency 

components will "undo" some of the damage which has 

been done_ by dispersion. Finally, care should be taken 

not to grossly overcorrect the signals by choosing 

values of rmX and II which are completely outside the 

expected physiological range. 

9.7.2. Correction for wave interference phenomena 

In chapter 5 the reception of echoes from three 
general classes of reflector was discussed. 	These 

were large flat reflectors, small discrete reflectors 

and arrays of small reflectors. 	It was shown that 

wave interference in the acoustic field imposes severe 

distortion on the frequency spectra of acoustic signals. 

These distortions could be reduced to an approximate — 

6dB per octave characteristic in Ol cases if summations 

were made of the echoes received from reflectors when 

the transducer was placed at a series of different 

positions with respect to the reflector. 

The nature of the simplest signal corrections required 

is to store the moduli of Fourier transform vectors 

calculated from signals received with the transducer 

set at various positions with respect to the reflector 

and then to add the moduli of these vectors. A final 

+6dB/octave correction on the resulting summation 

vector completes the adjustments required to overcome 

wave interference. 
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9.8. Concluding remarks  

The contents of this chapter have summarised the 

general nature of the techniques which will be required to 

begin experimentation with wide bandwidth diagnostic pulse 

echo equipment. 	The techniques include analogue pre- 

processing, the recording of very fast signals and the 

synchronisation of signal gates and acquisition equipments. 

The final sections of the chapter have described briefly 

the nature of preprocessing which must be applied to echo 

signals so that attenuation, dispersion and interference 

may be at least partially corrected for; 

It will be clear to the reader that mat of the equipment 

which has been suggested is not available industrially. 

The careful design of apparatus of this nature is very time 

consuming and requires that the equipment be the object of 

an intensive development programme. 	It is thought that 

the introduction of such equipment, by enabling the observer 

to use digital signal processing techniques would facilitate 

-a very broad and fruitful study of a set of clinical signals 

which have hitherto been beyond any comprehensive analysis. 
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CHAPTER 10 

SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION  

At the beginning of this thesis it.was proposed that the 

clinical pulse echo technique could be developed - into a 

form in which more information was obtained from the echo 

signals. 	This information might be used to differentiate 

between tissue types on the display perhaps using multi- 

colour techniques. 	It was also proposed that one might 

obtain such extra information by analysing the frequency 

content of the echo signals. 	The purpose of this thesis 

has been to establish whether or not such a strategy was 

feasible. 	The physical and technological factors which 

might limit the success of this technique were enumerated:. 

they were: acoustic field interference phenomena, frequency 

dependent wave absorption and dispersion in physiological 

tissue, the narrow band nature of piezoelectric transducers, 

random noise generation in wide band r.f. amplifiers, and 

the lack of very fast signal processing equipment with 

" which to prepare the signals for display. 	Further it was 

established at an early stage that there was a considerable 

lack of both theoretical and .experimental results which 

could be used to study these factors and assess their effect 

on the feasibility of a wide band pulse echo technique. 

A combination of theoretical and experimental results have 

been presented which permit quantification of the factors 

mentioned above. 	Acoustic field interference phenomena 

were considered first and it was shown that simple three 

ray approximations to the acoustic field do not yield 

quantitative descriptions of the acoustic field away from 

the transducer axis in the Fresnel region. 	The plane 

piston field theory of Schoch. was used to calculate the 

spectrum at any point in the field of a circular transducer 

which lay in a right circular prism with the transducer as 

base. 	An acoustic model was then developed which described 

propagation back from a point in the field to the transducer; 

it yielded the frequency response of this return propagation 

process. 	The overall pulse. echo field frequency response 

was calculated from the product of the results of these two 
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processes. Experimental work which verified the accuracy 

of the calculation was included. -The frequency responses 

calculated in this way for the field dimensions, frequencies 

and typical diagnostic transducer size show that acoustic 

interference by imposing maxima and minima on the frequency 

response would severely distort the spectrum of a wide band 

pulse echo signal. 	The calculations have been used in 

chapter 5 to model a hypothetical situation in which a 

single small reflector or a complex of equispaced small 

reflectors was observed ultrasonically with the transducer 

placed at various positions with respect to the reflectors. 

It was shown that if the frequency spectra of the received 

signal taken at each transducer position were calculated 

and their moduli added together then the end result would 

be an averaged field frequency response which was fairly 

smooth and which approximated to a —6dB/octave characteristic. 

This was a most important result. 	Without it the spacial 

fluctuations in the field pressure, being functions of 

frequency, would be so great that they would completely mask 

any spectral information which was available from the • 

reflecting body. 

A similar result was obtained from the assessment of the 

distortions which would be imposed On the frequency spectra 

of echoes emanating from a plane reflector set at an angle 

to the plane of the transducer face. 	Interrogation of the 

reflector from a single transducer position caused field 

interference phenomena to impose violent maxima and minima 

on the pulse echo frequency response. 	Summation of 

frequency spectrum moduli of the signals received when the 

transducer was placed at a range of angles with respect to 

the reflector face produced an averaged field frequency 

response which was smooth and close to the —6dB/octave. 

The effects of thermodynamic phenomena on wave propagation 

have been discussed. 	A model was developed which described 

the effects of a continuum of relaxation processes on the 

absorption and dispersion of waves in physiological tissue. 

The model was used subsequently to determine the basic nature 

of signal processing procedures which would be required to 

correct for the affects of attenuation and dispersion. It 
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has been shown that the high frequency components of a 

wide band echo propagating through physiological tissue 

are severely attenuated by these absorption mechanisms; 

indeed, the attenuation was found to be so great as to 

nearly prevent the successful reception of the higher 

frequency spectral components when they were mixed with 

lower frequencies. 	This was so because the reception 

of both very low and very high frequencies required a 

receiver input dynamic range of 70dB. 

If a 10% resolution in amplitude were required for the 

measurement of high frequency echo spectral components 

then an equipment resolution of 16 bits would be required. 

This was equivalent to one data word in a typical digital 

computer and if digital equipment was used with the pulse 

echo equipment the possibility of an overload, with its 

catastrophic signal distortions, would be ever present. 

It was thus suggested that all signal processing equipment 

should be equipped with high pass analogue filters in its 

_.early stages so that the dynamic range of an echo could be 

. reduced. 	The networks suggested resulted in a signal 

dynamic range, due to tissue attenuation and transducer 

frequency response only of about 20dB. 	Spectral changes 

which occurred at the point of reflection would be super-

imposed on this range. 

The corrections for field interference, velocity dispersion 

and part of the tissue attenuation are most easily implemented 

in the frequency domain. 	For example it was found necessary 

to store the frequency spectra of several groups of received 

echo complexes and to add their moduli. Frequency domain 

procedures require digital computing techniques for their 

implementation. 	The maximum data input rates for current 

machines was found to be much too low for the direct 

acquisition of echo data. Two techniques which might be 

used to slow down the signals were discussed. The first 

was a stroboscopic sampling technique which suffered the 

disadvantage that it required that the echo complex repeated 

itself identically once per millisecond for a period of 64 

ms or so. 	This period was regarded as sufficient time for 

physical movement of the tissues in sympathy with the blood 
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pressure pulse, particulry in early systole. 	The second 

proposition was that a section of signal should be gated 

out and 64 samples should be taken serially and stored 

with sample and hold circuits. 	It was proposed that the 

samples should be output to a computer at about 500kHZ. 

The basic requirement of each sample and hold unit was 

found to be: 

Sample time 
	

10 to 20 ns 

Hold time 
	0.128 ms 

An overall data acquisition system structure was proposed 

within which the serial sampling equipment should operate. 

The signal path and timing relationships were indicated 

for the organisation of the transducer exciting circuit, 

the attenuators, the r.f. amplifier and filters, the signal 

gate and sample and hold circuits and finally the externally 

driven ADC which is required to interface with the computer. 

This structure should be regarded as a plan for future 

technological development. 

Thus far courses of action designed to overcome the dis-

torting effects of the more fundamental acoustical prop-

agation processes have been summarised. Fairly detailed 

consideration has also been given to the more technological 

limitations to a wide band pulse echo technique. 	These 

were the band limiting properties and insertion loss of 

piezoelectric transducers and random noise generation in 

receiver amplifier input stages. The fundamental equations 

describing piezoelectric behaviour were stated and a wave 

analysis was used to develop a three port matrix solution 

to the electro—mechanical relationships between the variables 

at the acoustic faces and terminals of the transducer. This 

model was solved for the case in which one of the acoustic 

faces was ideally matched; the matching was stated to be 

technologically possible according to the experience of 

other workers. 	An approximation was then developed which 

represented the electro—mechanical transduction process as 

an insertion loss together with a set of 6dB/octave filter 

elements. 	Two of these (one high pass, one low pass) 

modelled the band limiting effect of the generation of signals 

at both the front and back faces of the transducer. Two 

more (both low pass) represented the interaction of the 
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device static capacitance with the electrical resistance 

connected to it in both transmission and reception modes. 

The remaining filter element was high pass in nature and 

represented the negative electro—mechanical time constant 

which was an interesting but not practically important 

property of the device. 	Quantitatively it was found 

possible to neglect this eleMent. 	Experimental evidence 

in support of the transducer model was drawn from another 

worker and from work done as part of this project. 

The transducer model was used to derive a function which 

was called the gain — double bandwidth product. It was the 

product of the mid band insertion loss of the transducer 

when used in a pulse echo system with the bandwidth 

determined by the front and back face signal separation 

and the bandwidth formed by the interaction of the device 

capacitance with its electrical load resistance. The 

principal features of this product, if the two bandwidths 

were equal, were that it depended on the physical constants 

of the material, the thickness of the device and the 

mechanical impedance attached to the front face and was 

"independent'of face area and electrical load resistance. 

It thus encompassed the compromises involved in the use 

of a particular material of a. particular size. 	The theory 

was used to determine an optimum value of load resistor 

which should be used with a particular transducer size. 

The value calculated yielded a mid band insertion loss of 

45 dB with a typical piezoelectric material and was, for 

a 0.2 mm thick transducer, only 4.1 ohm. 

In chapter 8 the effect of such a low source impedance on 
the noise generation characteristic of a common emitter 

r.f. amplifier was studied. 	It was stated that in convent- 

ional noise calculations the noise contribution due to the 

base shot current in the extrinsic base resistance is 

commonly neglected in comparison with the effect of that 

current in the source resistance. 	However the very low 

source impedances likely to be found when the transistor 

is connected to a transducer's load resistor require that 

the, extrinsic base resistance is not neglected. A noise 

model of a transistor was developed which encompassed this 

idea; it enabled an optimum value of transistor bias current 
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to be chosen which caused the noise contributions of the 

r.f. amplifier input stage to be minimised. 

The noise level thus calculated for a typical r.f. transistor 

was considered in conjunction with the maximum excitation 

voltage which may be applied to transducer materials, the 

transducer insertion loss and the absorption characteristic . 

of physiological tissue. 	The result of this consideration 

was an assessment of the maximum frequency components which 

can theoretically be received in. signals emanating from 

reflectors at given depths in physiological tissue. The 

assessment of equipment dynamic range requirements was also 

derived from this analysis. 

This concludes the summary of the contents of this thesis. 

There remains to answer the question as to whether or not 

a wideband pulse echo system is feasible. A considerable 

quantity of evidence has been presented which shows that if 

no consideration is made for the frequency spectrum dis-

tortions and noise phenomena which would undoubtedly be 

present in a study of wide band echoes then the results of 

such a study would be so altered by the processes considered 

here that they would be very difficult to obtain, virtually 

impossible to categorise and most probably of no practical 

use whatsoever. 	However if due consideration is made for 

these distorting phenomena and systematic corrections for 

them are made according to the techniques developed in this 

work, then it will be possible to establish without uncert-

ainty what wide band information is available from wide 

bandwidth echo signals. 

A development in this direction requires a well planned 

equipment development programme together with sophisticated 

data analysis techniques. When both are firmly established 

there will exist a versatile and highly feasible clinical 

research tool. 
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CHAPTER 11  

CONCLUSIONS  

11.1. The feasibility of the wide band pulse echo  
technique. 

It is concluded that.the wide band diagnostic 

technique is feasible if due consideration is made for 

the limiting physical and technological factors. Such 

consideration - requires the development of sophisticated 

equipment and signal analysis techniques and very careful 

experimental studies. 

11.2. General physical conclusions. 

i) It is possible to develop a model of the 

Fresnel region of the acoustic field of a 

circular piston transducer which permits the 

calculation of the frequency spectrum of an 

acoustic pulse at any point in that region. 

ii) It is possible to develop a second model which 

permits the evaluation of the frequency filtering 

effect of the interference processes which act 

on a wide band signal as it propagates between 

a point in the acoustic field back to a circular 

transducer. 

iii) The models of i) and ii) may be combined to 

form an overall pulse echo field frequency 

response which can be verified experimentally. 

iv) An acoustic model may be developed which quant-

itatively predicts the frequency filtering 

effect of interference processes involved in 

the pulse echo interrogation of a large flat 

reflector placed at a non-zero angle to the 

plane containing the face of the transducer. 

v) It is possible to develop an algebraic theory 

based on a distribution of relaxation times 

which models the attenuation characteristics 

of physiological tissue. This theory may be 
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used to calculate velocity dispersion data 

from absorption data. No supporting experimental 

evidence has been offered. 

11.3. General technological conclusions. 

i) The piezoelectric transducer theory of Redwood
65 

may be developed into a simple three port—

matrix model, the validity of which has been 

established experimentally. 

ii) The three port model may be developed algebraically 

to establish criteria which may be used to determine 

the compromise between transducer bandwidth and 

mid band insertion loss. 	The compromises may be 

summarised in the algebraic product of transducer 

mid band insertion loss with the bandwidth 

determined by its acoustical dimensions and the 

bandwidth determined by the interaction of its 

static capacitance and the load resistor. 

iii) Certain noise models of transistors may not be 

used in the design of r.f. amplifiers which are 

driven from very low source impedances. It is 

possible to develop a model which may be used and 

which includes a noise contribution formed at the 

input due to the base shot current in the 

extrinsic base resistance. 

iv) The data which must be processed in a wide band 

pulse echo system contains frequencies which are 

too high for direct acquisition by digital computer. 

Stroboscopic signal sampling techniques may be 

inaccurate due to geometrical non stationarity of 

the tissues. Serial sampling techniques could be 

used and it is possible to state the broad design 

criteria for a data acquisition system within 

which they would operate. 
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APPENDIX AO. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT USED IN THE  
PROJECT. 

1. Spectrum Analyser  

The spectrum analyser was designed and built by 

Weight77 and has given excellent performance where it has 

been used - in this study. 	It is based on a double super- 

heterodyne system (Figure 01) in which the first local 

oscillator is slowly swept over a range of up to 20 MHZ 

by a time base signal taken from the display oscilloscope. 

In this application the signals received by the analyser 

consist of fairly short pulses repeating at the pulse 

repetition frequency (p.r.f.) of the pulse echo system 

proper. 	The p.r.f. is much lower than the minimum 

frequencies contained in the individual echoes and the 

analyser consequently produces one spectral line each 

time an echo is received. 	The frequency interval between 
the spectral lines corresponds with the amount the local 

oscillator sweeps frequency during the interval between 

echoes; it is generally much larger than the p.r.f. The 

second modulator and intermediate frequency amplifier 

have been designed to yield an overall frequency resolution 

of about 25 KHZ. The output spectrum may be compressed 

logarithmically if required and an envelope detector with . 

adjustable discharge time constant is applied to an output 

time spectrum to widen the output spectral lines so that 

they may be seen on the oscilloscope or, with longer time 

constant, to produce a display which resembles a continuous 

spectrum suitable for plotting on an X — Y plotter. The 

system was operated with the X — Y recorder during this 

study. 	The overall specification of the analyser, as 

quoted by Weight77  is as follows: 

FREQUENCY  

Frequency range 

Dispersion range 

Origin range 

Frequency linearity 

Resolution 

Drift 

0.5 MHX — 2 OMHX 

3 MHZ 	— 2 OMHZ,continuously 
variable. 

0.5MHZ 	— 6MHZ, continuously variable. 

Better than + 0.1MHZ in 0.5 — 20 MHZ. 

3dB bandwidth is 25 KHZ. 

50 KHZ/10 min. after 1 hour warm up. 



Oscilloscope 
Adjust origin 
of local osc. 
frequency 
sweep. Graph plotter. 

Time 	Y -amp. 
base 	in. 
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local osc. 

55MHz to 75MHz 

Differential 
modulator. 

55MHz 
I.P. amp.  

2nd modul-
ator. 
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I.F. amp.  

Demodulator  
Linear/log. 

amp.  

Envelope 
detector. 

Fig A0.1 : Spectrum analyser 
(after 'feight ;LP., Physics dept. 
The City University) 

55MHz 

local osc. 
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AMPLITUDE 

Linear 	: 0.25 mv/div (when display oscilloscope set to 
lv/div) 

Logarithmic : 40dB display; 10dB/div ± 2dB (same oscilloscope 
sensitivity) 

GENERAL 

Input impedence: 	50 ohm 

Sweep rate 	Externally swept from zero to 1MHZ/mS 
max. 

Calibration signal : 0.5 ps square pulse generator having 
preset controls for adjusting period 

and symmetry. Pulse rise and fall 

times <10ns. 

2. Signal Gate  

Echo signals used in this project have been taken 

from an auxilliary output from the proprietory pulse echo 

apparatus (type 	ltGASONICS D 100 ) 
They consisted of a clipped transducer excitation pulse 

followed by a train of echoes, one of which is normally 

required for analysis. 	The remainder of the echoes are 

unwanted signals from the acoustic tank floor and reflector 

supporting hardware. 	A typical pulse train is sketched 

in Figure A0.2. 	The gate used to separate the required 

echo from the rest of the signal was designed and built 

by Weight77 as part of the spectrum analyser system. It 

provided for the removal of a single echo complex which 

could be as short as 700 ns and was activated by a 250 my 

rectangular gate pulse. 	The rise time of the gate pulse 

was stretched to 200 ns to prevent serious gate pulse 

break through. 	The gate also provided for an adjustable 

d.c. bias to be added to .the echo complex where it was 

found to consist of high frequency signals superimposed 

on very low frequency signals which sometimes are generated 

in piezoelectric transducers due to radial mode oscillations. 

The gate did not provide the variable attack/decay charact-

eristics which have been recommended in this thesis. 

3. Voltage Step Generator  

The step generator was designed as part of this study 
and was required for excitation of transducers in the two 
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500 mV/cm 

X axis : 2 FS/cm 

• 392' 

Fig A0..2 : Typical ungated pulse train at output 
of a pulse echo apparatus. 
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transducer time domain experiments. The design is based 

on a single transistor operated in collector—base junction 

avalanche mode. 

Transistors suitable for avalanche duty exhibit a negative 

resistance breakdown characteristic. 	They should have 

faitly narrow lightly doped bases and lightly doped 

collector junctions. 	In addition graded bases are 

desirable so that punch through does not occur before 

avalanche. 	The published device characteristics which 

are indicative of these desirable properties are: 

i) planar type 

ii) high VCESAT 

iii) high collector 
breakdown voltage 

iv) high collector 
cut off frequency 

v) low collector 
capacitance 

(diffused graded base) 

i.e. a poor switch with a 
(lightly doped base. 

lightly doped collector 
yielding high avalanche 
voltage. 

The operating characteristics of a suitable avalanche 

transistor are illustrated on Figure A0.3 and a suitable 

circuit in which it will operate is shown in Figure A0.4. 

The base is starved of minority carriers by reverse 

biasing the emitter junction. 	When avalanche is required 

the emitter is forward biased and minority carriers enter 

the base. The high collector—base voltage causes the 

minority carriers to accelerate and secondary hole electron 

pairs to be generated in the region of the junction. by • 

ionising collisions. 	The electrons thus formed contribute 

to the collector current (npn transistor) and the holes 

either leave by the base lead or supply recombination in 

the base. 	If the base was fed from a voltage source 

these holes would tend to reduce the base current. The 

series resistor in the base circuit of Figure A0.4 tends 

to keep the base current constant during the avalanche 

with the result that the secondary holes from the collector 

supply increase recombination in the base and further 

increase the emitter current, thus supplying more primary 

carriers to the avalanche. 	The capacitor connected 

between the collector and the emitter,(Chaplinlis used 
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CB 

Fig A0.3 : Typical operating characteristic of a 
bipolar transistor in avalanche. 

400 V 

— — 	 50 pF 

Fig A0.4 : Circuit used to produce collector 
junction avalanche. 
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to feedback some of the collector current regeneratively 

into the emitter. 	A/B C 109 transistor has been success- 

fully used to produce voltage step junctions of the order 

of 125 volts height with a risetime of less than 20 ns. 

The resettling time of the circuit is determined by the 

C R time constant and in the circuit shown is of the order 

of 300 is. 	The circuit behaves as a step generator (see 

Figure 4.110) because the avalanche stays "on" for as long 

as it takes the collector voltage•to reach zero volts, 

when the transistor may be kept bottomed by the base 

supply. 

Where step functions were applied to the 10 cm x 10 cm 

dia. PXE4 transducer the collector to emitter capacitor 

was omitted and the collector was connected by a short 

length of 5011coaxial cable (capacitance about 100 pF) 

to the transducer, whose static capacitance was 50 pF 

(Figure A0.5). 

4. A simple impulse generator  

The circuit of the impulse generator is .basically the 

same as that of the avalanche step generator with the 

output differentiated (Figure. A0.6). 	The line between 

the generator and the transducer was kept fairly short 

(3 feet) to minimise the effect of reverberations in the 

line. 	It could not be matched at all frequencies either 

at the avalanche generator or at the transducer. For the 

duration of the impulse the line and the transducer are 

equivalent to a load of about 150 pF which with the 5051 

resistor represent a time. constant of 7.5 ns. When the 

base of the transistor is triggered positive Vc falls 

from about 125 volts to zero and Vx falls from zero to 

about —50v in about 20 ns (see Figure A.112). C2, the line 

and the transducer capacitance then recharge to zero volts 

via resistance.R2  with a time constant of about 12 ns. 

5. A general purpose receiving preamplifier  

A fairly simple wide bandwidth preamplifier was used in 

conjunction with Tektronix 545 oscilloscope and 3A6Y- 

amplifier. 	It was based on the Texas instruments video 

amplifier type SN7510. 	This device exhibits a gain of 
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40dB and a phase shift characteristic yielding about 60 

degrees lag at 20MHZ. 	The pulse rise times are quoted 

to be 10 ns. 	The oscilloscope main frame and the y- 

plug-in both had similar rise times yielding an overall 

receiving system rise time of (10
24-102-1-102  )2  = 17 ns. 

The video amplfier frequency response was flat to about 

40 MHZ, where it was 3dB down. 	The circuit used is 

shown in Figure A0.7, where it can be seen that a 72 ohm 

or 50 ohm input configuration could be used. 

1000 F silver/mica 

[-- 

+6V 

0.1uF 

0.2pF 

7r&--  

g T 
50 75 50 75 
Jumper selectable 
matching resistors. 

  

SN75 10 

 

NEI 

75ohm or 
50ohm line 
to trans-
ducer. 

4 
output to 
oscilloscope 

Fig A0.7 : General purpose receiving preamplifier. 
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APPENDIX Al  

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE USED TO STUDY THE BEHAVIOUR OF 
ECHOES -THEN REFLECTED BY A FLAT STEEL REFLECTOR. 

1. The transducer holder and acoustic tank. 

A carrier was constructed to hold a cylindral_trans-

ducer on to a micro-manipulator stand with the facility to 

set the transducer at an angle to. the vertical which could 

be measured to an accuracy of about ± 0.25 degrees. The 

carrier consisted of a pair of perspex blocks which could 

bolt together with four bolts and which each had a 90°  VEE 

notch milled in its face (Figure A1.1). The transducer 

was located between the notches and the four bolts were 

tightened as evenly as possible. 	The assembly was glud 

to a short length of i inch paxClin rod which located in 

a clampable fixing hole in the micro-manipulator. A 

protractor was drilled so that the mounting rod passed 

through its centre and was glued to the face of the mounting 

block. 	&wire cursor was mounted on the manipulator and 

--this was used to indicate angle to vertical on the protractor. 

The micro manipulator main frame was mounted on a steel block 

outside of the perspex acoustic tank, with the transducer 

holder arranged to cantilever over the tank. The underside 

of the manipulator body was'shimmed until the top of the 

perspex transducer holder was horizontal (measured with a 

small spirit level) in a direction parallel with the axis 

of the mounting paxolin rod. 	The steel block which was to 

be used as-a target was laid onto similar blocks on the 

tank floor and was finally shimmed until its top face was 

horizontal in all directions (measured with a small spirit 

level). 	The distance between the block and the transducer 

face was measured to the nearest 0.5 mm with a miniature 

steel rule. 	The tank was then slowly filled with distilled 

water. The whole apparatus is sketched in Figure A1.2. 

2. Connection of electronic equipment. 

The apparatus built by Weight was used in conjunction 

with the tank arrangement described above. The arrangement 

of the equipment is shown in Figure A1.3. 
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Fig A1.1 : Transducer holdei". 
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Fig A1.2 : Layout of acoustic tank apparatus. 
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Fig A1.3 : Interconnection of apparatus for 
pulse echo experiments. 
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3. 	Experimental procedure. 

The transducer was set at the required range from 

the test block and the micro manipulator stand and test 

blocks were adjusted with shims and spirit level until 

their horizontal surfaces were truly horizontal. The 

pulse echo equipment was adjusted for a p.r.f. of about 

100 HZ and echoes from the test block were observed on 

the c.r.t. 	The transducer assembly was rotated on the 

paxolin rod as axis until the maximum echo amplitude was 

observed on the screen. 	The shimming procedure was then 

checked by slightly rocking the micro manipulator stand so 

as to rotate the transducer about the horizontal axis 

perpendicular to the paxolin rod. 	The echo amplitude 

should reduce during this manoeuvre; an increase in 

amplitude would indicate that the transducer face was not 

parallel with the test block surface. 	No increases in 

amplitude were observed. 	The transducer assembly was 

again adjusted about the axis of the paxolin rod and the 

latter was clamped in the manipulator at the point of 

maximum echo. 	The wire cursor was set to 90e  degrees 

on the protractor scale. 	The echo signal was observed 

on the oscilloscope connected to the signal. gate output. 

The gate was adjusted to pass only the first echo, that 

being the signal from the to of the test block. The 

spectrum of the gated echo was recorded on the plotter. 

The transducer assembly was rotated by one degree using 

the protractor and cursor. 	The accuracy of this man- 

oeuvre was about + 0.2 degrees. 	The gate was readjusted 

and the spectrum again recorded. The procedure was 

repeated up to a transducer angle of 8 degrees. As a 
check on the apparatus geometry the transducer was rotated 

back to the zero degree position and the echo from the 

reflector was observed on the pulse echo equipment. The 

transducer was rotated in the range + 0.50  and it was 

confirmed that the point of maximum echo amplitude was 

zero degrees on the scale. 
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APPENDIX A2  

APPARATUS AND PROCEDURE IN THE TWO TRANSDUCER TIME DOMAIN  
EXPERIMENT. - 

1. Mechanical Apparatus. 

The purpose of this apparatus was to measure the rise 

time of a stress step propagated between two transducers. 

Two transducer holders were used to contain two identical 

unbacked PXE4 transducer elements 10 mm x 10 Mm dia. 

(Figure A2.1). 	The two holders were mounted in micro 

manipulator stands and each could be rotated about the 

vertical axis and clamped in any position. 	The extent 

of the rotation could be measured with the cursor and the 

calibrated disc on the transducer holder (Figure A2.2). 

The micro manipulators could be used to move the transducer 

vertically or in two perpendicular horizontal directions. 

One transducer was connected by a 50 ohm cable to the 

receiver amplifier of Appendix AO and this was connected 

-to the Tektronix oscilloscope type 545 with 3A6y—amplifier. 

The other transducer was connected to the avalanche step 

generator also described in Appendix AO. 
• 

2. Experimental Technique. 

. The two transducer holders were arranged in a tank 

containing distilled water to have their faces about 3 cm 

apart and at roughly the same heights (10 cm) above the 

tank floor. 	The faces were set to be roughly parallel 

with each other. The avalanche generator was pulsed at 

about 50 Hz and the rising edge of the step waveform 

received by the second transducer was. observed on the 

545 oscilloscope, using the dual time base facility. This 
was found to be quite tedious because the trace intensity 

was very low due to the low system p.r.f. and the fact that 

the time base was run at its maximum speed of 100ns/cm. 

The p.r.f. could not be increased because the reverberations 

in the unbacked transducer elements required so much time 

for their decay. 	One transducer was kept fixed and the 

second was rotated about its vertical axis until the rise 
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Fig A2.1 : Transducer holder assembly. 
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Fig A2.2 : Sketch of acoustic tank arrangement. 
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time of the received waveform was minimised. The second 

transducer was then adjusted in the three linear degrees 

of freedom, each time setting the transducer in the position 

of minimum received pulse rise time. 	The whole adjustment 

processes were then repeated three times on each transducer 

and the cursor on the transmitted transducer holder was set 

to read zero degrees. 	An accurate measurement of rise 

time was then made by expanding the oscilloscope trace by 

a factor of five (X 5 switch). 	Rise time was taken as the 

time between 10% and 90% of the final received step height. 

The transmitter transducer was then rotated at one degree 

intervals in the range + 10 degrees and received waveform 

rise time measurements were made of each position. It will 

be noted from the results of this experiment in chapter 5 

that the minimum obtainable rise time was 10Ons instead of 

the predicted zero. 	This is attributed to a combination 

of propagation losses in the water path, the rise time of 

the receiving apparatus (17ns) and the possibility that 

the transducer faces were not quite parallel with each 

other in the directions over which there was no control. 
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APPENDIX A3. 

APPARATUS USED TO STUDY THE PULSE-ECHO FIELD FREQUENCY  
RESPONSE TO A SINGLE SMALL REFLECTOR. 

1. Apparatus  

The acoustic tank, transducer holder and electronic 

equipment were identical with those described in Appendix 

Al for the flat reflector study. 	The target in this study 

consisted of -a small sewing pin with a head diameter of 

1.5 mm. 	It was mounted vertically in a piece of wood 

with the head about 1.5 cm from the wood surface. The 

wood was glued with Araldite resin to a steel block which 

was set in the bottom of the acoustic tank. 

2. Adjustment of apparatus  

The bottom surface of the micro manipulator was 

adjusted, with shims until the top surfaces of the two 

VEE transducer mounting blocks were horizontal in the 

direction parallel with the paxolin rod. The transducer 

holder was then rotated until it was horizontal in the 

horizontal direction perpendicular to the paxolin rod. 

The range of the pin to the transducer face was measured 

to the nearest 0.5 mm with a:miniature steel rule. The 

procedure used to centralise the transducer and the 

sequence of movements used in the experiment has already 

been described in chapter 4, section 60. 
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'APPENDIX A4. 

APPARATUS USED FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE  
TIME DOMAIN FIELD THEORY. 

The electrical equipment and acoustic tank were the same 

as those used in the two transducer step rise time 

experiment (Appendix A2). 	In this experiment one 10 mm 

x 10 mm diameter transducer was used as the transmitter. 

The receiving transducer was of a much more simple design. 

(Figure A4.1). 	It consisted of a piece of PXE4 rod 16 mm 

long and 6.3 mm diameter with silvered electrode faces. it 

was bonded to a piece of paxolin rod with Araldite resin 

and was attached to a micro manipulator stand. Electrical 

signals generated by the element were fed to the amplifier 

via a 50 ohm co-axial cable. 

When setting up the two transducers were aligned roughly 

coaxially by eye. 	At each range value at which recording 

- was made the transmitter transducer was rotated slightly 

about its vertical axis until the initial rise time of the 

received pulse was a minimum. 	The transmitter was then 

moved slightly in the two directions perpendicular to the 

transducer axis until the time between the initial rise of 

the step and the onset of its isotonic decay to zero was 

maximum. 	The transmitter was again adjusted for minimum 

pulse rise time by rotation about its vertical axis. The 

whole procedure was repeated until no adjustment was found 

to be necessary. 	This was usually about five complete 

adjustment sequences. 
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Fig. A4. : Transducer assembly. 
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APPENDIX A5 

APPARATUS USED TO VERIFY THAT A WIDE BAND SIGNAL MAY BE  
APPROXIMATED BY A PLANE WAVEFRONT. 

The transducers and tank were the same as those used in 

the two transducer step response experiment (Appendix A2). 
The receiving amplifier system was also the same but the 

transmitting transducer was driven from the impulse 

generator of Appendix AO, section 4. 
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APPENDIX A6  

A summary of the traditional derivation of the wave 

equation is presented in this appendix. 	It begins with 

the Navier—Stokes equations and shows how the one dimensional 

linear wave equation can be derived from a linearised set 

of Navier—Stokes equations. 	The author's own solution 

of the wave equation in terms of a general complex.  

mechanical modulus is then presented. 	Expreisions for 

absorption, absorption per wavelength and propagation 

velocity are derived in this solution. 

A6.1. The Navier—Stokes Equations. 

The Navier—Stokes equations are fundamental to 

fluid dynamics and describe algebraically the way the 

mechanical state of a fluid changes with time and space. 

The basic relationships contained in the equations can 

be summarised as a general description of the time 

variation of a general fluid property, expressions for 

force in a fluid, continuity relationships and Newton's 

Second Law. 	These relationships are briefly described 

and then linearised in section A6.6 to facilitate the 

derivation of the linear wave equation. 

A6.2. The time variation of properties. 

Let any property of a fluid be F. The particle of 

fluid which has this property will experience a time 

dependence of F expressed in the following operational 

equation: 

dF. 
dt 	at 

A6.1 

where W = Particle translation velocity vector. 

A6.3. The forces in a fluid. 

An elemental volume of fluid experiencesa net force 

when it exists in a non zero pressure gradient. In 

vector notation the net force on elemental volume dv 
for an ideal non viscous fluid is: 
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op. dV 	 A6.2 
Note that'T is a vector and p a scalar. 

In fluids with viscous properties shear components 

of stress exist as well as hydrostatic pressUre 

components. In three dimensions there are thus 

six coMponents of stress in a fluid. They are 

represented by the stress tensor, P. A net force 

is exerted on dv if there is a space gradient of any 

of the six components within dv. The force, a vector, 

T say, is calculable from the divergence of the 
tensor, P. 

Thus: 

T = Div P dV 	 A6.3a 

The components of T are: 

= a P+  + fa 	p  ia ax 	ay 

Ta=-gg + 	f33 

T, 	p +a p +  p 
4  ax 31 	5S7 3a 	az  33 

A6.3b 

A6e3c 

A6.3d 

The various components of P are shown for a left handed 

set in Figure A6.1. 

In most theoretical treatment: the diagonal stresses in 

equations A6.3 are replaced by a hydrostatic, common, 

component and a perturbation component. 	Whence: 



a 
ax 

a 
ay 

a 
az 

• 
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Div P = 

010 

A6.3e 

In abbreviated notation this can be written: 

Div P = Div PI —vp 	A6.3f 
A6.3f and A63.a yield the space variation of force in 

a fluid. 

A6.4. The equation of continuity. 

The continuity equation expresses algebraically the 

the conservation 'of mass law for a fluid flowing into 

and out of the elemental volume. 	Due consideration 

is made for time variations of density, ? . If the 

particle translation velocity vector is W the mass flow.  

vector is p7i. 	The differencb between, outward and 

inward flow in dv is: 



o flow = dv. div(pW) 	A6.4a 

This difference is accounted for by the density 

variation, a  

Whence: 

( asp  ÷div(PYY) j(dv) = 0 	A6.4b 
I -aT 
Equation A6.4b is the continuity equation. 

A6.5. Newton's Second Law. 

For.-our mass element ?clv a force given in 

equations A6.3 yields an equal and opposite inertia 

force. 	From equation A6.1 the acceleration of pcIN/ 

is: 

_a W (w. ©) W 	A6.5a 
t 	at 

at 

The inertia force is: 

(dv) dd  = Div_E (dv) 	A6.5b 
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A6.6. The Linearised Navier—Stokes Equations  

If the equationsof the last section are written in 

expanded form rather than vector notation they are seen 

to be non linear with many cross product terms. To 

produce a more tractable form the following assumptions 

are made: 

i) 	Velocity gradients are small enough 1:6f..* 

equation A6.1 with velocity vector W in place of 

general property F to be reduced to:. 

dW 	a.16z 
d t 	at 

A6.6 a 
• 

In more detail, this assumes that the Z component 

of the acceleration term for example, may be 

simplified thus: 

16_ a t 
z 

uz st—ziriluz 

A6.6b 
Where uzis the Z component of velocity vector W 

and K is a unit vector in the Z direction. 
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ii) Density perturbations are sufficiently small 

for p in equation A6.5b to be regarded as 
constant and equal to the value in the absence 

of any perturbation, 

The linearised set of equations from which the 

one dimensional wave equation will be derived, 

are summarised in one dimension below. • 

Velocity time variation: 

d u = si— U7  
dt z 	at 4-  

A6.7a 

Force: 

11 (P 	+.02P3a +P 6) 
az • 33 	ay 	ax 31 

A6.7b 
Continuity 

A6.7c 
at 	az 

Newton's Second Law: 

P CIo 	= D--(FaVa—P) 	b—  P3 dt z  az 	ay 	ax 

A6.7d 



• • 	, 	• • - 	• - 	 ..... 	• - • - 	• 4 - 1 7 
A6.7. 	Derivation of the one dimensional wave  equation. 

It is assumed any stresses operating are uniform 

across the plane perpendicular to the Z —direction. 

It is also assumed that motion is uniform in this plane; 

algebraically this means that 

a 	 __ P 	a P 
5( " ay 3  -  

A6.8 

The perturbation pressure P
33 in equation A6.7b derives 

from viscosity effects and is regarded as being related 

to velocity gradient, via shear and bulk viscosity 
coefficients, 	and 

x'33 

 

a u 
az A6.9 

 

Equations A6.9 and A6.7 can now be combined to yield 

Hsu LI-uz  =-LP + 1-4- + 1 
dt 	az 	I 3 _ 	1 aza  

at 	A610 
It is now assumed that/a given instant in time an 

infinitesimally small volume of fluid through which 

a wave is propagating is in equilibrium with its 

surroundings. That is to say, no heat flows into 

or out of the volume due to temperature fluctuations 

in the wave. 	With such an equilibrium there is a 

functional relationship between any two properties 
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we choose to describe the fluid.(51)  Choosing pressure 

and density we can write: 

bp =(.61).6p 	 A6.11a 
and, 

az 6p az 
	 Aajlb 

Substituting equation A6.11b into A6.10 and using 

displacement instead of velocity as independent 

variable according to equation A6.12, equation A6.13 

is derived. 

A6.12 

p .L2ez  = 4,1zo)d +1_411.011.a. 
0 at 	op az 	3 	J at aza 

A6.13 
The continuity equation A6.7c states that the rate 

of change of density is proportional to the rate of 

change of strain. 
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a 
at — p 1-2-z ° ataz 

A6.14a 

integrating to yield bp at a given instant in time: 

6p = — p Lgz  
° az 

+ f(t) 	A6.14b 

Where f(t) is an arbitrary function of time, 

also 

= 
az Po -42 az 

A6.14c 

• 

Substituting a 
we get 	a z 

of equation A6.14c into A6.13 - 

     

a  3 r14-11 	aez 

Pi, 	at 	az 2- 

A 6.15 

     

     

     



Equation A6.15 is the standard form of the one 

dimensional linear wave equation in a lossy medium, 

derived on the assumption that disturbances are small 

and that the medium changes state adiabatically. 

A6.8. Solution of the one dimensional wave enuation. 

The most general case of equation A6.15 occurs 
when both 	

3 
a,And ( 	

is rI) are dependent 

on the frequency of the disturbance ez.  

It is conveniently written in the form of. equation 

A6.16 where MliFis a complex modulus which may or 

may not be frequency dependent. 

Ez 	0Lz 	 A6.16a 
ete 	pc, 	a za 

= MI + jivla  = 	+ jN 

A616b 

To solve equation A6.16a we assume a solution for 

each hormonic component of the wave of the form 

of equation A6.17. 

Cz(Z,t) = ez(010) ex p(-0kZ) ex p()W(t - Zic)) 

A6.17 
There c and Z may be functions of W. 
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Substitution of equation A6.17 in A6.16a yields 

—wa= 1L110-fi 	w2ka ÷ 2 Jo(w/c  

A 618 

The imaginary part yields: 

=N( ce-wYca ) +2 o(w/c 
	A6.19 

Substitution for uN —wZ 
C2 

 
in equation A6.18 (real part) yields 

c(w)  = 2 00/1,  +N2) 	A6.20 
Nw 

substituting equation A6.20 into A6.19 yields 



ON [o( w4a11\14  
0-M70+0 	Pa  M +NI) 

wa aN  
40 

 

A6.21 

Solving forCka  

2 o< 2  = 	g 	w2aV1+  Nt  

M,(1+1\1) 	+N 2*) 

A6.22 

Now a is real and.> 0 

{

w 2 R,(1/14- N2    
21\4,(1 -1-N2) • 11/ 

A6.23 a 

0(w) is then derived from Equation A6.20. 



A6.23b 

Another useful function is the attenuation per 
wavelength. 	This is derived using the relationship 

(w) = w A(w)/2 n 
Whence 

= 2n V1+Nt  
N + 1 1 V

E  
A6.23c 

These expressions can be further reduced if N 
is always small 

       

A 6.24a 

A6.24b 

A6.24c 

       

       

       

       

00■= rt N 
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Fig*A6.1 : Components of the stress tensor. 
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